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of the 
STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaint-ff-Respondent, 
v .  SC 1136382 
DANIEL J. LAWYER, 
Defendant-Appeilant. 
Appealed from the District Court of the Second 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and 
for Nez Perce County 
Eonorable CARL B. KERRICK, District Judge 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney for Plaintiff-Respondent 
MOLLY J. HUSKEY 
Attorney for Defendant-Appellant 
:!]E Wpp.i]qE COUST OE' TlHE STATE 01;' IDAHO 
! SUPREME CCURT NO. 36382 
Petirioner-Responder;:, ) 
Appeal from the District Court of the Second Judicial District 
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of I&ez Perce 
BEFORE 'THE liCNORn3LE CARL B. KERRICK, DISTRICT JUDGE 
Counsel for Respandect 
Yr. Lawrence G. Wasden 
Attorney General 
Post Office Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-00iC 
Cocnsel for Appell-ant. 
Ns. Molly J. Huskey 
State Appellate PD 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, ID 83703 
IN 'Ti-1E IIISTRYCT COURT OF 'TEE SECOND JUDICiAI, DISTRICT OF 
Ti-iE S'TA'I'E CE' IDAXC, IN AN3 FOR THE COUXTY OF XEZ PF'XCX 
STATE OF IDAHO, i 
I 
j SUPREME CCURT NO. 36'38% 
Petitioner-Kes~ondent, > 
v. 
DANIEL ;. LAWYER, 
Defendant-Appelia~~. 
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Page 1 of 5 Case: CR-2008-0004978 Current Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Defendant: Lawyer, Daniel Joel 
User: DEANNA 
State of Idaho vs. Daniel Joel Lawyer 
Date Code User Judae 
NCRF TRISH 
PROS TRISH 
AFPC TRISH 
IDPC TRISH 
CRCO TRISH 
ARRN TRISH 
NORF TRISH 
MINE TRISH 
New Case Filed-Felony Kent J. Merica 
Kent J. Merica 
Kent J. Merica 
Kent J. Merica 
Kent J Merica 
Kent J. Merica 
Kent J. Merica 
Kent J. Merica 
Prosecutor Assigned April A Smith 
Aff~davlt Of Probable Cause 
Initial Determination Of Probable Cause 
Criminal Complaint 
Arraignment I First Appearance 
Notification Of Rights-felony 
Minute Entry Hearing type: Arraignment Hearing 
date: 611912008 Time: 2:25 pm Audio tape 
number: Fl718 
HRSC TRISH Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing 
0612512008 01:30 PM) 
Kent J. Merica 
NTHR TRISH 
BSET TRISH 
APNG TRISH 
BNDS TRISH 
CONT SHERRI 
Notice Of Hearing 
Bond Set at 5000.00 
Appear & Plead Nct Guilty 
Kent J. Merica 
Kent J. Merica 
Kent J. Merica 
Kent J. Merica 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 5000.00 ) 
Continued (Preliminary Hearing 0710912008 
01:30 PM) 
Minute Entry Hearing type: Preliminary Hearing 
Hearing date: 612512008 Time: 1:30 pm Audio 
tape number: F1487 
Notice Of Hearing 
MINE SHERRI Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
NTHR SHERRI 
SHERRI 
Kent J, Merica 
Kent J. Merica TapeF#1487 
1158-1257 
Notice Of Hearing NTHR DONNA 
CONT DONNA 
Kent J. Merica 
Kent J. Merica Continued (Preliminary Hearing 0712312008 
01:30 PM) 
Affidavit Of Financial Status AFFS DONNA 
RQDD JENNY 
RSDP JENNY 
CONT BEV 
Kent J. Merica 
Kent J. Merica 
Kent J. Merica 
Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
Request For Discovery-defendant 
Response To Request For Discovery-plaintiff 
Continued (Preliminary Hearing 0810612008 
01:30 PM) 
Notice Of Hearing NTHR BEV 
WAlP BEV 
DISC JENNY 
CONT SHERRI 
Kent J. Merica 
Kent J. Merica 
Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
Jay P. Gaskill 
Waiver of Speedy Preliminary Hearing 
Discovery Compliance 
Continued (Preliminary Hearing 0812012008 
01:30 PM) 
MINE SHERRI Minute Entry Hearing type: Preliminary Hearing 
Hearing date: 81612008 Time: 1:30 pm Audio tape 
number: F1723 
Notice Of Hearing 
Greg K. Kalbfleisch 
Jay P. Gaskill I 
Date: 512012009 
Time: 03:20 PM 
Page 2 of 5 
District Court - Nez Perce Count&&@> 
*%& 
ROA Report 
~~*y#.~' i 
Case CR-2008-5004978 Current Judge Carl B Kerr~ck 
Defendant Lawyer, Dan~el Joel 
State of Idaho vs. Daniel Joel Lawyer 
Date Code 
812012008 PHWV 
812112008 HRSC 
ORB0 
INFO 
812812008 ARRN 
DCWH 
HRSC 
MINE 
91312008 AMIN 
911 112008 DCHH 
PLEA 
H RSC 
HRSC 
HRSC 
User 
SHERRI 
DONNA 
DONNA 
DONNA 
DONNA 
TERESA 
TERESA 
TERESA 
TERESA 
TERESA 
TERESA 
TERESA 
TERESA 
TERESA 
TERESA 
TERESA 
Judge 
Tape #F1723 Jay P. Gaskill 
2448-2502 
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing held on Jay P. Gaskill 
0812012008 01:30 PM: Preliminary Hearing 
Waived (bound Over) 
Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 0812812008 Carl B. Kerrick 
01:15 PM) District Court Arraignment 
Notice Of Hearing Carl B. Kerrick 
Order Binding Over Carl B. Kerrick 
Information Carl B. Kerrick 
Hearing result for Arraignment held on Carl B. Kerrick 
0812812008 01:15 PM: Arraignment I First 
Appearance District Court Arraignment 
District Court Hearing Held Carl B. Kerrick 
Court Reporter: Nancy Towler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 0911 112008 Carl B. Kerrick 
01:15 PM) 
Minute Entry Hearing type: Arraignment Hearing Carl B. Kerrick 
date: 812812008 Time: 1.28 pm Court reporter: 
Nancy Towler Audio tape number: DC# 4124 
Amended Information Carl B. Kerrick 
Hearing result for Arraignment held on Carl B. Kerrick 
0911112008 01:15 PM: District Court Hearing He11 
Court Reporter: Linda Carlton 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-8004 IF} Carl B. Kerrick 
Driving Under The Influence) 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 0110512009 09:OO Carl B. Kerrick 
AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Final Pretrial 1211812008 Carl B. Kerrick 
03:30 PM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Motions 1211 112008 Carl B. Kerrick 
02:30 PM) 
MINE TERESA Minute Entry Hearing type: Arraignment Hearing Carl B. Kerrick 
date: 911 112008 Time: 1.26 pm Court reporter: 
Linda Carlton Audio tape number: DC# 4130 
911212008 ORDR TERESA Order Setting Jury Trial & Scheduling Carl B. Kerrick 
Proceedings 
911712008 RQDP TERESA Request For Discovery-plaintiff Carl B. Kerrick 
912312008 MlSC TERESA Discovery Compliance--def Carl B. Kerrick 
111512008 ORDR TERESA Amended Order Setting Jury Trial and Scheduling Carl B. Kerrick 
Proceedings 
REGIS'TER OF ACTIONS 2 
Date 5/20/2009 
T ~ m e  03 20 PM 
Page 3 of 5 
Secondg3tgicial District Court - Nez Perce Count@gs 
.#*$# @>%8 
ROA Report -*&r 
Case: CR-2008.0004978 Current Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Defendant: Lawyer, Daniel Joel 
State of Idaho vs Dan~el Joel Lawyer 
Date Code 
12/5/2008 HRVC 
HRSC 
12/9/2008 MOTN 
MlSC 
12/17/2008 OPOR 
12/18/2008 DCHH 
CONT 
HRSC 
User 
TERESA 
TERESA 
TERESA 
TERESA 
TERESA 
TERESA 
TERESA 
TERESA 
Judge - 
Hearing result for Pretrial Motions held on Carl B. Kerrick 
1211 112008 02:30 PM: Hearing Vacated--NO 
MOTIONS FILED 
Hearing Scheduled (Final Pretrial 12/18/2008 Carl B. Kerrick 
03:30 PM) 
Motion to Suppress Evidence and Dismiss Carl B. Kerrick 
Case--def 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Suppress Carl B. Kerrick 
Evidence-def 
Opinion & Order on Defendant's Motion to Carl B. Kerrick 
Suppress Evidence--DENIED 
Hearing result for Final Pretrial held on Carl B. Kerrick 
12/18/2008 03:30 PM: District Court Hearing Hell 
Court Reporter: Nancy Towler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
Continued (Jury Trial 01/12/2009 09:OO AM) Carl B. Kerrick 
Hearing Scheduled (Final Pretrial 01/09/2009 Carl B. Kerrick 
09:OO AM) 
MINE TERESA Minute Entry Hearing type: Final Pretrial Hearing Carl B. Kerrick 
date: 12/18/2008 Time: 3:26 pm Court reporter: 
Nancy Towler Audio tape number: CRTRM 1 
12/19/2008 ORDR TERESA Amended Order Setting Jury Trial & Scheduling Carl B. Kerrick 
Proceedings 
1/9/2009 HRHD TERESA Hearing result for Final Pretrial held on Carl B. Kerrick 
01/09/2009 09:OO AM: Hearing Held 
1/12/2009 JTST TERESA Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 01/12/2009 Carl B. Kerrick 
09:OO AM: Jury Trial Started 
MINE TERESA Minute Entry Hearing type: Jury Trial Hearing Carl B. Kerrick 
date: 1/12/2009 Time: 9:09 am 
HRSC TERESA Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Continued Carl B. Kerrick 
01/13/2009 09:OO AM) 
1/13/2009 HRHD TERESA Hearing result for Jury Trial Continued held on Carl B. Kerrick 
01/13/2009 09:OO AM: Hearing Held 
FOGT TERESA Found Guilty After Trial Carl B. Kerrick 
HRSC TERESA Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 02/26/2009 Carl B. Kerrick 
02:30 PM) 
DCHH TERESA District Court Hearing Held Carl B. Kerrick 
Court Reporter: Nancy Towler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 235 pages jury trial January 12 and 13, 
2009 
MlSC TERESA Verdict Carl B. Kerrick 
MlSC TERESA Verdict Carl B. Kerrick 
MlSC TERESA Instructions submitted to the jury 1-22 Carl B. Kerrick 
~ 1 S 7 ' E % $ ! ~ & ~ r 1 0 N s  Instructions submitted to the jury 23-26 Carl B. Kerrick 3 
Date 5/20/2009 
T ~ m e  03 20 PM 
Page 4 of 5 
Secon+g@icial District Court - Nez Perce Count@@ 
*-, %$$$ 
ROA Report -", :~". ",* 
Case: CR-2008-0004978 Current Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Defendant, Lawyer, Daniel Joel 
State of Idaho vs. Daniel Joel Lawyer 
Date Code User Judge 
PSI01 TERESA Pre-Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered Carl B. Kerrick 
DUE 2-1 9-09 
Document sealed 
MOTN TERESA Motion for Release of Evidence---state Carl B. Kerrick 
ORDR TERESA Order for Release of Evidence---state's exhibt A Carl B. Kerrick 
admitted at jury trial 
MlSC TERESA UPDATED PSI received--copies delivered by Carl B. Kerrick 
messenger to Prosecuor and F 8 V 
Document sealed 
DCHH TERESA Hearing result for Sentencing held on 02/26/2009 Carl B. Kerrick 
02:30 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Nancy Towler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
STAT TERESA Case Status Changed: closed pending clerk Carl B, Kerrick 
action 
SNlC TERESA Sentenced To Incarceration (118-8004 {F) Driving Carl B. Kerrick 
Under The Influence) Confinement terms: 
Penitentiary determinate: 2 years. Penitentiary 
indeterminate: 5 years. 
MINE TERESA Minute Entry Hearing type: Sentencing Hearing Carl B. Kerrick 
date: 2/26/2009 Time: 2:45 pm Court reporter: 
Nancy Towler Audio tape number: CRTRM 1 
MlSC TERESA Commitment Carl B. Kerrick 
PSIS TERESA Updated Presentence Investigation Sealed In File Carl B. Kerrick 
Document sealed 
BVEX TERESA Surety Bond Converted / Exonerated (Amount Carl B. Kerrick 
5,00000) 
ORDR TERESA Order for Bond Release Carl B. Kerrick 
ORDR TERESA Confidential Order Carl B. Kerrick 
MlSC TERESA Judgment of Conviction Carl B. Kerrick 
NOTC TERESA Notice of Conviction Carl B. Kerrick 
APSC DEANNA Appealed To The Supreme Court Carl B. Kerrick 
MOTN DEANNA Motion to Appoint SAPD and Affidavit of Counsel Carl B. Kerrick 
NTAP DEANNA Notice Of Appeal Carl B. Kerrick 
NTAP DEANNA Notice Of Appeal Carl B. Kerrick 
MOTN DEANNA Motion and Affidavit in Support for Appointment of Carl B. Kerrick 
Counsel 
MOTN DEANNA Motion and Affidvit for Fee Waiver Carl B. Kerrick 
ORDR JENNY Order Appointing State Appellate Public Defender Carl B. Kerrick 
ATTR DEANNA Defendant: Lawyer, Daniel Joel Attorney Retained Carl B. Kerrick 
Molly J. Huskey 
SCRT DEANNA Supreme Court Receipt - Clerk's Record and Carl B. Kerrick 
REGISTER OF ACTIONS Reporter's Transcript due at the SC by June 24, 
2009 4 
Date 5/?0/2009 
Tlme 03 20 PM 
Page 5 of 5 
Secondf&24icial District Court - Nez Perce Count 
%*.' 
925?* *-.- ROA Report 
Case CR-2008-0004978 Current Judge Carl B Kerrlck 
Defendant Lawyer, Danlel Joel 
State of Idaho vs. Daniel Joel Lawyer 
Date Code User Judge 
4/27/2009 SCRT DEANNA Supreme Court Receipt - Clerk's Certificate of Carl B. Kerrick 
Appeal filed at SC 
5/6/2009 NTAP DEANNA Amended Notice of Appeal Carl B. Kerrick 
511 112009 SCRT DEANNA Supreme Court Receipt - Clerk's Record and Carl 6. Kerrick 
Reporter's Transcript due date reset -due at the 
SC by August 13,2009 
SCRT DEANNA Supreme Court Receipt -Amended Notice of Carl B. Kerrick 
Appeal filed at SC 
REGISTER OF ACTIONS 
DANIEL L. SPICKLER 
Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 799-3073 
I.S.B.N. 2923 
I N  THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN  AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO. 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DANIEL J. LAWYER, 
D.O.B.: 
S.S.N.:  
COMPLAINT - CRIMINAL 
Defendant. 
STATE OF I D A H 0 ) 
: ss. 
County of Nez Perce ) 
PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this 19th day of  June 2008, in the County of 
Nez Perce, & &f , who, being first duly sworn, complains and says: 
that DANIEL 1. LAWYER, did commit the following crime(s): 
COUNT I 
OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF 
ALCOHOL, DRUGS AND/OR ANY OTHER INTOXICATING SUBSTANCE, I.C. 5 18- 
8004( l ) (a )  and 18-8005(7), a felony 
That the Defendant, DANIEL J. LAWYER, on or about the 19th day of June, 
2008 in the County of  Nez Perce, State of Idaho, did drive and/or was in 
actual physical control of a motor vehicle upon a highway, street, bridge 
and/or any roadway open to  the public, while under the influence of 
alcohol, drugs and/or any other intoxicating substance while having an 
alcohol concentration of .08 or more, to-wit: .158/.161 as shown by an 
analysis of his breath. 
COMPLAINT 
That within fifteen (15) years of  said date defendant has previously pled guilty to  or 
been convicted of I.C. 5 18-80Orl(l)(a)(b) and/or (c), OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE 
WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, DRUGS AND/OR AN INTOXICATING 
SUBSTANCE in violation of Idaho Code 5 18-8005(7), to-wit: 
STATE OF IDAHO VS DANIEL J. LAWYER, I N  THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, I N  AND FOR THE 
COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE, CASE NO. CR2001-0002298, the Defendant 
having plead guilty and/or was found guilty on August 16, 2001, Judgment 
of Conviction entered on October 5, 2001, signed by the Honorable Carl B. 
Kerrick, and filed by the above-named Court on October 5, 2001. 
All of which is contrary to  the form, force and effect of the statute in such case 
and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
Said Complainant therefore prays that DANIEL I. LAWYER be dealt with according 
to  law. 
SUBSCRIBED and S W O Y . ~ ~  before me this 19th day of June 2008. 
COMPLAINT 
DANIEL L. SPIGKLER 
Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 799-3073 
I.S.B.N. 2923 
I N  THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, I N  AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DANIEL 1. LAWYER. 
Defendant. I 
AFFIDAVIT FOR INITIAL 
DETERMINATION OF PROBABLE 
CAUSE PURSUANT TO ICR 5(C) 
Comes now the undersigned peace officer who on oath deposes and says: 
1. Affiant is a duly qualified peace officer serving with the Idaho State Police. 
2. The above-referenced defendant has been arrested for the crime(s) of: 
COUNT I - OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF 
ALCOHOL, DRUGS AND/OR ANY OTHER INTOXICATING SUBSTANCE, I.C. 518- 
8004(l)(a) and 18-8005(7), a felony; without a warrant on , and your affiant 
asks that a Magistrate, after your affiant lays a Complaint before him, determine 
whether there is probable cause to believe that said offense has been committed and 
that  the defendant has committed it. 
The basis for said arrest is contained within the attached accurate copies of 
documents on file with the above-referenced law enforcement agency, which said 
copies are incorporated herein by reference. 
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to befordme this 19th day of June 2008. 
JUDGE OR CLERK OF COURT 
AFFIDAVIT FOR INITIAL DETERMINATION -1- 
8 
IDI '  ~ ' H I K U L  ~ t b  i t a x : i U 8 - I Y Y - 5 7 4 6  J u n  1 9  2008 6:05 P. 04 
D.U. I. NOTES Sobriety Tests - Meets Decision Po&? 
Odor of alcoholic beverage B y e s   NO G Z ~ N Y S ~ ~ W  myes mo 
Admitted drinkkg alcoholic beverage B y e s  D o  Walk & T m  a y e s   NO 
Slurred speech f?ly.~ T]No One Leg Stand a y e s  U N o  
Impaired memory a y e s  f a ~ a  
Glassy/bloodshot eyes a y e s   NO Crash Involved a y e s  m o  
Other kjwry a y e s  DO 
Drugs Suspected: a y e s   NO Drug Recopition Evaluation Perfonncd a y e s  &&o 
Reason Drugs are Suspected: 
Prior to being offered the test, the defendant was substantially informed of the consequences ofrefusal and failure 
of the test as required by Section 18-8002 and 18-8002A, Idaho Code. 
Defendant was tested for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances. The test(s) wasiwere 
performed in compliance with Sections 15-8003 Ce. 18-8004(4), Idaho Code and the standards and methods adopted 
by the Idaho State Police (ISP). 
B A ( 2 J W A L  by: m ~ r e a t h  Instiument Type: m~nloxilyzer 5000 m c o  Sensor Serialiit68- 
012541 
U B ~ O O ~  AND/OR a ~ r i n e  Test Results Pending? a y e s  q No (Attached) 
Name of person administering breath t e s t : w F E -  Date c e r t i m  
eqires:05/3 1/09 
Defendan t  rewed the test as follows: 
By my signature and in the presence o on authorized to administer Oaths in the State of Idaho, I hereby 
solemnly swear that the info in this document and attached reports and documents that may be 
included herein is true and c f my information and belief. 
Signed: 
I (afsant) 
My Commission expires: /r;l 2209 
AFFIDAVIT FOR INlTIAL DETERMINATION 
OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
PROBABLE CAUSE FOR STOP AND ARREST:At 00.33 hows on Thursday, June 19,2008,I was engaged on a 
trafEc stop, southbound at milemarker 3 10 on US Highway 95 in Nez Perce County, Idaho. The weather 
condi~ons were clear and dry and it was dark. During the traftic stop I was speaking to the driver of the vehicle 
when a pickup, approaching &om behind me, travelin& southbound passed close to me in the outside lane of the 
two southbound lanes. I realised that the driver of the pickup had not stayed in the inside lane until clear of the 
traf3ic stop. The proximity of the passing pickup alarmed me and I r e w e d  the license and documents to the 
driver I had stopped, released him. and quickly returned to my cruiser. I then pulled away from the shoulder and 
increased my speed southbound in an anempt to catch up with the pickup. ARer catching up with rbe vehicle I 
maintained a position behind the pickup and prepared to find an area on the southbound shoulder in order to stop 
the pickup. As I traveled southbound, near milemarker 308,I saw the pickup cross the fogline by approximately 
two feet and continued on for about twenty-five feet or so before returning to the lane oftravel. I activated my 
code lights but the vehicle continued southbound. The driver then started to slow but did not immediately pull 
over. Eventually the vehicle came t~ a slow stop near milemarker 307. X could see tbat the vehicle was displaying 
Idaho license plate N134637, the registration subsequently retnrning on a maroon and gold, 1993 Chevrolet pickup 
o w e d  by Daniel J. LAWYER of Lapwai, Idaho. I approached rbe driver's door and spoke to the male who was 
operating the pickup. I explained the reason why I was stopping him and asked to see his driver's license. When 
the driver spoke, I noticed &it his speech was slurred and X had difficulty understanding some of what he said. As 
he handed me his license he dropped it on the floor of the pic!&. He then opened the door to reach it and as he 
did so, an unopened can of Budweiser rolled out of the inside of the vehicle and fell on the ground. The male 
picked up his License and handed it to me. The driver was identified by an Xdaho license as Daniel J. LAWYER, 
date of birth  As I was speaking to Mr. LAWYER I began to detect a moderate odor of an dcoholic 
beverage com m him. I asked him where he was coming from and he indicated that he was driviag from 
downtown Lewiston. I asked bow much had he consumed that night and he told me that he had drank two beers in 
Shooteirs, a bar in LRwiston. When asked how long ago it had been since he had consumed the beers, he indicated 
approximately a half hour. ARer obtaining the vehicle documents I returned lo my unit and ran a driver's status 
check on Mr. LAWYER. Shortly thereafter, the State Police Regional Communication Center advised me that Mr. 
LAWYER'S driving privileges were clear. I was then joined by marked units fkonl the Nez Perce County Sherjff's 
office. I returned to the pickup and asked Mr. LAWYER if he would step from bis vehicle and walk to the rear of 
the whicle. He raised no objection and once he was standing on the shoulder I explained to him that X was going 
to ask hi to attempt some field sobriety tesk in light of the fact that he had come close to me on my traffic stop 
and that he had failed to maintain his lane of travel. Initially, Mr. LAWYER voiced no objection to my request. 
He told me that he had called a w d  party to come and collect him and that they were the designated driver. I 
asked him why he would need a designated driver and he told me that he wanted somebody to drive him home. 
Gfter the Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus test was administered, Mr. LAWYER refused to conkue on with the 
evaluations and was arrested for driving under the influence. I transported him the the Nez Perce County SheriEs 
aanex building. During the drive, Mr. LAWYER insisted that a Nez Perce tribal policeofficer had to be present at 
the traffic stop and that my stop of his vehicle was invalid because it had occurred on the Nez Perce reservation. 
Upon arrival at the annex building I took Mr. LAWYER to the intox room and commenced the required 
observation period. I read the Idaho Notice of Suspension to MI. LAWYER and he refused my offered breath test. 
Prior to my reading the form, I was made aware that he had been convicted of DUI on two previous occasions. 
D-g my obsepation of Mr. LAWYER Lt. Rick Hernandez of the Nez Perce Tribal Police anived and spoke to 
Mr. LAWYER answering some of the question concerning the validity of the @affjc stop on reservation land. 
After a. LAWYER'S refusal, X told Lt. Hernandez and Sgt. Kevin Wilson of theNez Perce County Sheriffs ofice 
it was my intention to take Mr. LAWYER to the nearest hospital and obtain blood, forcibly if necessay, as this 
was a felony DUX arrest. Mr. LAWYER indicated that he had changed his mind and would take my offered blood 
test. The b r e d  test was administered, using the Intox5000EN, and the results were . ISXI .  16 1. I then took Mr. 
LAWYER up to the jail floor where he was handed over to the detention staff for booking. I indicated to them that 
Mr. LAWYER wds to be booked on a felony DUI charge. 
Departmental Report # LO8000504 
slV THE DXSrnCT COURT OF THE 2m r n I C A L  DXSTRLGT OF m 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AM) FOR THl3 COUNTY OF NBZ PERCE- 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
J 
Defendant. 
DOB
SSN.  
DM:
State Idaho 
State of Idaho, 
County of- 
I, CPL. JOHN FERRISS, the undersigned, 
COURT CASE NUMBER 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
OF ARREST AND/OR EFUSAI ,  TO TAKE TEST 
SS 
ing &st duly sworn on oath, depose and say that: 
1. I am a peace officer employed by-e . , 
2. The defendant was arrested on 06119108 at 00.53 AM C] PM for the crime of driving while under the 
influence of alcohol, drugs or any other intoxicatkg substances pursuant to Section 1.X-X004 Idaho Code. Second 
or more DUI offense in the last ten years? a YES a NO FELONY C] MISDEMEANOR 
3.. Location of Occunrence: SB US95@?EMARKER 307 
4. Ideuti5ed the defendant as: LAWYER, DANIEL J. by: (check box) 
n ~ i l i t i u y  ID C]State ID Card illstudent ID Card RDrivers License illcredit Cards 
n ~ a p e r w o r k  found n ~ e r b a l  TD by defendant 
Witness: identi-fied defendant 
Other: 
5. Actual physical control established by: m o b s e ~ a t i o ~  by affiant n ~ b s e r v a t i o n  by Officer 
n ~ d r n i s s i o n  of Defendant to: , nstatement of Witness: 
mother: 
6. I believe that there is probable cause to beLieve the defendant committed such crime because ofthe following 
facts: 
(NOTE: You must state the source of all information provided below. State what you observed and what 
you learned f?om someone else, identifying that person): 
AFFIDAVIT FOR INlTIAI, DETERMINATlON 
OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
ZN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TEE SECOND JUDXCAL DISTRICT 
OF TEE STATE OF JJlAFIO, COUNTY OF NU; PERCE 
MAGISTRATE DNISION 
Plaintiff. 
DOB- 
SSN
 
State of Idaho, I 
Comty of NEZ PERCE i" 
CASE NUMBER. 
AFFIDAVIT OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
WARRANTLESS ARREST 
UNDER I.C.R. 5 
CPL. JOHN FERRISS, the undersigned peace officer, being f ~ s t  duly 
sworn, deposes and states under oath as follows: 
1. X am a duly qudified and acting peace officer for the Idaho State Police. 
2. 1 have probable cause to believe the above identified defendant committed the offense(s) of 
FELONY DUI 18-8005(5). 
3. The facts upon which I rely in believing there is probable cause that the above defendant committed 
the above offense(s) are: At 00.33 hours on Thusday, June 19,2008, I was engaged on a traffic stop, southbound 
at milemarker 3 10 on US Highway 95 in Nez Perce County, Xdaho. The weather conditions were clear and dry and 
it was dark. During the traffic stop X was speaking to the driver of the vehicle when a pickup, approaching from 
behind me, traveling southbound passed close to me in the outside lane of the two southbound lanes. X realised that 
the driver of the pickup had not stayed in the inside lane until clear of the traffic stop. The proximity of the 
passing picky alarmed me and I returned the license and documents to the driver I had stopped, released him and 
quickly returned to my cruiser. I then pulled away from the shoulder and increased my speed southbound in an 
attempt to catch up with the pickup. ARer catching up with the vehicle I maintained a position behind the pickup 
and prepared to find an area on the southbound shoulder in order to stop the pickup. As X traveled southbound, 
near milemarker 308, I saw the pickup cross the fogline by approximately two feet and conkued on for about 
twentyfive feet or so before returning to the lane of travel. I activated my code lights but the vehicle continued 
sonthbound. The driver then started to slow but did not immediately pull over. Eventually the vehicle came to a 
slow stop near milemarker 307. I could see that the vehicle was displaying Xdaho license plate N134637, the 
registration subsequently returning on a maroon and gold, 1993 Chevrolet pickup owned by Daniel J. LAWYER of 
Lapwai, Idaho. I approached the driver's door and spoke to the male who was operating the pickup. I explained 
MFXDAVIT OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
FOR WARRANTLESS ARREST 
UNDER I.C.R. 5 
the reason why I was stopping him and asked to see his driver's license. When the driver spoke, I noticed that his 
speech was sIurred and I had difficulty understanding some of what he said. As he handed me his license he 
dropped it on the floor of thc pichp. He then opened the door to reach it and as he did so, an unopened can of 
Budweiser roiled out of the inside o f  zbe vehicle and fell on the ground. The male picked up his lice
handed it to me. I h e  driver was idenCified by an Idaho license as Daniel J. LAWYER, date of bi& As I 
was speaking to Mr. LAWYER X began to detect a moderate odor of an alcoholic beverage coming I 
asked him where he was coming irom and he indicated that he was d r i ~ g  from downtown Lewiston. I asked 
how much had he consumed tbat ajght and he told me that he had drank two beers in Shooters, a bar in Lewiston. 
When asked how long ago it had been since he had consumed the beers, he indicated approximately a haghour. 
After obtaining the vehicle documents I returned to my unit and ran a driver's status check on Mr. LAWYER. 
Shortly thereafter, the State Police Regional Comrnuuication Center advised me that Mr. LAWYER'S driving 
privileges were clear. I was then joined by marked units &om the Nez Perce County Sheriff's ofice. I returned to 
the p i chp  and asked Mr. LAWYER if he would step from his vehicle and walk to the rear of the vehicle. He 
raised no objection and once he was standing on the shoulder 1 e~plained to him that I was going to ask him to 
attempt some field sobriety tests in light of the fact that he had come close to me on my &&c stop and that he had 
faited to main&& his lane of travel. Initially, Mr. LAWYER voiced no objection to my request. He told me that 
he had called a third paxty to come and collect him and that they were the designated driver. I asked him why he 
would need a designated driver and he told me that he wanted somebody to drive him home. M e r  the Horizontal 
Gaze Nystagmus test was administered, Mr. L A W R  refused to continue on with the evaluations and was 
arrested for driving under the influence. I transpoited him the the Nez Perce County Sheriff's annex building. 
During the drive, Mr. LAWYER insisted that aNez Perce tribal police officer had to be present at the traffic stop 
and that my stop of his vehicle was invalid because it had occurred on &e Nez Perce reservation. Upon arrival at 
the annex building I took Mr. LAWYER to the intox room and commenced the required observation period. I read 
the Idaho Notice of Suspension to Mr. LAWYER and he refixed my offered breath test. Prior to my reading the 
form, X was made aware that he had been convicted of DUI on two previous occasions. During my observation of 
Mr- LAWYER, Lt. Rick Hernandez of the Nez Perce Tribal Police arrived and spoke to Mr. LAWYER, answering 
some of the question concerning the validity of the lraffic stop on reseivation land. M e r  h*. LAWYER'S refusal, 
I told Lt. Hernandez and Sgt. Kevin Wilson of the Nez Perce County Sheriff's oftice it was my intention to lake 
Mr. LAWYER to the nearest hospital and obtain blood, forcibly if necessary, as this was a felony DW mest. Mr. 
LAWYER indicated that he had changed his mind and would take my offered blood test. The breath test was 
administered, using the Jntox5000EN, and the results were ,1581.1 61. 1 then took Mr. LAWYER up to the jail 
floor where he was handed over to the detention staff for that Mr. JAWYER was to 
be booked on a felony DW charge. 
Peace ~ffi%GiXGan- 
AFFIDAVTT OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
FOR WARRAN7ZESS ARREST 
UNDER 1.C.R 5 
R E V E W D  ANI) APPROVED FOR CHARGING BY COUNTY PROSEGWMG 
ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
Daled this day of ,2001 
hiEZ PERCE County Prosecuting Attorney's OBif~ce 
Pursuant to 1.C.R 5(c) the above &davit has been examined and probable cause is found that the above 
named defendant committed Ule o&nse(s) alIeged and defendant shall be held in custody pending i s m c e  of 
c-al complaint, 
Dated tbis day of ,2001 
AFFIDAVIT OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
FOR WhRRANTLESS ARREST 
UNDER I.C.R. 5 
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lsswiu? 
L e d  Name 
wc;~ PA~HZL 3 4-?0 
MW& 
I Malllnp Address St* 
Date o f h d  Tims of Ar& 
i 1  , .Y  
Driver's Llcense Numbsr Sfate License W a s  , .
Y .  
Operating CMV? 0 ye& 
Transporting Hazmat? 0 
I have reasmable grounds to belteve that you wcre dnvrng or were m phy~rcal control of a motor vehicle while undcr the influence of alcohol, drugs, I I or other intoxlcamr substances - 
2. You $e required by law to take one or more evidentiary lests to delermine the concentration of alcohol or the pres6nce of drugs or other intoxicating 
substances in your body. After submitting to the lest(s) you may, wben practical, at your own expense. have additional tests made by a person of your 
own choosing. 
3. You do not have the right to talk to a lawyer k fore  taking any evidentiary tests to determine the alcohol concentration or presence of drugs or other 
intoxidating substances in your body. 
4. 1f ydu refuse to take or  complete any of the offered tests pursuant to Section 18-8002, Idaho Code: 
A. Y w  are subject to a civil penalty of two hundred fifty dollars ($250). 
B. Your Idaho driver's license or permit will be seized if you have it in your possession, and if it is current and valid you will be issued a temporary 
permit. Non-resident licenses will not be seized and will be valid in.Idaho for thirty (30) days from the service of this notice of suspension unless 
modified.or resUicted by the court, provided the license is valid in the issuing state. U you were operating a commercial motor vehicle. any 
temporary permit issued will not provide commercial driving privileges of any kind. 
-7 9 
C. You bave a right to submit a written request within seven ") days to the Magistrate Court o f d t ~  1f.w County for a hearing to show 
cause wby y w  refused to submit t o w  complete evidentiary testing and why your driver's license should not be suspended. 
5- If you take and fail the evidentiary test(s) pursuant to Section 18-8W2A, Idaho Code: 
A. your  r&o driver's license w permit will be seized if you have it in yourpossssion, and if it is current and valid you will be issued a temporary 
permit Non-resident licenses will not be seized and shall be valid in Idaho for thirty (30) days &om the service of this notice of suspension, 
provided the license is valid in the issuing state. If you were operating a commercial motor vehicle, any temporary permit issued will not provide 
commercial driving privileges of any kind. 
B. I will serve you with thisNOT7CE O F  SUSPENSION that home,? effective t h i w  days from the date of service on this NOTICE, suspending 
our driver's license or privileges. If this is your fmt failure of an evidentiary test your driver's license or  driving privileges will be suspended for 
ty (W) days, with absolutely no driving privileges during the f m t  thirty (30) days. You may request restricted driving privileges for the 
armng suty (60) days of the suspension. Reshicted driving privileges will not allow you to operate a commercial motor vehicle. If this is not 
your fin1 failure ofan evidentiary test within the last five ( 5 )  yean. your driver's license or driving privileges will be suspended for one ( I )  y e a  
with absblutely r& driving privileges of any kind during that period. 
. C. ~ w b a y e  the right to an +nistmtive hearing on the suspension before the IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT to show cause why 
you failed the evidentiary test and why your driver's license should not be suspended. The q u e s t  must be made in writing and be received by the 
d c p w n t  within seven (7) calendar days from the date of service of thisNOTICE O F  SUSPENSION. You also have the right to judicial review 
, , ~ of the H e g  Officer's decision. 
I 'CI1IS SL'SIIE:NSION F O R  I.'.AII.L'KI< OH KI<FIIS:tI. OF'I'Hk: EVI I ) l<Y I'IAHY 'Cl:S'C(S, IS SFI':tR:\'CE 
NOTICEOF Jfyou have  failed the evidentiarg test(s), y o u r  d r iv ing  privileges are hereby  suspended  per #5 
ahdvoj ,commencing thirty (30) d a y s  from the d a t e  of service of this  notice. If ,: - . - - . . ,  . 
a blood or  urine test was administered, the department may serve a Notice of /I 
Suspension upon receipt of the test results. 
. , This Section Provides Temporary Driving Privileges. 
~. {If t h e  driver w a s  operat ing a commercial vehicle, t h i s  pennl t  wlll n o t  provide commercial  drivlng privileges of a n y  kind.) 
If issued, this permit grants the same driving restrictions and privileges as those granted by the licenselpermit seized (except as indicated 
above), and shall be valid for thiny (30) days from the date you were served this Notice of Supemion for failure or refusal of the evidentiary 
test(s), unless it is c or  restricted by the court. 
Permit Issued? m~~ license Surrendered? $Yes a No 
A permit was not issued: F3 Suswnded El Not in Possession Invalid Ci Expired O Issued bv Another Jurisdiction 0 Not Licensed 
White Copy (if fallurn) to m) (tc mud ifrefusal) Yellow Cqy to Law Entorcement Pink Copy lo Coun (iffeilurn) Goldsnmd Copy ro Dnvrr 
D.U. I. NOTES Sobriety Tests - Meets Decision Points? 
Odor of alcoholic beverage m ~ e s  ONO Gaze Nystagmus N y e s  UNO 
Admitted drinking alcoholic beverage a y e s  0% Walk & Turn D y e s  U N o  
Slurred speech m ~ e s  ONO One Leg Stand a y e s  UNO 
Impaired memory a y e s   NO 
Glassyibloodshot eyes a y e s  NNO Crash Involved D y e s  QNO 
Other I n j u r ~  a y e s  QNO 
Drugs Suspected: m ~ e s  m N o  Drug Recognition Evaluation Performed a y e s  1Z]No 
Reason Drugs are Suspected: 
Prior to being offered the test, the defendant was substantially informed of the consequences of refusal and failure 
of the test as required by Section 18-8002 and 18-8002A, Idaho Code. 
Defendant was tested for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances. The test(s) wadwere 
performed in compliance with Sections 18-8003 & 18-8004(4), Idaho Code and the standards and methods adopted 
by the Idaho State Police (ISP). 
BACkJSXUL by: m ~ r e a t h  Instrument Type: N1ntoxilyzer 5000 O ~ l c o  Sensor Serial#:68- 
012541 
DBIOO~ AND/OR o ~ r i n e  Test Results Pending? a y e s  0 No (Attached) 
ERRdSS Name of person administering breath test: G L .  JOHN F Date certification 
expires:O5/3 1 I09 
D ~ e f e n d a n t  refused the test as follows: 
Oaths in the State of Idaho, I hereby 
hed reports and documents that may be 
included herein is the best of my information and belief. 
Revised 05122108 
TERMINATION 
17 
PROBABLE CAUSE FOR STOP AND ARRES7':At 00.33 hotus on Thursday, June 19,2008,1 was engaged on a 
traffic stop, southbound at milemarker 3 10 on US Ilighway 95 in Nez Perce County, Idaho. The weather 
conditions were clear and dry and it was dark. During the traffic stop I speaking to the driver of the vehicle 
when a pickup, approaching from behind me, traveling southbound passed close to me in the outside lane of the 
two southbound lanes. I realised that the driver of tbe pickup had not stayed in the inside lane until clear of the 
traffic stop. The proximity of the passing pickup alarmed me and I returned the license and documents to the 
driver I had stopped, released h i  and quickly returned to my cruiser. I then pulled away &om the shoulder and 
increased my speed southbound in an attempt to catch up with the pickup. After catching up with the vehicle I 
maintained a position behind the pickup and prepared to find an area on the southbound shoulder in order to stop 
the pickup. As I traveled southbound, neat milemarker 308,I saw the pickup cross the fogline by approximately 
two feet and continued on for about twenty-five feet or so before returning to the lane of travel. I activated my 
code lights hut the vehicle continued southbound. The driver then started to slow but did not immediately pull 
over. Eventually the vehicle came to a slow stop near milemarker 307. I could see that the vehicle was displaying 
Idaho license plate N134637, the registration subsequently returning on a maroon and gold, 1993 Chevrolet pickup 
o m c d  by Daniel J. LAWYER of Lapwai, Idaho. I approached the driver's door and spoke to the male who was 
operating the pickup. I explained the reason why I was stopping him and asked to see his driver's license. When 
the driver spoke, I noticed that his speech was slurred and I had difficulty understanding some of what he said. As 
he handed me his license he dropped it on the floor of the pickup. He then opened the door to reach it and as he 
did so, an unopened can of Budweiser rolled out of the inside of the vehicle and fell on the ground. The male 
picked up his license and handed it to me. The driver was identified by an Idaho license as Daniel J. LAWYER, 
date of birt As I was speaking to Mr. LAWYER I began to detect a moderate odor of an alcoholic 
beverage coming from him. I asked him where he was coming &om and he indicated that he was driving from 
downtown Lewiston. 1 asked how much had he consumed that night and he told me that he had drank two beers in 
Shooters, a bar in Leuiston. When asked how long ago it had been since he had consumed the beers, he indicated 
approximately a half hour. After obtaining the vehicle documents I returned to my unit and ran a driver's status 
check on Mr. LAWYER. Shortly thereafter, the State Police Regional Communication Center advised me that Mr. 
LAWYER's driving privileges were clear. I was then joined by marked units from the Nez Perce County Sheriff's 
office. I returned to the pickup and asked Mr. LAWYER if he would step from his vehicle and walk to the rear of 
the vehicle. He raised no objection and once he was standing on the shoulder I explained to him that I was going 
to ask him to attempt some field sobriety tests in light of the fact that he had come close to me on my traffic stop 
and that he had failed to maintain his lane of travel. Initially, Mr. LAWYER voiced no objection to my request. 
He told me that he had called a third party to come and collect him and that they were the designated driver. I 
asked him why he would need a designated driver and he told me that he wanted somebody to drive him home. 
After the Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus test was administered, Mr. LAWYER refused to continue on with the 
evaluations and was arrested for driving under the influence. I transported him the the Nez Perce County Sheriff's 
annex building. During the drive, Mr. LAWYER insisted that a Nez Perce tribal policeofficer had to be present at 
the traffic stop and that my stop of his vehicle was invalid because it had occurred on the Nez Perce reservation. 
Upon arrival at the annex building I took Mr. LAWYER to the intox room and commenced the required 
observation period. I read the Idaho Notice of Suspension to Mr. LAWYER and he refused my offered breath test. 
Prior to my reading the fonn, I was made aware that he had been convicted of DUI on two previous occasions. 
During my observation of Mr. LAWYER, Lt. Rick Hernandez of the Nez Perce Tribal Police arrived and spoke to 
Mr. LAWYER, answering some of the question concerning the validity of the traffic stop on reservation land. 
After Mr. LAWYER's refusal, I told Lt. Hernandez and Sgt. Kevin Wilson of the Nez Perce County Sheriff's office 
it was my intention to take Mr. LAWYER to the nearest hospital and obtain blood, forcibly if necessary, as this 
was a felony DUI arrest. Mr. LAWYER indicated that he had changed his mind and would take my offered blood 
test. The breath test was administered, using the Intox5000EN, and the results were ,1581.1 61. I then took Mr. 
LAWYER up to the jail floor where he was handed over to the detention staff for booking. I indicated to them that 
Mr. LAWYER was to be booked on a felony DUI charge. 
Departmental Report # LO8000504 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 2ND JUDICAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE. 
'ME STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
I 
Defendant. 
D O
SSN
DL#:
S t a t e : U  
State of Idaho. 
County of- 
I, CPL. JOEIN FERRISS, the undersigned, 
COURT CASE NUMBER 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
OF ARREST AND/OR REFUSAL TO TAKE TEST 
SS 
ing first duly sworn on oath, depose and say that: 
I .  I am a peace officer employed b y ~ o l i ~ c ,  
2. +f ie  defendant was arrested on 06/19/08 at 00.53 a AM 0 PM for the crime of driving while under the 
influence of alcohol, drugs or any other intoxicating substances pursuant to Section 18-8004 Idaho Code. Second 
or more DUI offense in the last ten years? YES q NO m FELONY q MISDEMEANOR 
3. Location of Occurrence: SB US95@,MILEMARKER 307 
4. Identified the defendant as: LAWYER, DANIEL J. by: (check box) 
nMilitary TD U ~ t a t e  ID Card m ~ t u d e n t  ID Card a ~ r i v e r s  License U ~ r e d i t  Cards 
n ~ a ~ e n v o r k  found n ~ e r b a l  ID by defendant 
Witness: identified defendant. 
Other: 
5. Actual physical control established by: Bobservation by affiant mobservation by Officer 
m ~ d m i s s i o n  of Defendant to: , m ~ t a t e m e n t  of Witness: 
n o t h e r :  
6.  I believe that there is probable cause to believe the defendant committed such crime because of the following 
facts: 
VOTE: You must state the source of all information provided below. State what you observed and what 
you learned from someone else, identifying that person): 
AFI-'IDAVI'I' FOR INITIAL 111-',I'ERMINATION 
OF PROBAB1,E CAUSE 
I S P  P A T R O L  R E G  2 F a x :  208-739-51 46 Jun 1 9  2006 8 :08  P. 2 5  
Page 1 o f  1 
DILETS Reply 
G06/19/2006 01:39 
.. .... .......... -- ............ 
IP0112 Message Received From D m  
LIC/Ii134637.LIY/ZO08.L1T/PC 
MAY BE THE SAME AS: 
VIN/2GCEK19ZBP1172248. 
VCO/Yi-GLD. WR/1993. VMA/CHEV. VMO/C15. VST/PK. DSC/46BD 
LIC/N134637- LITIPC. STICKZR/0812041989. EXP DATE/12-2008 
REG TO/ LIY/ZOO%. 
LAWYER, DANIEL J 
30183 WEBB ROSE LN 
LAPWAI ID 83540. <> 
SEARCH BY VIN FOR OWNER/LIENHOLDER DATA 
-- PAGE 1 OF 1 -- 
MRI 1629585 IN: DMVIOl 1195 AT 01:40 19JUN08 
OUT: ISPC 486 AT 01:40 19JUNO8 
AFFIDAVIT FOR INrrIAL DETERMhlA'I'ION 
OF PROBABLE CATJSE 
,h~:N10.2..1.9iliSiP,RD74I/HtmVsYstemDo~s/CADLnt~~fa~e.asPx?MvLEW+Me~~age:rY;! . . . . .  6/19/2008 . . . . . .  
13P P A T R O L  R E G  2 Fax :  202-?9Y-5146 
EMD OF RECORD 
END OF YESSAGE. 
Page 2 of 2 
I a I  1829714 IN: DMVIOl 1226 AT 01:43 19JUNOB 
OUT: ISPC 493 AT 01:43 19JUN08 
AFFIDAVIT FOR INITIAL, DEI'ERMINATION 
OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
~np//10.Z.19Z.129/PRD711 W~mVSystemDocd~ADIateda~e.aspx?~W+Me~sage:M.~ 6/19/2008 
I S P  PATROL R E G  2 Fa* :  208-799-51 46  Jun 1 9  2008 8 :03  P. 2 3  
Page 1 o f 2  
OILETS Reply 
E06/19/2008 01:42 
, .. . . . ,. . . . . ... . - 
IP0112 Message Received From DMV 
KR.IDISP032O.DMr .*MRI1829711.TXT 
MAY BE THE SAME AS: PAGE 01 FOR OFFICIAL INVESTIGATlON PURPOSES ONLY 
OLt.I/KAl21978J. PRIVACY FLAG. 
t?AEI/LAWYER, ilAWiEL JOEL. ** OPR STATUS/TJALID. 
RES / * *  CDL STATDS/NOT LICENSZD. 
30183 WEBB ROSE W E  CLASS/D. ** EXP/03-24-2011. 
LiWWAI ID 83540. OLT/DRIVER LICENSE. 
AKn OLN/  AKA OLS/ID 
 ID. 
SUSP/07.-,06-1995:UNT.L/07-05-1998. N/PF LIA INS. EDLL.SR22.07-18-1995.02 
S~'~~/03-04-1996.UN~~/ll-27-1998. FAIL MNT INS. PULL.SR22.11-27-1998.OP 
' SUSP/04-09-1996.P~TL@4-09-1999.  DUX FELONY. FULL.SR22.02-07-2000.OP 
STSP/05-i3.-1997 ._UNTL/.05-13-1999. DUI FELONY. FULL. SR22.02-07-2OOO.OP 
CITN/12'30-1998C. 12-12-1998A.DWP SUSPEND. CTY.LAPWA1. 
ORD DEGREE/MISD. 
SUSP/02-22-1999.UNTL/O5-23-1999. FLSOR+ORDRUG. REIN FULL.02-07-2000"OP 
.SUSP/.05:13-1999.UNTL/ll-09-1999. DWP SUSPEND. FULL.SR22.02-07-2000.0P 
CITN/OB-10-1999C. 06-10-1999A.DUI. SKR.NEZ PERCE. 
ORD DEGREE/MISD. 
SUSP/02-13-2001~~~~~/ll-09-2002. FAIL MNT INS. FULL.SR22.02-28-2001.0P 
. . 
sUSP/O7-10-2OOl,UNTL/Ol-06-2002. REFUSE TEST. REIN FULL.01-06-2005.OP 
. . ~ ~ ~ E ~ 0 8 - 0 6 L Z 0 0 1 . ' ~ T L ~ l l - 0 9 - 2 0 0 2 .  FAIL MNT INS. FULL.SR22.11-09-2002.0P 
. . .CXTN/09-17~2001C. 09-15-2OOlA.DWP SUSPEND. ISP.NEZ PERCE. 
O3D DEGREE/MISD. 
SUSP/09-17-2001.UNTL/03-16-2002. DWP SUSPEND. FULL.SR22.03-16-2005.0P 
CITN/10-04-2001C. 10-04-2001A.DWI FELONY. CTY-LEWISTON. 
ORD DEGItEE/FLNY. 
SUSP/11-19-2001.UNTL/02-17-2002. INFRACTIONS. REIN FULL.02-17-2005.0P 
SUSP/10-04-2002.UNTl;/lO-04-2007. DUI FELONY. FULL.SR~~.~~-29-2007.0~ 
ADDITIONAI. LICENSE TYPES CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE . . .  
MAYBE THE SAMX AS: PAGE 02 FOR OFFICIAL INVESTIGATION PURPOSES ONLY 
***** IDAHO IDENTIFICATION CARD ONLY - NOT A DRIVERS LICENSE ***** 
OLN/KA121978J. PRIVACY FLAG. 
N&/LAWYER, DANIEL JOEL. ID CARD STATUS/VALID. 
BES / 
30183 WEBB ROSE LaNE ** EXP/03-24-2010. 
LAPWAI ID 83540. OLT/IDENTIFICATION CARD. 
aK4 OLS/ID 
ID. 
AFFIDAVIT FOR INITIAL DETERMINATION 
OF PROBAW1,E CAUSE 
httpft/lO.l.l92.129/PRD74 1~ ~ r m ~ ~ ~ i t e m ~ o r s / ~ ~ ~ h t e d B c e . B s ~ x ? ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~ e s s a g e ~ d  611 912008 
I S V  V A l H U L  Ht6 2 t a x :  LUU-iYY-Sl4b Jun  19  2008 2:U8 P. 22 
k'oticc CaU #NO8029401 Page 2 of 2 
01:03:12 M S C  Comment:COPIED TKlS IS FELONY DUI 
01:03:53 W S P  41ZT,0catlan:~Z PERCE COUNTY J m  
01:04:05 MISC 
01:05:03 MLSC 
01:05:11 MLSC 
01:15:16 W L T  
01:27:04 MISC 
01:31:22 CLEAR 
01:39:29 M S C  
02:06:24 MISC 
:02:09:28 MLSC . : 
02:51:12 CLEAR 
02:51:12 -CLEAR 
02:51:12 CLOSE 
02:52:56 BRIEF 
Commeat:ADYXSED NPCO 
Cornment:FOFUiXTS ETA 20 MW 
563 Commeut:COPY -
437 Comment:TEERIS'S A Sl3BlUEP W T  WTJ3 ME -
5.Q Comruent:FORESTS TOWING ONSCENE 
563 -
Cornrnent:CALL 432 ADVISE RIM SUBS ECAS REFUSED BREATHTEST AND WE 
HAVE THE OK ElROM THE E.R TO DO A BLOOD DRAW I HAVE 'I'HE LT FROM 
XIUBAL PD AND TXE COUNT?' SGT WIT73 Me TO GO TO TEE HOSPITAL, GDVXSE 432 
~ i F B E W i W f S T O T & K T O P I E W A Y E ~ C & L ~ J ~  
Comment:ADVISED 432. NO F U R m R  FOR 437 
422 Cornrnen t :~~WYJZ~ '1~  NOW RECONSIDERING SO WE WILL BE ADMXPTSTERnYG 
lXE BKEATH SAMPLE. 432 WAS ADVISED 
411Commeni:BAC .15 .16 
~ C o m m e n t : C H R l S T E  @ ST JOES LAB WILL NOT NEED SERVICES FOR 
rn DiSp0:ARR 
AFFIDAV17 ITOR INITIAL DETERMINATION 
01; PROHABLE CAUSE 
http://i 0.2.192. ~ ~ ~ R R D ~ ~ ~ / H ~ ~ ~ / S ~ S ~ ~ ~ Z , O C S / C G D I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ . ~ S ~ X ? ~ C M D = C H ~ & Q ~ ~ ~ ~  6/19/2008 
i S P  P N i K O L  R t G  2 i - a x :  ZUH-/YY-5106 Jun  1Y Z U U B  8:UD P. 21 
YOIlce CaU ?FNOZVZY4UI tx&$a3 
k-.>y& 
*&# 
Page 1 012 
Detailed History for Police Call #NO8029401 As o f  6/19/2008 04:20:32 
RCC:RCCN G~OW~:LEI CO&~:N Area:N1 - 
Case #:LO8000504 17- Detail 
00:39:12 CREATE hurtion:SB US95 @06.70,LEW 
00:3932 ENTRY Type:None-bT Group:None->LEI Are5:None->N1 TypeDesc:None->Traffic Stop 
Priority:Nonesl RCC:None->RCCN 
. 00:39:12 DISPOS 4312 Loqtion:SB US95 @06.70,LEW Serial:2534 OperNames:.FEFERX1ISSJO~ K 
00:39:lZ .PICXU 437 
00:39:12 -IWCMXS Commentfnone) 
.00:39:X4 , . .  . i%ESC 432 C ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ : A T T E ~ F I T N G  TO STOP CUT I N  ON A STOP 1 WAS ON AND IT IS 
POSS8004 NOT SURE, STILL GOJIYG 
00:39:21 MISC Pbte:N134637 CoNNeLIt:VEB 
00:39:25 LOGM , 4& M ~ s a g e : ~ 2 0 8 0 6 1 9 0 7 3 9 B ~  Received:06/19/2008 00:39:24 Comme'nkVEE3 
00:40:05 BACKER j63UnitID:437 Serial:33OO 0perNames:YOUDOT;KENHETE Coatment:FROM LEWISTON, X 
THINK COUNTY HAS 1 ENRT FROM 310, I'LL CONTINUE 
00:40:16 MZSC Comment COWNIT &AS 4 UNITS ENRT IN 2 CARS 
W:40:35 M S C  % Comme11t:COPY 
00:44:55 ORSCN 562 
00:45:38 LNV 911 hvType:DR Priority:2 Name:LAWYER,DANUEL JDOB:03n4/1970 Age:35 1nvDesc:LD 
00:45:54 MZSC 811 Comment:OUT ON EVALS 
00:46:00 LOGM 4~Messnge:42080619Q7~0157 Received:06/19/2008 00:42:14 CommentL~WYERAD/2011 
D CLEAR 
00:53:51 WCUST &7. CommentPER 563 
00:54:37 INV - 437 LnvType:V Priority:Z Plate:N134637 VehCot :WGLD Yr:1993 Make:C£IEV Model:C15 
Style:PK VIIY:ZGC!EK19Z8PI172248 invDesc:DANlEL JLAWYER/LAPWM,XD 
00:55:41 LOGM ~ M e s s a g e : ~ 0 6 1 9 M 5 5 ~ & R e c e i v e d : O 6 / I 9 / 2 0 0 8  00:55:09 Comment:VEH BY W: L E N  
HOLDER: LEEWIS CLARK CREDIT UNION / 1626 17TH ST, LEWSTON,ID 53501 
00:56:07 RllSC =Comment:. 
00:56:45 MISC 562 Comment:OIR BERNARDS 
00:57:13 CASE Case#:L08000504 Comment:LAWYER$AKtEL J 03241970 . O DUI 
00:57:45 LOGM ~Message:O208061907570001~Received:06/19/200S 00:57:41 Comment:QH 
00:59:04 MISC ' c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : B E R N A R D S  NO ANSWER 
00:59:25 NLISC 563 Comment:RQ PLT 
00:59:43 MISC 563 Comment:COPDED NO ANSWER FOR BERNARDS 
00:59:48 MISC CommentADVISE ADnRESS ONPLATE 
01:00:36 MISC 51i3 Comment:LIENFIOLDER? 
01:01:15 MISC ' 5& Couunent:BIS STOP TWIE AND CASE # 
01:02:59 LOCM ~ M e s s n g e : ~ & I 0 @ 2 0 0 0 1 $ Q  Received:06/19/2008 01:02:41 Comrnent:LhWYERm) XI 
01.;03:06 MXSC 565Comment:hW TOW 
AFFIDAVIT FOR INITIAI, DETERMINATION 
OF PROBARLE CAUSE, 
. .  . , . 
24 
, ..~ttp://10,.2.192.129iP~741/Html/SystemDocs/CADInte1face.~px?~C~=CHQ&QQQ ...  , . . . 6/19/2008 . . 
.*a* 
IDAHO STATE POLICE &# 
Extraordinary . . . . , . . Circumstances CI (Speci  
Registered Owner: 
Vehicle: Color 
S ta te  & License 
, - 
01 L( Yes N O  
Tape DecWCD Radio g : 
Spare  Tire 
Glove Box Locked 
Other (See at tached) O 
, .. . . 
~ e h i c ~ e & n t & t s  t a k e n  
.. ... . .. , . .,.: 
. ... . : . . .IPh".M, l o d o n )  
, ,. ... . .- . . . ... , 
. ~ Y : ~ V , W - T T -  TDLJ(r\ l& .. . .. . .. ., . ,... . , . , .(Twins pompany name or oms? a ~ o r b e d  pa rdn l  Phone: Lm8) . . 
. . .  
Items retainedb; Officer? 'p' o n e  0 Yes, describe ALL: 
. :. J.x. ' . . . . . . . . . -- --.- *?_ . , , ,  , , . .. . . .  , , :.%:.,.! 
' C ~ M ~ O ~ ~ ~ A N D P N E D  . . . . .... VEHICLES ONLY . ....,..,.. : . , . . . .-is:il. NOTICE - 
The described vbMcle h a s  been towed and  is subject to  sale in compliance with Title 49. Chapter 18, Idaho Code. 
YOU MAY, AT ANY TIME PRIOR TO THE SALE OR PERMANENT DISPOSAL, RECLAIM YOUR VEHICLE BY PAYING 
THE POSSESSORY LIEN AGAINST THE VEHICLE WHICH CONSISTS OF THE AMOUNT OF THE TOWING AND 
STORAGE. 
I I You are entitled t o  a post-storage hearing to determine the validity of the towing and storage charges. In order to  
receive s post-storage hearing, owners or their agents must request the hearing in writing within ten (10) days of 
the date of this notice to the agency authorizing the  tow. Any such hearing will be conducted within 48 hours of 
request, excluding weekends and holidays. There i s  a possessory lien against this vehicle in the amount of 
$ (towing) and storage which will accrue at the rate of $ for each day the vehicle is 
stored. 
I I The value of the vehicle has been appraised at LESSthan $200. You have the right to a heartng in court if the 
"Declaration of Opposition" (form enclossd is signed and returned to  ldaho State Police, 
.-ewithin ten (10) days of the date this notice was  mailed. 
a "Declaration.of Opposition" is not received w~th in  this time, ttie possessory lien holder may dispose of the  vehicl 
[ 1' i h e  value of this vehicle has been appraised at MORE than $200. Storage may be charged for a maximum number (60 days from date above), it will be sold. 
Date 
. , . . Date !. 
ienholder, GO WENROD -~Pecker  opkrarir 
2 5 rev. 7/06 en OWWI , ., .. , ,,. . *  . 
, . ,  
i b P  P A T R O L  R E G  2 fax:208-793-5166 J u n  1 9  2008 8:07 P .  1 9  
Scars/Marks/Tat toos  D e t a i l :  
Scars ,  Marks, Ta t toos ,  and Other C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  
Seq N C I C  Code Type Pos P a r t  Comments 
1 SC R HND Hand, r i g h t  SC R lHND SMALL SCARS 
2 SC NOSE Nose SC NOSE 1 / 2  SCAR ABOVE NOSE/BET EYE 
3 PRCD EARS P le rced  e a r s  PRCD EAX 1 HOLE I N  EACH 
Names M . O .  D e t a i l :  
Modus Operandi 
Seq F a c t o r  Method 
1 %oice/Speech V o i c e / ~ p e e c h  C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  Accent 
Alerk codes f o r  names: 
A l e r t  .codes 
Seq Code 
1 AUST Alcohol U s e r  
2  DUSR Drug User 
Miscellaneou8 comments: 
Webb Road 
Sollowing d a t a  i s  from name 858338, merged by f e l t o n  Cindy on 11:13:22 03/18/96 
F i r s t  name KENNETH 
Hai r  c o l o r  BRO 
Add i t iona l  Name -Information:  
- N a g  I D '  N d e k :  . 5998 
Las t :  SAWYER 
'Addlrf. 30183 WEBB ROSE. LN. 
F i r s t :  DANIEL Mid : JOEL 
2081 843-2402 
C i t y :  Lapwai ST: I D  Zip: 83840 DOB: SSN:  
B i r t h  Ci ty :  LEWISTON S t a t e :  I D  n :  1 2  y e a r s  
C i t i zenshp :  US United S t a t e s  Shoe S i z e :  8 .5  
B i r t h  Country: Cover S i z e :  SMALL 
Re l ig ion  : Misc. S i z e :  
Mar i ta l :  M Married Commissary: % Y e s  
School:  LAPWAI H I G H  
Contact :  VIRGINA RICKMAN Re la t ionsh ip :  AU Aunt 
Address: RT.1 BOX 191 LAPWAI I D .  (WEBB RD) Phone: (208) 843-2550 
Ekplloyer: UNZMPLOYED Employer Phone: ( ) - 
Address : 
J o b  Desc: NIGHT STOCKMAN Job Phone: ( ) - 
Job Locatn:  Date Hired:  / / 
Superv isor :  Super Work Phon: ( ) - 
Super Home Phon: ( ) - 
Probat ion :  Prob O f f i c e r :  
Henry: At torney:  
N C I C  P r i n t :  
AFFIDAVIT FOR INlTlAI, Ilk.TERMlN4TION 
OF PROBABLE CAUSb 
I b P  I'AIHOL K t b  2 F a x : 2 b d - t 9 3 - 5 1 4 G  Jun 1 9  L O O 8  8 : 0 7  P. l a  
Defendant Writ of Enecucion *Served, Returned to 
~efendmt Summons and Complain *Served, Returned to 
Defendant subpoena-criminal *DO Not Serve 
Defendant Summons and Complain *Served, Returned to 
Defendant Subpoena-Criminal *Do Not Serve 
Defendant Subpoena-Criminal *Do Not Serve 
Defendant Subpoena-Criminal *DO Not Serve 
Defendant Subpoena-Criminal *Do Not Serve 
DUI involved 
28Stroke *Complainant 
Agency Assist Offender 
Citizen Dispute Involved 
DWP Mentioned 
1Medical *Complainant 
Bar Check Contacted 
DUI Of fender 
1MedicaL *Complainant 
DUI Offender 
Wanted Person Arrested 
Fire *Complainant 
Non Injury COL Involved 
custody Arrested 
Domestic involved/domestic 
Unknown In; Col Involved 
Fail to Carry Proof of Insuran *Defendant 
MAR/GLD 1993 CHEV DICKUP ID *owner 
WHI 1987 CHEV BLAZER ID *Owner 
WHI 1989 CHEV PICKUP ID *owner 
LW 
LW. 
LW. 
BLU/SIL 1987 CHEV S10 PK ID *Owner 
No Zonaer Allowed to visit oer VISITING REVOKSD P & P  -. ~ ~ / .  
Failure to purchase liabili?ly 3556' 92-L6810 
11:54 10/18/2007 28Stroke *Complainant 
20:43 04/25/2004 32Unknown Pro *Complainant 
02:09 10/27/2000 32Unknown Pro "Complainant 
13:54 0.3/29/1997 Fire *complainant 
SIL Parapheltnalia Pipe 5 0  *Own€ r 
HOMA JVC *Pawnad Property 
GUNS W L I N  *Pawned Property 
TOOP CRAFTSMAN *Pawned Property 
Name history: 
~ame/Add ress/Phone History 
ST Ziu Phone Last Name First 
DANIEL 
DANIEL 
Explred Address City 
06/19/2008 30183 WEBB ROS Lapwai 
04/16/2004 4600 ROBINSON MOSCOW 
07/01/2001 "Route 1 Box 1 Lapwel 
12/30/1998 "Route 1 Box 1 Lapwai 
03/18/1996 "Rt 1 BOX 188 Lapwai 
04/22/1995 "Route 1 Box 1 Lapwai 
02/07/1995 "PO BOX 188 WE Zapwal 
05/22/1993 Webb Rd Rt 1 4 Lapwai 
ID 83843 (208)89 LAWYER 
IT, 83540 (208) 84 LAWYER DANIEL - 
ID ( ) LAWYER DANIEL 
KENNETH ID83540( ) LAWYER 
ID ( ) LAWYER 
ID ( ) LAWYER 
ID83540 ( ) LAWYER 
DANIEL 
DANIEL 
DANIEL 
AFFIDAVIT FOR INITlhL DETERMINATION 
OF PROBABLE CAliSE 
i S P  PATROL REG 2 Fau:ZO8-i99-5146 Jun  19 2008 8:07 P. 17 
Name Number : 5998 
Last: LAWYER 
Nez Perce County Sheriff 
Main Names Tsble: 
Fst: DANIEL 
591 
Page : 1 
Confined - No loc 
Mi il r ,TORT, - .. - - - -
Addr: 30183 WEBB 40SE LN. Prev: 30183 WEBB ROSE LN. 
City: Lapwai ST: ID Zip: 83840 Lapwai & ID 83840 
Deceased: / / Allas For: 
Personal Identification 
DL Numbr: Name Typ: INDIVR SSN:  
-DL State : rmage : Local ID: 
Home Tel: (208) 843-2402 State ID: ID192285 
WorkTel: ( ) - FBI Number: 622838T.k 
Physical Description 
DOB: 38 yrs Eyes: BRO Brown Cmplxnr FAIR Fair 
Race:  Ala Glasses: N No Glasses/ Speech: ART Articulate 
sex: M Male Hair: BLK Black Teeth: MISA Misaligned 
Height: 5'07" 170 cm Hstyle: LONG Long Build: SLDR Slender 
Weight': 160ib~. 73Ckg 
. . .  Beard: N No Beard - Ethnic: Tr.aits" SMT: SC R HND SC bR &HND SMP-LL SCARS 
MO: ~ b ~ c e ~ s ~ e e ~ h  -Accent
Alert Codes: AUST DUSR 
Comments: (See below) 
Premis : Xtra: & Visited Inmates: & Had Visitors: & Merge: 
INVOLVEMENTS: 
Type. Record # . Date 
JM 08-J2103 06/19/2008 
Description 
No Offenses 
FTP/DU? 
PROBATION VIOLATION DUT 
FTP/PUBLIC NUISANCE 
FTP/DUI 
probation/Parole v~olation 
DUI Alcohol/Drugs 
Driving/Revocation 
Return Rider State Pen 
Probation/Parole Violation 
Battery + 
Driving/Revocation 
FTP Warrant 
DUI Alcohol/Drugs + 
DUI Alcohol/Drugs + 
zublic Nuisance 
DUI Alcohol/Drugs + 
DUI Alcohol/Drugs 
DUI Alcohol/Drugs 
Defendant Juvenile Subpoena 
Defendant Subpoena-Criminal 
Defendant Subpoena-Criminal 
Deffndant Subpoena-Criminal 
Defendant Subpoena-Criminal 
Relationship 
*Confined - No loc 
*Served, Returned to 
*Ser~ed, Returned to 
*Served, Returned to 
*Ser-?ed, Returned to 
*Arrested 
*Arrested 
*.Axrested 
*Arrested 
*Arf ested 
*Arrested 
*Arrested 
"Arrested 
'Arrested 
*Arrested 
*Arrested 
*Arrested 
"Arrested 
*Arrested 
*Do Not Serve 
*Do Not Serve 
*Do Not Serve 
*Do Not Serve 
*Do Not Serve 
AFFIDAVIT FOR fi lTIAL DETERMIKATION 
OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
I S P  P A T R O L  R E G  2 F a k :  209-799-Si  4 6  
EXLETS Reply 
206/19/2008 01:39 
- ~ . " . . S  ......... . .  
IPO112 Message Received From DMV 
LLC/N134637.LSY/2008.LIT/PC 
K%Y EIE TKE SAW3 AS: 
VIN/ZGCEK19ZEP117229a. 
YCO/MAR-GLD. VYR/1993. VMA/CHEV. VMO/C15. vST/PK. DSC/aWD. 
LiC/N134637. LIT/PC. STTCKER/O812041989. EXP DATE/12-2008. 
REG TO/ LIY/2008. 
LAWYER, DANIEL J 
30183 WEBB ROSE LN 
LAPWRI ID 83540. <> 
SEARCH 3~ VIN FOR OWNER/LIENHOLDER DATA 
-- PAGE 1 OF 1 -- 
MRS 1829585 IN: DMVIOl 1195 AT 01:40 19JVN08 
OUT: ISPC 486 AT 01:40 19JUN08 
AFFIDAVIT FOR INl'I'I.41, DETERMINATION 
OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
h~p:dl0.2.192.12~iPW711~tml/SY~temD~~~/CADInteda~e.a~P~?~~+h~e~~age;~~ 6/lP/2OOS 
I S P  P A T E O L  R E G  2 Fax:2D8-793-S146 
END O F  RECORD 
END OF IYIESSAGE.. . 
I3RI 1829714 IN: DMVIOl 1226 AT 01:43 i9JVNO8 
OUT: ISPC 493 AT o i : 4 3  L ~ J U N O ~  
AFFI1)AVIT FOR INITIAL DETERMINATION 
OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
h t r p : : 1 1 0 . 2 . 1 9 2 . 1 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 i ~ t m l / ~ y s t e n l n o c s / ~ ~ ~ ~ n t e r f a ~ e e ~ P ~ ? ~ ~ + ~ e s ~ a g e : d ?  6/19/2008 
I ? R l t i l J L  K t ' l  i tax:iUU-IYY-Sl4b J u n  1 9  2iJU8 H : U /  9 .  1 9  
Page I of2 
DILETS Reply 
?06/19/2008 01:42 
... ........ .............. ...,, .. 
IPOlLZ Message Received From D W  
MAY BE THE SAME AS: PAGE 01 FOR OFFICIAL INVESTIGATION PURPOSES ONLY 
OLN/KAlZ1978 5.  PRIVACY FLAG. 
NAM/LAWYER, DANIEL JOEL. ** OPR STATOS/VALID. 
RES/ "* CDL STATUS/NOT LICENSED. 
30183 WEBB ROSE M E  CLASS/D. * *  EXP/03-24-2011. 
LAPWAI ID a3540. OLT/DRIVER LICENSE. 
AKA OLN/  A K ~  OLS/ID 
 ID. 
SUSP/07-06-1995.VNTL/07-05-1998. N/PF LIA INS. FULL.SR22.07-18-1995.0~ 
SUSP/03-04-1996.UNTL/Il-27-1998. FAIL MNT INS. FULL.SR22.11-27-1998.0P 
SUSP/~~-09-1996.UNTL/04-09-1999. DUI FELONY. FVLL.SR22.02-07-2000.0P 
SU.SP/O~-13-1997 .uNTL/~~-13-1999. DUI FELONY. FULL.SR22.02-07-2000.OP 
CITN/12-30-199BC. 12-12-199EA.DWP SUSPEND. CTY.LAPWA1. 
ORD DEGREE/MISD. 
SUSP/02-22-1999.VNTL/05-23-1999. ALSOB+ORDRUG. REIN EWLL.02-07-2000.OP 
~~~~/05-13-1999.UNTL/11-O9~1999. DWP SUSPEND. FULL.SR22.02-07-2OOO.OP 
CITN/Oa-10-1999C. 08-10-1999A.DUI. SHR.NEZ PERCE. 
O R D  DEGREE/MISD. 
SUSP/02-13-2001.UNTL/II-09-2002. FAIL MNT INS. FULL.SR22.02-28-2001.OP 
SUSP/07-10-2001.UNTL/01-06-2002. REFUSE: TEST. REIN FULL.O1-06-2005.OP 
SUSP/08-06-2001.UN~L/ll-09-2002. FAIL MNT INS. FULL.SR22.11-09-2002-OP 
CITN/09-17-2001C. 09-1.5-2001A.DWP SUSPEND. 1SP.NEZ PERCE. 
OXD DEGREE/MTSD . 
SUSP/09-17-2001.mTL/03-16-2002- DWP SUSPEND. FULL.SR22.03-16-2005.OP 
CITN/10-04-2001C. 10-04-2001A.DUI FELONY. CTY.LEWISTON. 
ORD DEGREE/FLNY. 
SUSP/ll-19-2001.UNTL/02-17-2002. INFRACTIONS. REIN FULL.02-17-2005.OP 
SUSP/~~-04-2002.VNTL/10-04-2007. DUI FELONY. FULL.SR22.11-29-2007.OP 
... ADDITIONN, LICENSE TYPES CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
MFiY BE THE SAME AS: PAGE 02 FOR OFFICIAL INVESTIGATION PURPOSES ONLY 
***** LDAHO IDENTIFICATION CARD ONLY - NOT A DRIVERS LICENSE ***** 
OLN/KA121978J. PRIVACY FLAG. 
NAM/LAWYER, DANIEL JOEL. ID CARD STATUS/VALTD. 
RES / 
30183 WEBB ROSE LANE 
LAPWAI ID 83540. 
AKA OLS/ID 
ID. 
AFFIDAVIT FOR INITIAI_. DEll EIIMINATION 
OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
h t t p : ~ l 0 . 2 . 1 9 2 . 1 2 9 i ~ ~ ~ 7 4 1 ~ ~ 1 1 / ~ ~ s t e m ~ o c s / ~ ~ 1 n t e d a c e . a s ~ x ? ~ ~ ~ t ~ e s s a ~ e ~ . ~  6/19/2008 
ISP P A T R O L  h E G  2 Fax :200-799-5146  Jun 1 9  2008 8:07 P.13 *:*A re &$ X. 
*e3 
I N T E ~ I E W  (QUOTE APIsWEHS) Date f& - - 
MIRANDA WARNING MUST BE GIVEN PRIOR TO QUESTIONINO 
Were you driving a vehicle? 
Whore were you going'? 
Where a re  you coming from? 
When did you ea t  last? What did you eat? 
What have you been doing the last three hours? ~. 
Have you been drinking? What have you been drinking? 
How much have you liad to drink? Where were you dr~nking at? 
What time did you start drinking? What bme did you stop drinking? 
Who were you drinking with? 
Are you ill? Are you taking medication of any kind? 
If  so,  what? Get sample i f  possible. 
Time of last dose? Amount of last dose? 
When d ~ d  you s leep last? How much sleep did you have? 
COMMENTS 
EU 07 O M 1  RN. IKI7 
AFFII>AVIT FOR INITII\I, DETERMINATION 
OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
ISP PATROL REG 2  F a x : 2 0 B - 7 9 9 - 5 1 4 6  Jun 1 9  2 0 0 8  B : 0 7  P. 1 2  
Idaho Stale Poiice 
INFLUENCE REPORT 
Defsndant's Name DoB ~ 7 ~  
RE-TEST 
ADDITIONAL SOBRlElY TESTS 
EYES 
R 
Eye does not pursue smoothly 
Disdnct Nysragmus at rnax. deviation 
C] C]  Nystsgmus onset before 45 degrees 
1-1 TOTAL 
VERllCAL NYSTAGMUS OYSS &NO 
PUPIL SIZE CONSTRICTED [ ] NORMAL &] DILATED [ 1 
WALK AND TURN 
q Cannot keep balance during instructions 
0 
C] Starts too soon 1 
2 
q stops too soon 2 WALK 3 
1 AND 4 
C] Misses heel l o  toe TURN 5 
6 
q Steps off llne 7 
8 
q Raises arms 
q Wrong number of sreps OBSERVATIONS 
'"f" 
improper turn  ye c o l o r b d ?  Eye Condnlon PCZ speech k-c~f..~ 
& &@li;; b O 4 k .  q Cannot do test Breath 
' U 
1-1 Total Foot Wear @A* '%?a$ G~OU, s,, Ma! @y~kk~ 
ONE LEG STAND 
q sv-ays 
C] Raises arms -iJ 
q Hops 
C] Puts footdown 
3- 
q Cannot do test a ~ m e r  Text Result ' 15% ,/ ' I bI 
-1 Total q Refused test, Why? 
Audio Tape Y 
W T a p e  fi 
~ l f l c e ~ s  s~gnarure r ~ h ~ \  Date &- Iqd @ 
W 07 B41 REV liQ7 
AFFIDAVIT FOR INITIAL DETERMINATION 
OF PROBABLE CAUSE 3 3 
I S P  P A T R O L  R E G  2 F a x :  2 0 8 - 7 9 9 - 5 i 4 6  J u n  1 9  2008 8 : 0 6  P. 11 
AFFII~AV11~ FOR INITIAl. 1IETERMMA'~IOK 
OF PKOBAB1.E CAIJSE 
I S P  P A T R O L  R E G  2  F a x : 2 0 8 - 7 9 9 - 5 1 4 6  Jun 1 9  2 0 0 8  2 : 0 6  P . 1 0  
~~ . ~~. 
. . ,. 
. . 
FOR~'A&W~C,DFMDENT~ARY TESTING ( P U ~  TO $€CTION~-~ '-. A ,  , : , . .  : ,: f: , ;. .., . ;;. .- , . . <.. . ,.:. . .,: .. .. .: : 
Yon havc &ri& LQ submit a writrcn reguest.widun =yen O).days to the Magisrn* Court i n d i d  on thc face of xtds norim for a hearing to &ow c l u e  
why you refused &subniiC to or comljlcd d~~ hting..This ir your o p p n i t y  10 show cause -by yoo iaEared to mbmit or hiled to complm 
cvidentiary testing and wby your driver's h n s e  should not be snrpcnded NOTE A HEARWO REQUEST FOR REFOSWG EYIDE.NTIARY m G  
MKS+ BE SUBMITTEb TO THE MAGETRATE COURT. 
If you fail u, request a h c e  or do not prevail at iba hearing, yon arc m b j a  to a 6250 d n l  mal ty  ard tho corm wiU sarpmd yaur driver's li- aod 
privileges wi* nbrolutsly oo drfving prlvileger far one (1 y u r  for your fYst offme,  or for Wo (2) yeas for your second off- witfin tcn (10) y-. 
-LING & ~ J E  -: . . 
You havc bun m e d  dds Norice of Surpansh by a pcacc officer who bad rcasonablc grounds to believe lha~ yon were 0pemh.g a vcbicle while intoxicated 
Scction 19;804 Idaho Code requires you ID I&B an evidendary test or trns ID dtierminr your alcohol coaxauyion and!? k w e  of aay drugs m o b  
inmxicating mbctaxer. ' U e r  mbrnirting to rhe ten(s), you may, whenpracticable, have additional te6k wnductod (a yo= own expense). 
If you t ab the  evidedw ascis) and thc results indicate an alcohol concentration of .08 or p t t r  (.a or prratcrif you we undcr 21 y& of we), or the 
presence of drugx or o the  inmricaiiog substrmces in violarjon of the provisions of SKtions 18-804, I &8004C, and 1 &8(XhS, Idabo Cod- tttc parr officrc 
shall. 
1. A. S d z c  your driver's license, (Imless you arc an out~f-state m i d a t )  
B. W e  you a tern- driving permit which shall be valid formLry (30) days from the date of swice  indicaPcd on the reverse pLk of t6i. Norice of 
Suqipenriorc, if you have sunmdnzd a a n e n t  vaUd Idaho Ilcenst. If yon were operadng a commcrciel m e r  vehicle, m y  "mporary permit issued 
4 not proride 4cmmcrcial'&Vhg p t iw iey  of ;my )rind . .  . 
C. Serve you with &is Notice OfSuspewion rhar becorncr effecrive rhirry (30) days aftex r6e date of service hdicattd on the mcm side of thir notice 
Failwe of an evidendary test wi l l  rcsnlt ie a ninety (90tday suspension of dttving privileges. yirb ahsolureiy no Lhiving pdvileges a me first 
rbirry (30) daysof tbe rmspeusioa Yon may r q e n  rrsnicted driving plivileg- during the final sixry (60) days of &a suspeaaion. If mis is not 
your ftrst faihae of an evidmtiary test w i a n  the last five (5) ye- al l  of yow drivi~g privilege. win be q n & d  for one (1) year with abso1ule)y 
no driving pxivileges of any iddd. 
2 Xf you were opecachg ng in physical c o n d  of acommerdal vehicle and the evidendary US redu indicate-an alcohol concenuxioq of 
A. -04 to less than 108, your cornroema1 driving privileges win be snspex@edf&ninq (90) days. Yon will have ahsolutzl~ no c&nerci&l driving 
privileges of any kind Any Temporary permit l w c d  will be for Clans D (non-commercial) driving privileges only. 
6. .08 or greater (.OZ or greaw i f  you are mder 21 years of age), or test remlu indicate bp-nnc of drugs or orhs intoxicating aubstancrs, ell of 
your driving privilcgea will be nrppcndcd f o ~  ninety (90) dais, with poniblc C l w  D drivingp,rivilnga for tije final sixty (60) days of rhe 
lurpmsion. You will have absolulriy no commercial drivhg privileges of any kind during rhc full ninety (W*y au -mion .  
C. If this is not your fuac failure of an cvidenriary ten widin rha Ian five (5) years, all  of your driving privileges will be srupcnded for one (I) year (yon 
ydl bave absolntely no ~ v i n g  plivileges of any kind). . ' ., . . .  . . .  . . 
W I N G  REQUEST FOR F A I L W 9 f  M-TEST: 
You have h e  right to q u b t  an administrative beering on the ruspeNim Your r q e s t .  
muat be mndc in writing and be received by the depamnent v c dab of m c c .  of b 6  N ~ i i u  of&mqion 7bc. 
request mnsl *te the isme6 in tend4 to be.relscd at the henring and mast iactude yom name, date of b i i  driver's license numb-, date of -ST, and 
daydmc td+oborn; number -use the hcaring will be held by tclephona T b c  Wcn of proof. by prcpondoanm of Nidmcc, &dl be upon the driva zr to 
the issues raised in rhc hearing, pursumt to Sccdon 18-S002A(T), Idaho Code. . .  . ... - . .  , .: , .i,. 
If yon requecr a b e b g ,  it shall b. hdd within twenty (20) days of the data the hearing requpsr was received by the Trmsponmion Dopatmat (Sccdon 
k8-8- Id&o'&&) I f y w  do not q u e s t  an admrmstr;r . . live h h g  wW&v+e~en O-claywoXserPlcr.ofthlsNo&e#SrriQemion, yow.right to : .  : 
contest the mqm&m 1s wdvcd This sospcnGon is separate and apart &om any swpcmh thatma+ oder&liythe mimt &i arkoltbf .: . . 
. ~ ~ . t a a t m s y b e ~ ~ a i m t ~ -  , . . . . 
, . ' . .  , 
Jf y& (hiring ydvilqcs arr s~upndsd  for a period of niuery [W)  days pursuant lo Sccdon 18-BOOZA, Idaho Codc. yo* may mpcsr resumed dtivxng 
plivilcgcr for thchal s i x q  (60) days of rhc suspcnsioo (WAPA Rdc  39.M 70) Restncccd d~ivlng pivilcgcr win nor allow you to opcrntc a cornmcninl 
motor vebi& You may mske your wir imo r y w t  for resnintd d M n g  ptivilngcs any t h e  tbc strviu. of this Notice of S q e n r $ n .  
RE UIREMEWTS: . . .  
Bef~~~TC~MR%tis suspension. yon will be requj~oired to pay a ~.inaarcmcot fK. Any orha suspcmion imposed by the co&  or rbis o m c  ivill 
an addtdonal r&tatcment f e ~  
I L Yuu zxc I uued by law to lakc o m  01 inorr. cndcnOu> lcbts to deccrmurc tbe m~crnbulm of dcohol or tbc rsssBcc of h g r  ur othm mtoncalmg subswe% you Ldy  Afiifiu subrmmly to Ih ficaat(5) you may vllco pectlcd, at vwo o m  expens. hsvc agdl(loua1 k?ts madc by a p o n  (of you . o w  chwpillg. 
3. Yon do no[ hnvc the rig& to tan. m a lawyer befm rak3m any evidmriary tests U, det* the alcohol c o n ~ m d o n  or p e e n -  of h g s  or omcr 
intoxicatne subgCRnccs in your body. 
4. If y:p & to B L c  or wmplctt 'ay of tbc off& tests pursusqt to Section 18-8W2, Idaho c&=: 
A. &u an subjca ro a civil penalty 04Wo huadnd fi iry d o M  ($250). 
, . , ,  
R Yollr Idaho d o v e s  t iml~ce or pennil wlll b€ Sclwl il you llavc 11 in your posaenslun. nud 11 w m r r n t  and vdld you d be usucd a lcllrpmay 
p l u i ~  Noo.-dal( limses wJ1 nol be seized a d  d be vaLd m Idaho f a  brry (30) days horn mc s d c e  of mts nonu: of mlspm~uu ~Jcor 
mmitd ormtnaed by m e  wun, provided dx license 1s vUd m rhc w m g  mk if YOU wwa Opcrahng a commaad motor v c b i c l ~  any 
temporary pernut nsucd d not prow& comrhcrdal driving grivilegcs of any kind. ..- 0- A. 
(I You haw a light to subrrit a writ101 l q u r u  within srvul 0) days to ihe Maeisrrate Coun of ?&$-I County f a  a hruing ro show 
cause why you r h e d  lo rubrmr 10 orcoolplerc evidcnriaq reabng aud why ymu dnver'r liccnsc&& ov( bc nuapcodcd. 
1) U you do nor rcqucsr a hearing or do nor prevail ar ihc lmnng. :he cout  *dl subLuu thc civd ycxrally uud your limroo wdl Lz su~&m,rlcd will, 
abwlukly no d r i v i o ~  prrv~lcges for voc (1) yea II Our is your furl icfuusal; and two (%) ycan if t h i n  is ymir second rrfusd witkin E n  (10) yexs 
5. If yon rake and fail h e  evidendary 4%) pursuant to S d o n  18-8- 1dahoCode: 
A. Your Idaho driveis license or permit will be srizGd if you ham ir in yous pobysion, and if it is c-[:and vaXdybn will be irsoed a t e m w  
p m i ~  Now-raidcot  license^ win nm be &csl and shall be valid in Idah for rbLry (30) days h m  the rervicc of this noricc ofnqe r t s i cq  
pmvidcd the Ecmsc is valid in h e  isgling 6- If you were opecadng a commercial momi vehicle, any tempmy pennit issued will not pmvide 
commercial drivbg privileges of any kind. . . 
B: I will w e  yon w i a  rhisNOI7CE OFSUSPENSIONthat Wmca effective th%ty days from the & of scrvicc on & i s  NOIZFE.suspaiding 
your dr iw 's  license or pfivilcges. If&% is your firsr faiiun of an cvidendary test your driver's license or driving pridcgcs d b c  ~ s p a d e d f o r  
aioery (90) days,.wih.abrolurrly no drivingprivikgca during ths fist thirty (30) days. .You may rcqaestrwnicrtd driving privilegw fO~.rhc .  . .: : .. 
. qmain&gsi& (60) days of the surpenrlon,Resnicl~drivingplivila~ willnot allow you to opcratc.a wpmSni11motp1,vchiclc. Iftbis is riot'' .' 
. . your fist  failure of aa +dcntiay W w i W  the last five ( 3 - y k s ,  yo& driver's license or ddving P~Mcgcs  will be -id+ for one (1) ymr 
with absol,mely no driving privileges of any kihd dudng Uutpnob . . ..... . , . :  . , >? .  d, +bnhavc:& l i d t  ip 4 sdministr&~c hearing on me s u . v i o n  bkwe  ihc IDAHO TRANSPORTAT~OND~ARTMENT to sbi+ ~ u s i  why 
you failed the widcnduy.t.zst and why your dww's l imns  Should not be suspmdcd The mpcs must ba madc in wlidng and bc w e i d  b y  rhc 
dcpamntnt withim seven ('7) calcndar dayx hnm me &to of m i -  of this NOTICE O F  SVSPIZVSION. You a h  have thc right to j~idicial m<eiu 
. . .  of the Hearing Offica's decision. . . . . . . . . . , .  
: I youhave failed the e v i d e r ~ t i ~  test@), your driving privileges are hereby suspended per d5 
s f r o ~ n  Ibc dstc of x m c e  of thls notice. Lf 
d. the deparrmenr may save n Norice of 
I '  This Sectlon Provides Tempora Driving Privileges [If the driver wns operotllig o commercial vohicle, this  permit wlll no ? provldo commercial driving prlvllcges of any kind.) 
~f iwd rhiz peu& gcmts the same dmiog resuictions a d  priuilepas those g r a s ~  by the ~ c l p c a n i i t  seize3 (except es indicated . . . .  
above), and shall be d d  for thirty days fmm tbe date you were w e d  rhis Notice of Surpeb.rion for failure or rdusat of the evidcnuary 
,.. tlsys);yess. it ix / 
License Siurendwcd? Yes No Purnit lshoed? 
Jun I S  LUU8 B : O b  P. 02  
IDAHO STATE P(bL1CEIPOLlCIA DEL ESTADO DE IDAHO 
YOUR RlGHTSlSUS DERECHOS 
Behre you are asked any questions, you must understand your rights. You h v e  the right to r e m  dent; 
bowever, mything you do zqy can be used agamst you in court. You have the right to tak to a lawyer for 
advice before you are asked any questions and to have him with you durjng questioning. You have this 
right to the advice and psence of a lawyer even if you mmut afford to Ere one and if you are unable t~ 
hue a lawyer, one will be appomted for yo= Eyou wish to m e r  questions or mske my statement at Ihrs 
t h e  d u t  a lawyer behg present, yo'Lt. have the right to refuse to answrp any questions and to have tins 
ini@vim Germinated at any time. 
Antes que le agan pregmhs, Ud tiene que eaten& sus dezechos Ud ti* el derecho de q& 
callado. CuaIquief cow que diga se puede w en contra de Ud en m e .  Ud. @em. el dereGbo de h b I ~  
con uo abolqado para ,conse~o antes que: le agm pregmhs y tenerlo con usted &ante las pregmtm. Ud. 
tiene el derecho a1 wnsejo y presen4 de uq abogado sun que no pueda acupar URQ y si no pned,e =par uq 
abbgado, uno sera.apuntado para Ud. Si Ud. &sea conteslzr preguntas o dar declaration s a t e  tiempo sin ua. 
abogado pr&q Ud tiene el derecb de r e c h  Comestar d & e r  pr- y tener esta &&a 
tmminada a cualquier tiempo- 
WAIVER 
. ,  . 
1 &sve read the statement of my a t s  as shorn above and understand What my rights are. 1 desire 
to ~ B T . c @ & & &  and make a stahmni without fi.rst consulting with an a t t o w  and without having a 
l a w  present at this time. This d&Mo,n is voluntary on my part and no promises, &reas or hrce of arry 
m e  haw been made or used to or against mb. 
Ha.leyedo la declarcion &.pis derechos mostrados g m i  y d e n d o  que son mis derechos Deseo 
-- cantea w e w  y-dar una dec&iracion sin prhner wnsulta~ can un. abo& y sin term un abogado 
.~&%ntt: a.&e ticmpo. Esta decision.es:vohtatio de nii parte y no se aa echo piometas usado amewz% 
M i r m W W I  T FOR INITIAL, LIZ I b,RMmArTIOK 
OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
IN THE DISTlUCT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAI10. 
D O
SSN:  
Defendant. 
State of Idaho, I 
: SS 
County of NEZ PERCE I 
CASE NUh4BER. 
AFFIDAVIT OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
WARRANTLESS ARREST 
UNDER 1.C R. 5 
CPL. JOHN FERRISS, the undersigned peace officer, being first duly 
sworn, deposes and states under oath as follows: 
I .  I am a duly qualified and acting peace officer for the Idaho State Police. 
2. 1 have probable cause to believe the above identified defendant committed the offenseis) of 
FELONY DUI 18-8005(5). 
3. The facts upon which I rely in believing there is probable cause that the above defendant committed 
the above offenseis) are: At 00.33 hours on Thursday, June 19, 2008,I was engaged on a traffic stop, southbound 
at milemarker 3 10 on US Highway 95 in Nez Perce County, Idaho. The weather conditions were clear and dry and 
it was dark. During the traffic stop I was speaking to the driver of the vehicle when a pickup, approaching from 
behind me, traveling southbound passed close to me in ihe outside lane of the two southbound lanes. I realised that 
the driver of the pickup had not stayed in the inside lane until clear of the traffic stop. The proximity of the 
passing pickup alarmed me and I returned the license and documents to the driver I had stopped, released him and 
quickly returned to my cruiser. I then pulled away from the shoulder and increased my speed southbound in an 
attempt to catch up with the pickup. After catching up with the vehicle I maintained a position behind the pickup 
and prepared to find an area on the southbound shoulder in order to stop the pickup. As I traveled southbound, 
near milemarker 308,I saw the pickup cross the fogline by approximately two feet and continued on for about 
twenty-five feet or so before returning to the lane of travel. I activated my code lights but the vehicle continued 
southbound. The driver then started to slow but did not immediately pull over. Eventually the vehicle came to a 
slow stop near milemarker 307. 1 could see that the vehicle was displaying Idaho license plate NI34637, the 
registration subsequently returning on a maroon and gold, 1993 Chevrolet pickup owned by Daniel J. LAWYER of 
Lapwai, Idaho. 1 approached the driver's door and spoke to the male who m7as operating the pickup. I explained 
AFFIDAVIT OF PROBABLE CAUSE 1 
FOR WARRANT1,ESS ARREST 
UNDER I.C.R. 5 
3 8 
the reason why I was stopping him and asked to see his driver's license. When the driver spoke, I noticed that his 
speech was slurred arid 1 had difficulty understanding some of what he said. As he handed me his license he 
dropped it on the floor of the pickup. We then opened the door to reach it and as he did so, an unopened can of 
Budweiser rolled out of the inside of the vehicle and fell on the ground. The male picked up his license and 
handed it to me. The driver was identified by an Idaho license as Daniel J. LAWYER, date of birth As I 
was speaking to Mr. LAWYER 1 began to detect a moderate odor of an alcoholic beverage coming  I 
asked him where he was coming from and he indicated that he was driving from downtown Lewiston. I asked 
how much had he consumed that night and he told me that he had drank two beers in Sbooters, a bar in Lewiston. 
When asked how long ago it had been since he had consumed the beers, he indicated approximately a half hour. 
After obtaining the vehicle documents I returned to my unit and ran a driver's status check on Mr. LAWYER. 
Shortly thereafter, the State Police Regional Communication Center advised me that Mr. LAWYER's driving 
privileges were clear. 1 was then joined by marked units from the Nez Perce County Sheriffs office. I returned to 
the pickup and asked Mr. LAWYER if he would step from his vehicle and walk to the rear of the vehtcle. He 
raised no objection and once he was standing on the shoulder I explained to him that I was going to ask him to 
attempt some field sobriety tests in light of the fact that he had come close to me on my traffic stop and that he had 
failed to maintain his lane of travel. Jnitiaily, Mr. LAWYER voiced no objection to my request. He told me that 
he had called a third party to come and collect him and that they were the designated driver. I asked him why he 
would need a designated driver and he told me that he wanted somebody to drive him home. After the Horizontal 
Gaze Nystagmus test was administered, Mr. LAWYER refused to continue on with the evaluations and was 
mested for driving under the influence. I transported him the the Nez Perce County Sheriffs annex building. 
During the drive, Mr. LAWYER insisted that a Nez Perce tribal police officer had to be present at the traffic stop 
and that my stop of his vehicle was invalid because it had occurred on the Nez Perce reservation. Upon arrival at 
the annex building I took Mr. LAWYER to the intox room and commenced the required observation period. I read 
the Idaho Notice of Suspension to Mr. LAWYER and he refused my offered breath test. Prior to my reading the 
form, I was made aware that he had been convicted of DUI on two previous occasions. During my observation of 
Mr. LAWYER, Lt. Rick Hernandez of the Nez Perce Tribal Police arrived and spoke to Mr. LAWYER, answering 
some of the question concerning the validity of the traffic stop on reservation land. After Mr. LAWYER'S refusal, 
I told Lt. Hernandez and Sgt. Kevin Wilson of the Nez Perce County Sheriffs office it was my intention to take 
Mr. LAWYER to the nearest hospital and obtain blood, forcibly if necessary, as this was a felony DUI arrest. Mr. 
LAWYER indicated that he had changed his mind and would take my offered blood test. The breath test was 
administered, using the Intox5000EN, and the results were .158/.161. 1 then took Mr. LAWYER up to the jail 
floor where he was handed over to the detention sta to them that Mr. LAWYER was to 
be booked on a felony DUI charge. 
Peace OfficerlAffiant 
-iR. 
SWORN to before me on this [ 9 day of A/- c~Q!? 
AFFIDAVIT OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
FOR WARRANTLESS ARREST 
UNDER I.C.R. 5 
REVIE'\nlED AND APPROVED FOR CHARGING BY COUNTY PROSECUTING 
ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
Dated this day of ,2001. 
NEZ PERCE County Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
Pursuant to I.C.R. 5(c) the above affidavit has been examined and probable cause is found that the above 
named defendant committed the offense(s) alleged and defendant shall be held in custody pending issuance of 
criminal complaint. 
Dated h i s  day of ,2001 
Magistrate 
AFFIDAVIT OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
FOR WARRANTLESS ARREST 
UNDER I.C.R. 5 
Received Jun 19. 2008 4 49 j o  Page 1 of 1 
ILETS RPply 
06/19/2008 02:02 
1PO112 Massage Recelved From CCH 
PR.IDS1R0000.IDISP0320.~HR11830430 
PUR/C.RTN/CPL FERRIS LO504 
SID/IDO0192205 
- IDAHO CRXHINXL HISTORY 
THE SUBJECT OF THIS CRlMINAL RECORD INQUIRY HAS BEEN CONVICWD OF A 
FEZLOKZ CRlMe AS DEFINED BY IDAHO CODE 18-111 AND 18-111A. 
INDIVIDUAL MAY BE PROHIBITED FI10t-l POSSESSING OR AQUIRIN~ rIREARM OR 
AMPlUNITION PURSUANT TO FEDERAL GUN CONTROL ACT OF 1968 AND IDAHO CODE 18-310. 
NAME SOC Sl'ATE ID FBI NO 
LAWXLR, DANIEL JOEL  00,192285 622838TA1 
RACE SEX D 08 HEIGHT WEIGHT EYES HAIR SKIN 
I M 506 130 BkO BLK DRK 
COB POB 111 Nof.TI -ST 
US LkWISTON ID Y N 
EXTENDED INIOPMATION 
IXDT TYPE WJMiZR 
SMT SC R HND 
RRRESTS AND DISPOSITIONS 
ARREST DATE: 02-18-2006 ORI: IDOOl015C AGENCY: STATE PENITENTIARY 
CASE : 49045 
CBARGE r (t) DRIVING UNDER THE INeZUENn COUNTS: 1 
COURT : ID029015J CASE: DAR: : 
CBARGP. : (r) DUX COUNTS: 1 
DISP/SENT: DETEIMMXTE-1Y. INDETERMIN&TE-SY. PRISON-02-10-2006. 
**EuxARKS: PAROLE VIOLATION 
CBARGE : (F) DUI COUNTS :. 1 
DISP/SENT: DETEIMINATE-1 Y. INDETERMINATE-5 Y. PRISON-10-16-2001 
ARREST DATE: 08-17-1999 ORI: ID0290000 AGENCY: I A T M  COUNTY SO 
CASE t 49045 
CHARGE : (Ft DUI COUNTS:, 1 
COURT : ID029015J CASE: DATE: 08-17-1999 
CBARGE : (r) our COUNTS:: 1 
DISP/S&EIT: DETEIPIINATE-2Y. CONCURRLM. PRISON-08-17-lr999. 
ARREST DATE: 05-22-1991 ORI: ID0350200 AGENCY: LEWISTON PD 
93-27776 CASE: 
CHARGE : (M) W S S  DRUG PARA COUNTS:: 1 
COURT : ID0290155 CASE: CR9301082 DATE: 09-22-1993 
CBARGE : (M) POSS PARA COUNTS:: 1 
DISP/SENT; DISMISSED-09-22-1993. 
THIS RECORD MAX BE USED ONLY FOR CRIMINAI. JUSTICE PURPOSES DS DEFXXCLI BY THE 
ILETS BOARD AND NCIC ADVISORY POLICY BOARD 
EOR - END OF IDAHO CRIMINAL HISTORY - END OF RECORD 
MRI & $ i W M T  ~ I ~ & z E T ~ m B A 7  ION 
OUT - W P ~ W ~ I F -  a 4 ~ 9 ~ ~ 0  
I S P  DISPATCH 
Received. Jw t 9,2008 4.49 4 .  Page 1 of 1 
XLETS Reply 
os/ is /zooe 01 : s~  
~---~--------------.-------~----~---------.-.-r~~ "+ 
1 ~ 0 1 1 2  masaga Recalved F r o m  NCIC 
7 L O l O O C P . M R 1 1 8 3 0 2 3 2 I  
7 L 0 1 O O C F , N R I 1 8 3 0 2 3 2  
I D T S P 0 3 2 0  
T H I S  N C I C  INTERSTATE I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  INDEX RESPONSE 16 T p  REsU'T OF YOUR 
INQUIRY ON N M / ~ ~ R , V A N I E L  J S E X h  M C / U  D 0 8 / 1 9 7 0 0 3 2 4 ,  PUR/C 
NhME FBI NO INQUIRY PATE 
LA%VYER, DANIEL JOEL 6 2 2 8 3 8 T A 1  2 0 0 8 / 0 6 / 1 9  
SEX RACE B I R T H  DATE E I G H T  WEIGHT EYES HAIR PHOTO 
M I 5 0 6  125 BRD ELK N 
B I R T H  PLACE 
IDAHO 
E'INGERPRINT CLASS P A T m R N  CLASS 
DM CO CO K) 13 WU WU IBO WU R S  WU W U  L s  UU LS 
D I  PO 15  PI  13 R S  WU 
ALIAS N-S 
LAWYER,DANIEL J 
OTKKR SCARS-MnRKS- 
B I R T H  DATES TATTOOS  SECURITY 
1 9 7 4 / 0 3 / 2 4  BC R HND  
I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  DATA UPDATED 2 0 0 6 / 0 6 / 0 8  
THE CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORD IS M A ~ A I N E D  AND AVAILABLE 'mon TWE 
FOLLOWING 
IDAHO - S T A m  I D / I V 0 0 1 9 2 2 8 5  
THE ~ C O R D ( S )  CAN BE OBTAINED TKROUGH THI: INTERSTATE IDENTIFICATION 
INDEX B Y  USING THE APPROPRIATE N C I C  TFIANBACTION. 
MRI  1 8 3 0 2 3 3  IN: N C I C  1 1 4 4  AT 0 1 : 5 8  1 9 J U N 0 8  
OUT: I S P C  587 AT 01-58 19-08 
AFFIDAVIT FOR MITIAL DETERMEATION 
OF PKOBAB1.E CAUSE 
Page 1 of 1 
DILETS Reply 
1136/19/2008 01: 39 
IP0112 Message Received From DMu 
LIC/N134637.LIY/2008.LIT/PC 
?4AY BE THE SAME P.S: 
VIN/2GCEK19Z8P1172248. 
VCO/V--GLD. VYR/1993. VtCR/CHEV. VMO/C15. VST/PK. DSC/4WD 
LIC/N134637. LIT/PC. STICKER/O812041989. EXP DATE/12-2008 
REG TO/ LIY/2008. 
LAWYER, DANIEL J 
30183 WEBB ROSE LN 
LAPWAI ID 83540. <> 
SEARCH BY VIN FOR OWNER/LIENHOLDER DATA 
-- PAGE 1 OF 1 -- 
MRI 1829585 IN: DMVIOl 1195 AT 01:40 19JUN08 
OUT: ISPC 486 AT 01:40 19JUN08 
AFFIDAVIT FOR IPjlTIAL DE7'ERMNATION 
OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
END OF RECORD 
END OF MESSF.GE 
MRI 1829714 IN: DXVIO1 1226 AT 01:43 19JUN08 
OUT: ISPC 493 AT 01 :43  19JUN08 
A17FIDAVIT FOR INITIAL DETERMINATION 
OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
Page 2 of 2 
UILETS Reply 
G06/19/2008 Oi:42 
- - -  
IP0112 Message Recelved From DMV 
MAY BE THE SNME AS: PAGE 01 FOR OFFICIAL I?IVESTIGATIDN PURPOSES ONTdY 
OI,N/KA121978J. PRIVACY FLAG. 
NAM/LAWYER, DANIEL JOEL. * *  OPR STATUS/VALID. 
RES/ * *  CDL STATUS/NOT LICENSED. 
30183 WEBB ROSE LANE CLASS/D. ** EXP/03-24-2011. 
LAPWAI ID 83540. OLT/DRlVER LICENSE. 
AKA OLN/  AKA OLS/ID 
 ID. 
suSP/07-06-1995.UNTL/07-05-1998. N/PF LIA INS. FULL.SR22.07-18-1995.OP 
SUSP/03-04-1996.VNTL/ll-27-1998. FAIL MNT INS. FULL.SR22.11-27-1998.0P 
SUSP/O~-09-1996,UNTL/04-09-1999. DUI FELONY. FULL.SR22.02-07-2000.OP 
SUSP/05-13-1997,UNTL/05-13-1939. DUI FELONY. FULL.SR22.02-07-2000.OP 
~1~N/12-30-1998~. 12-12-1998A.DWP SUSPEND. CTY.LAPWA1. 
ORD DEGREE/MISD. 
SUSP/O2-22-1999,UNTL/O5-23-1999. .W~SOB+ORDRVG. 
SVSP/05-13-1999,LlNTL/11-09-1999. DWP SUSPEND. 
CITN/08-10-1999C. 08-10-1999A. DUI. 
ORD DEGREE/MISD. 
SLlSP/02-13-2001.UNTL/ll-09-2002. FAIL MNT INS. 
SUSP/07-10-2001.UNTL/01-06-2002. REFUSE TEST. 
SUSP/08-06-2001.VNTL/ll-09-2002. FAIL MNT INS. 
CITN/09-17-2001C. 09-15-2001A.DWP SUSPEND. 
ORD DEGREE/MISD. 
SUSP/09-17-2001.VNTL/03-16-2002. DWP SUSPEND. 
CITN/~O-04-2001C. 10-04-2001A.DUI FELONY. 
REIN FVLL.02-07-2000.OP 
FULL.SR22.02-07-2000.OP 
SHR.NEZ PERCE. 
FULL.SR22.02-28-2001.OP 
REIN FULL.O1-06-2005.OP 
?OLL.SR22.11-09-2002.OP 
1SP.NEZ PERCE. 
ORD DEGREE/FI,NY. 
SVSP/11-19-2001.UNTL/02-17-2002. INFRACTIONS. REIN FULL.02-17-2005.OP 
SUSP/10-04-2002,UNTL/10-04-2007. DUI FELONY. PULL.SR22.11-29-2007.OP 
ADDITIONAL LICENSE TYPES CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
MAY BE THE SAME AS: PAGE 02 FOR OFFICIAL INVESTIGATION PURPOSES ONLY 
*****  IDAHO IDENTIFICATION CARD ONLY - NOT A DRIVERS LICENSE * * * * *  
OLN/KA121978J. PRIVACY FLAG. 
NAM/LAWYER, DANIEL JOEL. ID CARD STATVS/VALID. 
RES / 
30183 WEBB ROSE LANE * *  EXP/03-24 -2010. 
LAPWAI ID 83540. OLT/IDENTIFICATION CARD. 
AKA OLS/ID R INITIAL DETERMIhA rlON ID 
**> 'j &* ** 
Time -"- 
MIRANDA WARNING MUST BE GIVEN PRIOR 20 QUESTIONING 
Were you drlving a veh~cle? 
Where were you going? 
Where are you comlng from? 
When did you eat last? A What dld you eat? 
What have you been doing tho last three hours? 
- 
Have you been dnnk1ng7 What have you been dr~nklng? 
How much have you had to drink? - Where were you drinking at?- 
What time did you start drinking? What time did you stop drinking? 
Who were you drinking with? 
Are you ill? - Are you taking medication of any kind? 
If so, what? Get sample if possible. 
Time of last dose? _ Amount of last dose? 
When did you sleep last? How much sleep did you have? 
COMMENTS- - 
A F F W ~ G F S M I F ~ ~ ~  I REV tM7 
tn 07 86i PROBABLE CAUSE 
4 6 
Idaho State Police 
INFLUENCE REPORT 
Defendant's Name __ LN&fi, p&& 3 DOB  
RE-TEST 
Contacts [ 1 Yes No Glasse~ [ ]Yes &fNo Re 
FIELD SOBRIETYTES 
Eyes tracking equalty 
HORIZONTAL GAZE ADDITIONAL SOBRIETYTESTS 
EYES 
Eye does not pursue smoothly - 
6 Distinct Nystagmus at m a .  deviation 
q q Nystagmus onset before 45 degrees 
1-41 TOTAL 
VERnCAL NYSTAGMUS O ~ e s   NO 
PUPIL SIZE CONSTRICTED [ 1 NORMAL &1 
WALK ANDTURN 
q Cannot keep balance during instwctions 
q Starts too soon 
q stops too soon 3 WALK 
AND 
q Misses heel to toe - TURN 
q Steps off line 2 -Z 
q Raises arms 9 
DILATED [ 1 
NYSTAGMUS 
q Wrong number of steps OBSERVATIONS 
q Improper turn 
q Cannot do test 
[ I  Total Foot Wear @A$ S,~Q,@? 
ONE LEG STAND 3 
q Sways 2 
q Raises arms --5 
9 
q HOPS -& , CHEMICAL TEST 
i 
q Puts foot down & Breath r? Blood 
q Cannot do test Other Test Result 
[ I  Total q Refused test, Why? 
Audio Tape Y N - 
Date 
REV. llDi 
FILED 
IN  7.tlE DLSTIIICI COURT OF I t t E  SECOYV jlJ 
STATE OF IDAt10, IN  AND fzOK T~IE'COU 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
D E P U T Y  
I CASE C R O 8 - 0 4  - 9 7 8  
INITIAL DETERMINATION OF 
PROBABLE CAUSE 
DANIEL 1. LAWYER, 
Defendant. 
1 
The undersigned Magistrate having examined the Affidavit submitted by 
"- P? , along with the attached documents, and the Complaint 
against the above defendant for the crime(s) of: COUNT I - OPERATING A MOTOR 
VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, DRUGS AND/OR ANY 
OTHER INTOXICATING SUBSTANCE, I.C. 918-8004(1)(a) and 18-8005(7), a 
felony; having been laid before the undersigned Magistrate, it is hereby determined 
by the undersigned Magistrate that there is probable cause to believe that the said 
offense has been committed, and that  the defendant has committed it. 
DATED this 19th day of June 2008. 
MAGISTRATE 
INITIAL DETERMINATION OF PROBABLE CAUSE -1- 
EN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICLAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
,' 2 %  CASE TITLE 
HEARING TYPE Inlrial Arraimment 
PLF AnORNEY TAPE # 
DEF ATTORNEY CASE # CiQox-ClG4f 
OTHERSPRESENT DATE- 
TIME 1:15 PM 
BE IT KNOW THAT THE FOLLOWING PROCEEDINGS mRE HAD, TO WIT: 
Def present with 
Court advises Def of rights and charees 
Court sets Preliminary Hearing for 6. Zs",U 6: a t  1:30 PM 
-Bifi$ s avit hb,i.i OUSYt &!,&'/I, 
0 
Court Appoints Y to represent Def 
Recess 
COURT MINUTES 4 9 
LN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN Ah'D FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ E'ERCE 
CASE TITLE State of Idaho vs. Damel Joel Lawyer JUDGE 
HEARING TYPE PRELIMINARY X E M G  CLERK $&ken- 
PLF ATTORNEY April A Smith _TAPENO. F- /+ * 
DEF A T T O W Y A O  &, _CASE N O  CR-2008-0004978 
OTHERS PRESENT DATE 612512008 
TIME 01:30 PM - 
BE IT KNOWN THAT THE FOLLOWING PROCEEDINGS WERE HAD, TO WIT; 
present for State 
Def waives Preliminan Hearing - Court Binds Def over to District Court 
Case set for District Court Arraiment  at Assigned to: - 
Preliminary Hearing held.Procee-s as follows: 
jZtc'dnCe 6 'seek- (!&%?kJ. 
COURT M1NUTI)S 50 
IN THE DISTIIIC'T COURT OF T E E  SECOND JUDICIAI, DIS IRIC'I' OF TFF 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TEE COUNTY OF NF,Z PERCE 
CASE I ITLE State of Idaho vs. Daniel Joel Lawyer JUDGE& P. Gaskill 
HEARING TYPE PRE12LMHARY FIEAMNG CLERK DoMm 
PLF AITORNEY April A Sm* TAPE NO. p-1124 
DEF ATTORNEY CASE NO CR-2008-0004978 
OTFERS PRESENT DATE 7/9/2008 
TIME 01:30PM 
PROCEEDINGS WERE HAD, TO WIT: 
present for State 
" 
State / Def requests continuance of Preliminary Hearing 
urt Orders: Preliminary hear in^ continued to : 
Def waives Preliminary Hearing - Court Binds Def over to District Court 
Case set for District Court Arraijrnrnent at Assigned to: 
Preliminary 1-Iearing held, Proceedings as follows: 
COiJRT MINUTES 5 1 
IN TKE, DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEC OF TEE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE C O ~ T Y  OF &z PERCE 
DEPUTY 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 CASE NO. 
I 
Plaintiff, 1 
VS. 1 AFFIDAVIT OF FINANCIAL STATUS, 
1 APPLICATION FOR PUBLIC 
) DEFENDER, AND ORDER APPOLNTING 
I 
Defendant. j 
This application must be filled out completely before it can be reviewed for assignment of a 
public defender. All questions must be answered (no exceptions). 
N a m e ~ ~ i . \ _ L Q , , L r  D a t e o f B i r t h U T - a q - ? o  
Address .9,2 3 m q k b ~  -- P h o n e m a  , 7, . )(L/ 
City &.; State 0 jdlUe_____ Zip X 3  5 
Are you Employed? No Yes _LL Where? c\z-lwirq; 
IncomdTake home pay: Monthly - 1  3 ~ )  Bi-weekly +* )L Weekly _o, & 
Married? @J .& Yes Spouse Name 
Spouse Employed? y, Yes Where? 
Spouse's IncomeiTake home pay: Monthly +.h Bi-weekly Weekly 
How many children? Ages 
Debts (per month): 
I .  Rent 2. Foo~__~u .c .L ,  3. Utilities 60 , ~ 8  
4. Car j yd 1.0 ly\*-& 5. Medical 6. Credit Cards 
7. Loan 9 8. Other 9. Child Support hi/\ 
J. Own Home? No Yes Equity J4 k 
I = 
Rent Home? No Yes 
Live with Parents? No %. Yes 
AI;FII)AVIT OF FINANCIAL STATIJS 
APPLICATION FOR PU132,IC 
DEFENDER. AND ORDER APPOlKTING 
* 1 
K. Approximate Value of all Assets and Prop,erty: 
L j r i c , f  C < L - f A  78' 
1. Motor Vehicles How Many? A 
Make and Model ~ k \ t \ ~  
2. Furniture J.& 
3. Sporting Equipment ,\Pc 
4. Guns (how many) 4 A Boats fi\& 
5. Stocks and Bonds F&CQ Cash in Bankg 
6. NameofBank ST<rts.\G -qx 
7. Cash on Hand j 2 $ Instruments 
8. Jewelry r.j@, 
9. Other 
L. Did you File Federal Income Tax Last Year? 
No - Yes !A ~ t n o u n t  fileci$&gd 
M. Can You Borrow Money to Pay an Attorney? No Yes 
I HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I MAY BE REQUIRED TO REIMBURSE NEZ PERCE 
COUNTY FOR THE SERVICES OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT ALL OF THE ANSWERS TO THE FOREGOING QUESTIONS 
ARE UNDER OATH AND SWEAR THAT THE SAME ARE TRUE AND C O m C T  AND IF 
I HAVE INTENTIONALLY ANSWERED ANY OF SAID QUESTIONS INCOmCTLY,  I 
MAY BE PROSECUTED FOR PERJURY. 
a 6 6  DATE 
ORDER 
Based upon the information contained in the court record and on the above-filed affidavit, 
the Court hereby GRANTS '% DENIES the defendant's 
application for a public defender. -&+u - is hereby appointed 
as counsel to represent the defendant in the above-entitled case. 
DATED this C1"" day of . . - \%- 
Judge, Magist$te 
AFFIDAVIT OF 1:INANCIAL STATUS ! 
APPLICATION FOR PUBLIC 
DEFENDER. AND ORDER APPOINTING 5 3 
IN IEIE IIISTRICT COUKI' O F T I E  SECOND JlJDlCIAL DISTRICT OF T I E  
STATE OF IDAEIO, IN AND FOR THE COLN I'Y OF NEZ PERCE 
CASE TITLE State of ldaho vs. Daniel Joel Lawyer JUDGE Kent J Mericd 
HEARING TYPE P ~ L M I N A R Y  HEARING CLERK 
PLF ATTORNEY Auril A Smith TAPE NO F- \l xb 
DEF ATTORNEY F & V CASE NO - CR-2008-0004978 
OTHERS PESECNT -___ DATE - 7/23/2008 - 
T U G  01 30PM 
BE IT KNOWN THAT THE FOLLOWING PROCEEDINGS WERE HAD, TO WIT: 
J ~ t a t e  /(6$&uests continuance of preliminary Hearing -- 
/Court O z :  Preliminary Hearing continued lo : gd9da at 1 :30 R. m. 
Def waives Preliminary Nearing- Court Binds Def over to District Court 
Case set for District Court Arraixnment at Assixned to: 
Preliminary Hearing held, Proceedings as follows: 
IN ?IIE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA'IX OF IDAHO, Ih' AND FOR TftE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
CASE TITLE State of Idaho vs. Daniel Joel Lawyer JUDGE Greg K Kalbfleisch 
FLEARING TYPE P E L M W m Y  1EXRING CLERK / t / x c i / e  
PLF April A Smith TAPE N O  F /z% 
DEF ATTORNEY F & V CASE NO. CR-2008-0004978 
OTHERS PRESENT .- DATE 8/6/2008 
- TIME 01.70PM 
WN THAT THE FOLLOWING PROCEEDINGS WERE HAD, TO WIT: 
A t a t e  / Dei requests continuance of Preliminary Hearine 
Court Orders: Preliminary Hearing continued to : g/ D/O " at 1.30 o. m 
Def waives Preliminary Hearing -Court Binds Def over to District Court 
Case set for District Court Arraignment at Assigned to: 
COUR 1 MINIJTES 5 5 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO. LN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
CASE TITLE State of Idaho vs. Daniel Joel Lawyer JUDGE Jay P Gaslull 
HEARTNG TYPE PmLIMmZNARY HEARLNG CLERK i&l~&"-, 
PLF ATTORNEY April A smith .TAPE NO. F- i 75 i  
DEF ATTORNEY F & V CASE NO CR-2008-0004978 
OTHERS PRESENT DATE 8/20/2008 
TIME 01 30 PM 
RAT THE FOLLOWING PROCEEDINGS WERE HAD, TO WIT: 
State 1 Def requests continuance of Preliminary Hearing -- 
Court Orders: Preliminan/ Hearing continued to : at 1:30 p. ni. 
Def waives Preliminary hear in^- Court Binds Def over to District Court 
Case set for District Court Arraignment at Assigned to: - .. 
Preliminary Hearing held, Proceedings as follows: - 
COURT MINUTES 56 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT 0 DICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN E COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
\ 
PLAINTIFF, 
V. 
DANIEL J. LAWYER, 
J 
1 
) CASE NO. CR-2008-4978 
1 ORDER BINDING OVER 
) 
J 
DEFENDANT. ) 
The defendant having WAIVED the Preliminary Hearing in the above entitled 
matter on this 20" day of August, 2008, and the Cout  being fully advised in the premises; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that said defendant be and hereby is bound over to 
District Court for trial on the charge(s) of: OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE 
UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, DRUGS AND/OR ANY OTHER 
INTOXICATING SUBSTANCE, I.C. 5 1&8004(l)(a) and 18-8005(7), ONE COUNT, A 
FELONY. 
DATED this 3 15% day of August, 2008. ?q+i 
u 
THIS CASE HAS BEEN ASSIGNED TO: CARL B. KERRICK, DISTRICT JUDGE 
ORDER BINDING OVER 1 
6 
DANIEL L. SPICKLER 
Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney 
MIA M. VOWELS 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 799-3073 
I.S.B.N. 6564 
&*, 
w9 
FI LED 
Zk$ WG 23 Wl 17 SF 
I N  THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, I N  AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, CASE NO. CR2008-0004978 
VS. 
DANIEL J. LAWYER, 
D.O.B.: 03/24/1970, 
S.S.N.:  
INFORMATION 
Defendant. I 
MIA M. VOWELS Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Nez 
Perce, State of  Idaho, who in the name and by the authority of the State, prosecutes 
in its behalf, comes now into the District Court of the County of  Nez Perce, and states 
that DANIEL J. LAWYER is accused by this Information of the following crime(s): 
COUNT I 
OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF 
ALCOHOL, DRUGS AND/OR ANY OTHER INTOXICATING SUBSTANCE, 
I.C. 5 18-8004(1)(a) and 18-8005(7), a felony 
That the Defendant, DANIEL J. LAWYER, on or about the 19th day of 
June, 2008 in the County of Nez Perce, State of Idaho, did drive and/or 
was in actual physical control of a motor vehicle upon a highway, street, 
bridge and/or any roadway open to  the public, while under the influence 
of  alcohol, drugs and/or any other intoxicating substance while having an 
alcohol concentration of .08 or more, to-wit: .158/.161 as shown by an 
analysis o f  nis breath. 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such cases 
and against the peace and dignity o f t  
INFORMATION - 1 
That within fifteen (15) years of  said date defendant has previously pled guilty to or 
been convicted of  I.C. 5 18-8004(l)(a)(b) and/or (c), OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE 
WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, DRUGS AND/OR AN INTOXICATING 
SUBSTANCE in violation of Idaho Code 5 18-8005(7), to-wit: 
STATE OF IDAHO VS DANIEL J. LAWYER, I N  THE DISTRICT COURT OF 
THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, I N  AND FOR 
THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE, CASE NO. CR2001-0002298, the Defendant 
having plead guilty and/or was found guilty on August 16, 2001, 
Judgment of  Conviction entered on October 5, 2001, signed by the 
Honorable Carl B. Kerrick, and filed by the above-named Court on 
October 5, 2001. 
INFORMATION - 2 
User: TERESA Date: 8/29/2008 Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County 
Time: 09:32 AM Minutes Report 
Page 1 of 1 Case: CR-2008-0004978 
Defendant: Lawyer, Daniel Joel 
Selected Items 
- - 
Hearing type: Arraignment Minutes date: 08/28/2008 
Assigned judge: Carl B. Kerrick Start time: 01:28 PM 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler End time: 01:31 PM 
Minutes clerk: TERESA Audio tape number: DC# 4124 
Prosecutor: Nancy Berger-Schneider 
Defense attorney: F & V 
Tape Counter: 1002 Defendant present with counsel. 
State's lnformation previously filed for the crime of DUI. 
Tape Counter: 1021 Defendant waives the reading of the Information, 
Tape Counter: 1045 Defendant understands the charge and penalties. 
Tape Counter: 1056 Defendant indicates his name and date of birth are correct on the Information. Defendant 
provides the State with correct social security number. 
Tape Counter: 1076 Mr. Van ldour addresses the Court and needs to review tape before proceeding. 
Tape Counter: 1092 Court continues arraignment until 9-11 -08 at 1:15 p.m. 
Court recess. Tape Counter: 11 12 
DANIEL L. SPICKLER 
Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney 
MIA M. VOWELS 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 799-3073 
I.S.B.N. 6564 
I N  THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND IUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, I N  AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, CASE NO. CR2008-0004978 
VS. 
DANIEL J. LAWYER, 
D.O.B.: 03/24/1970, 
S.S.N.:  
AMENDED INFORMATION 
Defendant. 
MIA M. VOWELS Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Nez 
Perce, State of Idaho, who in the name and by the authority of the State, prosecutes 
in its behalf, comes now into the District Court of the County of Nez Perce, and states 
that DANIEL J. LAWYER is accused by this Amended Information of the following 
crime(s): 
COUNT I 
OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF 
ALCOHOL, DRUGS AND/OR ANY OTHER INTOXICATING SUBSTANCE, 
I.C. 5 18-8004(1)(a) a n d  18-8005(7), a felony 
That the Defendant, DANIEL J. LAWYER, on or about the 19th day of  
June, 2008 in  the County of Nez Perce, State of Idaho, did drive and/or 
was in actual physical control of a motor vehicle upon a highway, street, 
bridge and/or any roadway open to  the public, while under the influence 
of alcohol, drugs and/or any other intoxicating substance while having an 
alcohol concentration of  .08 or more, to-wit: .158/.161 as shown by an 
analysis o f  his breath. 
All o f  which is contrary t o  the 
and against the peace and dignity of 
AMENDED INFORMATION - 1 6 1 
That within fifteen (15) years of said date defendant has previously pled guilty to  or 
been convicted of  I.C. 5 18-8004(l)(a)(b) and/or (c), OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE 
WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, DRUGS AND/OR AN INTOXICATING 
SUBSTANCE in violation of Idaho Code g 18-8005(7), to-wit: 
STATE OF IDAHO VS DANIEL J. LAWYER, I N  THE DISTRICT COURT OF 
THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, I N  AND FOR 
THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE, CASE NO. CR2001-0002298, the Defendant 
having plead guilty and/or was found guilty on August 16, 2001, 
Judgment of Conviction entered on October 5, 2001, signed by the 
Honorable Carl 8. Kerrick, and filed by the above-named Court on 
October 5, 2001. 
AMENDED INFORMATION - 2 
Date: 911 112008 
Time: 03:15 PM 
Page 1 of 1 
Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CR-2008-0004978 
User: TERESA 
Defendant: Lawyer, Daniel Joel 
Selected Items 
Hearing type: Arraignment Minutes date: 0911 112008 
Assigned judge: Carl B. Kerrick Start time: 01:26 PM 
Court reporter: Linda Carlton 
Minutes clerk: TERESA 
End time: 01:28 PM 
Audio tape number: DC# 4130 
Prosecutor: Nancy Berger-Schneider 
Defense attorney: F & V 
Tape Counter: 777 Defendant present with counsel 
State's Information previously filed for the crime of DUI. 
Tape Counter: 794 Mr. Van ldour requests trial setting. 
Tape Counter: 802 Defendant enters plea of not guilty. Jury Trial set for 1-5-09, pretrial motions along with 
supporting briefs due 11-6-08, responsive briefs due 11-20-08, pretrial motions to be 
heard 12-11-08 at 2:30 pm if no motions are filed there will not be a hearing and final 
pretrial conference set for 12-18-08 at 3:30 p.m. 
T a ~ e  Counter: 863 Court recess. 
COURT MINlJTES 
-- - - -- &?&* t g$"3 *&~, 
FILED 
ms12 WR 3 59 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF ?TIE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEL PERCE 
STATE OF IDAIHO, 1 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
DANIEL JOEL LAWYER, 
Defendant 
j CASE NO. CROS-04978 
1 
1 ORDER SETTING JURY TRIAL 
1 AND SCI~DUf,ING PROCEEDLVGS 
1 
' R e  above-entitled case is hereby scheduled as follows: 
JURY Trial shall commence on January 5, 2009 at the hour of 9:00 a.m.; 
All pre-trial motions shall be filed on or before November 6 ,  2008; 
Supporting Briefs due: November 6, 2008; 
Responding Briefs due: November 20, 2008; 
All pre-trial motions shall be heard at the hour of 2:30 p.m. on Thursday, December 11,2008, with 
the defendant personally present at said hearing. If no motions are filed, there will be no hearing on 
this date. 
Final pre-trial conference and the date and time by which plea bargaining must be completed 
OR1)kR SETTING JURY TRIAL 
AND SCIIFDULING PROCEEDINGS 
December 18,2008, at 3.30 p.m. 
Dated this xday of September, 2008 
CARL B. KEWUCK-District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
1 hereby certify that a true copy of 
the foregoing ORDER SETTMG JURY TRIAL 
AND SCHEDULING PROCEEDINGS was mailed. 
postage prepaid, by the un rsigned at 
September, 2008, to: 
& ' Lewiston, Idaho, this &day of 
Robert Van ldour  IMP^(- ey- 
504 Main Street 
'I'owne Square, Suite 480 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Mia Vowels - ~g et/ 
P.O. Box 1267 
Lewiston, ID 83501 -- 
PATTY 0. WEEKS, Clerk 
B 
-- ", . .- .... 
ORDER SETTING JURY TRIAL 
AND SCHEDULING PROCEEDINGS 2 
FILED 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1N AND FOR TI-EE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
DANIEL JOEL LAWYER, 
Defendant. 
1 
1 
) CASE NO. CR08-04978 
1 AMENDED 
1 ORDER SETTING JURY TRIAL 
1 AND SCHEDLJLNG PROCEEDINGS 
1 
1 
1 
1 
The above-entitled case is hereby scheduled as follows: 
JURY 'Trial shall commence on January 5,2009 at the hour of 9:00 a.m.; 
All pre-trial motions shall be filed on or  before November 20,2008; 
Supporting Briefs due: November 20,2008; 
Responding Briefs due: December 4,2008; 
All pre-trial motions shall be heard at the hour of 2:30 p.m. on Thursday, December 1 1,  2008; Tivjth 
the defendant personally present at said hearing. If no motions are filed, there will be no hearing on 
this date. 
AMENDED ORDER SETTING JURY TRIAL 
AND SCHEDULING PROCEEDINGS 
FinaI pre-trial conference and the date and time by which plea bargaining must he completed 
December 18, 2008, at 3:30 p.m. 
Ik Dated this 2day o 
1 
CARL B. KERRJCK-District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MA= 
I hereby certify that a true copy of 
the foregoing ORDER SETTING JURY TRIAL 
AND SCHEDULING PROCEEDINGS was mailed, 
postage prepaid, by the erslgned at 
September, 2008, to: 
% '  Lcwiston, Idaho, this & day of 
Robert Van ldour m.t/Y19w 
504 Main Street 
Towne Square, Suite 480 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Mia Vowels -r/u\,e%sqeY 
P.O. Box 1267 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
AMENDED 
ORDER SETTING JURY TRIAL 
AND SCHEDULING PROCEEDTNGS 2 
Robert J. Van Idour, JSBN 2644 
FITZGERALD 62 VAN IDOUR 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
I 11 Main Street 
Lewis Clark Plaza, Suite 301 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-61 00 
Facsimile: (208) 746-5571 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO. IN IU*JD FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ P E K E  
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
DANEL J. LAWYER, 
Defendant. 
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1 Case No. CR08-04978 
1 
) MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE 
1 and DISMISS CASE 
1 
1 
1 
Defendant, by and through his undersigned counsel of record, moves the Court to 
suppress the evidence obtained from the evidentiary test administered by the Idaho State Patrol in 
this case, and to dismiss &is care. This Motion is based on the records and files of this case and 
the following g~ounds: 
1. The evjdence obtained from the breath test in this test was obtained by improper 
coercion of Mr. J.,awym> in violation of his rights under the Fifth Amendment to the United 
States Constitution and Article I, Section 17 of the Idaho Constitution. 
2. The defendant has standing to file this motion based on his privacy interests in an 
involuntaxy search of his person or his belongings under the Fourth, Fifth, and Fourteenth 
Amendments to the United States Constitution, Article I, Section 17 of the Idaho Constitution 
Dated December 9,2008 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE 
and DISMISS CASE 
FITZGERALD & VAN DOUR 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true cop) of this document hand deIivered to the law office o f  the 
Prosecuting Attorney, 11 09 F Street, Lewiston, ID 83501 vta the below noted method on 
C1-- on D e c e m b e r L .  2008: 
Hand delivered via Valley Messengers 
i /  Sent via facsimile to facsimile number 208-799-3080 
Sent via postage prepaid U.S. Mail 
FITZGERALD & VAN IDOUR 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVI1)ENCE 
and DISMISS CASE 
Robert J. Van Idour, ISBN 2GA4 
FITZGERALD & VAN IDOUR 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
11 I Main Street 
Lewis Clark PI- Suite 301 
Lewision, ID 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-61 00 
Facsimile: (208) 746-5571 
, ." .~ 
.. .:L:"is rn'wM* 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTIUCT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF I E Z  PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
DANIEL J. LAWYER. 
Defendant. 
1 Case No. CRO8-04978 
) 
) MEMORANDUM W SUPPORT OF 
) MOTION TO SWPRESS EVIDENCE 
1 
1 
1 
) 
The defendant, Daniel J. Lawyer, is seekiig suppression of the breath test results obtained 
in this case by Corporal John I:enis of the Idaho State Patrol. A copy of the police narrative 
prepared by Corporal Ferris is atrached. The factual situation surrounding the manna in \vkch 
tho breath test was obtained is as follows. 
M e r  being pulled over by Corporal Ferris and performing fieId sobriety tests Mr. Ldwyer 
was arrested for DUI. Mr. Lawyer was taken to the Sheriffs Annex where a breath test was 
offered to him by Corporal Fercis, and refused by MI. Lawyer. After subsequent dialogues did 
not result in an agreement by Mr. Lawyer to take a breath test Corporal Ferris told Mr. h w y n  
dtat he could compel a bload test, by use of physical force if need be. When faced with that 
alternative Mr. Lawyer did reluctantly agree to take a breath test. The results were ,1581.161. 
Defendant submits that the breath test results were obtained in violation of his 
constitutional rights under both the Idaho and United States Constitutions as set forth in his 
Motion to Suppress filed of even date with this X4emorandum. This i s  based on the coercive 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIJXNCE 1 
PAGE 04/05 
manner in which lus consent was obtained. 
Idaho law allows for forcible blood draws from DUI suspects. State v. Worthington, 
138 Idaho 470,65 P.3d 21 1 (2002) However, no such case law exists for the breath test, nor can 
it given the nature of the two tests. A statute or precedent that required the forcible taking of a 
breath sample simply would defy medical common sense. A blood draw can be done with 
minimal or no interaction from a patient. Blood draws can be done on unconscious patients. The 
very action of the blood draw is an action taken by a third person, i.e, a phlebotomist. This is in 
contrast to a breath sample which can only be given by the exhalation of a specific volume of air 
by a suspect. Only the suspect can deliver that sample. It cannot be taken when the suspect is not 
conscious, nor can it be taken without the suspect's cooperation. In essence what has happened in 
this case is that a coercion that could be used to obtain a lawN sample from a blood draw is now 
being used to improperly coerce a sample that cannot be obtained other than with the suspect's 
cooperation. However, neither a statute nor a precedent supports this heavy handed coercion. To 
allow tixis type of forced cooperation withan evidentiary test ignores the fundamental phystcal 
differences between the blood draw and the breath test. The defense respec&lly submits that the 
actions of the State in obtaining the breath test were not constitutional. The defense requests that 
the results of the evidentiary test be suppressed. 
Rated December 9,2008 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPP0:RT OF 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true copy of this document hand delivered to the law oflice of the 
Prosecuting Attorney, 1109 F Street, Lewiston, n) 83501 via thc below noted method on 
on ~ e c e m b e r q .  2008: 
Hand delivered via Valley Messengers 
c// Sent via facsimile to facsimile number 208-799-3080 
- Sent via postage prcpaid U.S. Mail 
FITZGERALD & VAN IDOUR 
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MEMORANDUM IN SUPPOltlT OF 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS EVIDENCE 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
Plaintiff, 
1 
1 
1 CASE NO. CR 2008-04978 
v. 1 
1 OPINION AND ORDER ON 
DANIEL J. LAWYER, 1 DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO 
1 SUPPRESS EVIDENCE 
Defendant. 1 
This matter came before the Court on the Defendant's Motion to Suppress 
Evidence. The State of Idaho was represented by Mia M. Vowels of the Ncz Perce 
County Prosecutor's Office. The Defendant was represented by Robert Van Idour of 
Fitzgerald and Van Idour. 'I'he matter was submitted on the Defendant's written brief. 
'I'he Court, being fully advised in the matter, hereby renders its decision. 
FACTS AND PROCEEDINGS 
The facts surrounding the arrest of the Defendant are summarized from the 
probable cause affidavit submitted by Corporal John Ferriss on June 19,2008. In the 
early morning hours ofJune 19,2008, the Defendant passed Corporal Ferriss, ofthe 
Idaho State Patrol, while Corporal Ferriss was standing next to a vehicle he had pulled 
OPINION AND ORDER ON DEFENDANT'S 1 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
over alongside US Highway 95. Concerned about the proximity of the Defendant's 
vehicle to his person, the Corporal elected to return to his patrol car and catch up with the 
Defendant and follow behind him. While ibllowing the Defendant's vehicle, the 
Corporal noted that the vehicle crossed two feet over the fog line and traveled in this 
manner for some distance. The corporal activated the code lights on his vehicle, but the 
Defendant's vehicle did not immediately stop. Once the vehicle did stop, the Corporal 
contacted the driver and noted the smell of alcohol about his person. 
The Corporal asked the Defendant to step out of the vehicle and perfom1 field 
sobriety tests. The horizontal gaze nystagmus test was administered, then the I>cfendant 
refused to submit to more tests and was subsequently arrested for driving under the 
influence. The basis of the stop is not challenged by the Defendant. 
The Defendant was transported to the Nez Perce County Sherriff s Office Annex 
building, where the Corporal commenced the observation period required prior to 
administering a breath test. The Corporal read the Idaho Notice of Suspension to the 
Defendant and the Defendant refused to take the test. The Defendant then spoke with 11. 
Rick Hernandez of the Nez Perce Tribal Police. The Corporal informed the Defendant, 
Lt. Hernandez and another officer of his intent to take the Defendant to the hospital for a 
blood draw as the matter would be charged as a felony I>UI. The Defendant then elected 
to take the breath test. 
' f ie  Defendant argues that he was coerced to take the breath test by the threat of 
being taken to the hospital for a forcible blood draw. See Memorandum in Support of 
Motion to Suppress Evidence. The Defendant asks the Court to suppress the evidence 
obtained from the Defendant's breath test on this basis. 
OPINION AND ORDER ON DEFENDANT'S 2 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
ANALYSIS 
While a forcible blood draw was not taken in this case, in Idaho such a test for 
alcohol concentration falls within the exigent circumstances exception to the warrant 
requirement. State v. firthington, 138 Idaho 470,65 P.3d 21 1 (Ct. App. 2002). 
The exigent circumstances exception allows agents of the State to conduct 
3 warrantless search when there is a "compelling need for official action 
and no time to secure a warrant." Michigan I .  Tyler, 436 U.S. 499, 509, 98 
S.Ct. 1942, 1949,56 L.Ed.2d 486,498 (1978); State v. Wren, 1 15 Idaho 
618, 624, 768 P.2d 1351, 1357 (Ct.App. 1989). It is well established that 
blood draws to test for alcohol concentration fall within this exigency 
exception because blood alcohol content diminishes over time, and 
valuable evidence would be lost in the time required to obtain a warrant. 
Schmerher, 384 U.S. at 770-71,86 S.Ct. at 1835-36, 16 L.Ed.2d at 919- 
20; State v. Woolery, 116 Idaho 368: 370,775 P.2d 1210, 1212 (1989); 
Stare v. Cooper, 136 Idaho 697,700-01,39 P.3d 637, 640-41 
(Ct.App.2001); Curtis, 106 Idaho at 489, 680 P.2d at 1389. In addition, the 
Idaho legislature has enacted an implied consent statute, I.C. 5 18-8002(1), 
which provides that anyone driving on Idaho roads is deemed to have 
impliedly consented to evidentiary testing for the presence of alcohol or 
drugs when a police officer has reasonable cause to believe the person was 
driving under the influence. See W'oolery, 1 16 Idaho at 372, 775 P.2d at 
1214. 
Id. at 472, 65 P.3d at 213. Had the Corporal needed to go this route to obtain evidence of 
the Defendant's blood alcohol concentration, his actions would have been permissible in 
this case 
The Defendant asserts that the statements made by Corporal Feniss to the 
Defendant, Lt. Hernandez and the other officer present were coercive and in violation of 
his Constitutional rights. The Court is not persuaded by the Defendant's argument. It 
was reasonable for the Corporal to inform the Defendant of his intentions should the 
Defendant elect to not submit to the breath test. Further, the Defendant's argument that 
he was forced to submit to the breath test is untenable on the record before this Court 
There is no evidence that the Defendant was forced to the testing machine or forced to 
OPINION AND ORDER ON DEFENDANT'S 3 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
blow into the machine. 'Thus, the Defendant's motion to suppress the results of the 
evidentiary test is denied. 
CONCLUSION 
The Defendant argues that he was coerced by the arresting officer to take an 
evidentiary breath test, based upon the Corporal's statement that he would take the 
Defendant to the hospital for a blood draw should the Defendant refuse the test. In Idaho, 
a blood draw for evidence falls within the exigent circumstances exception to the warrant 
requirement. The Court finds that the Defendant was not coerced to take the breath test 
when he was infonned by the arresting officer of his plan should the Defendant elect to 
not take the breath test. Therefore, the Defendant's motion to suppress is denied. 
OFWER 
The Defendant's Motion to Suppress Evidence is hereby DENIED. 
I' IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this ~ ~ d a ~  of December 2008. 
r~ 
CARL B. KERRICK - District Judge 
OPINION AND ORDER ON DEFENDANT'S 4 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
CERTIFICATE OF MILING 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing OPINION AN11 ORDER ON 
DEFEhTDANT'S MOTION TO SUPPRESS E\rIDENCE was: 
;b-m4 _LL/ hand delivered via court basket, r 
1 - 7 ~  mailed, postage prepaid, by the undersigned at Lewiston, Idaho. this --day 
of December, 2008, to: 
Robert Van Idour 
1 l I Main Street, Suite 301 
Lewiston ID 83501 
Mia Vowels 
P 0 Box 1267 
Lewiston ID 83501 
PATTY 0 .  WEEKS, CLERK . , . ~ 
B 
OPINION AND ORDER ON DEFENDANT'S 5 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
User: TERESA Date: 1211912008 Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County 
Time: 10:lO AM Minutes Report 
Page 1 of 1 Case: CR-2008-0004978 
Defendant: Lawyer, Daniel Joel 
Selected Items 
-- 
Wearing type: Final Pretrial Minutes date: 1211 812008 
Assigned judge: Carl B. Kerrick Start time: 03:26 PM 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler End time: 03:27 PM 
Minutes clerk: TERESA Audio tape number: CRTRM 1 
Prosecutor: Nancy BergerSchneider 
Defense attorney: F & V 
Tape Counter: 32604 Defendant present with counsel. 
Tape Counter: 32612 Mr. Van ldour addresses the Court and requests the Court reset trial date. 
Tape Counter: 32628 Court sets final pretrial conference in chambers 1-9-09 at 9 a.m. Defendant does not need 
to be present but needs to be available by phone and Jury Trial set for 1-12-09 at 9 a.m. 
Tape Counter: 32757 Court recess. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTIUC-T 01: TIIE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR T I E  COI!NTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAIiO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
DANIEL J. LAWYER, 
Defendant. 
1 
1 
1 CASE NO. CK08 -04978 
1 AMENDED 
1 ORDER SETTING JURY TRIAL 
1 AND SCEIIULING PROCEEDINGS ,' 
1 
1 
1 
' f ie  above-entitled case is hereby scheduled as follows: 
JURY Trial shall commence on January 12,2009 at the hour of 9:00 a.m.; 
Final pre-trial conference and the date and time by which plea bargaining must be completed Januarj 
Dated this &day of December, 200 
ORDER SETTING JURY TIUAL 
AND SCHEDULING PROCEEDINGS 1 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILIXG 
I hereby certifi that a true copy of 
the foregoing ORDER SETTING JURY TRIAL 
AND SCHEDULING PROCEEDINGS was mailed, 
postage prepaid, by the ers~gned at 
December, 2008, to: 
Y P 4 '  Lewiston, Idaho, this day of 
Robert Van ldour -u/' 
504 Main Street 
Towne Square, Suite 480 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Nancy Berger-Schneider 
P.O. Box 1267 wqw 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
ORDER SETTING JURY TRIAL 
AND SCHEDULING PROCEEDINGS 2 
Date: 111 312009 Second Judicial District Court -Me+ Perce County 
Time: 12:41 PM Minutes Report 
Page 1 of 6 Case: CR-20084004978 
Defendant: Lawyer, Daniel Joel 
Selected Items 
User. TERESA 
Hearing type: Jury Trial Minutes date: 0111212009 
Assigned judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes clerk: TERESA 
Prosecutor: Mia Vowels 
Defense attorney: F & V 
Start time: 09:03 AM 
End time: 12:00 AM 
Audio tape number: CRTRM 1 
Tape Counter: 90353 
Tape Counter: 90404 
Tape Counter: 90507 
Tape Counter: 90706 
Tape Counter: 90709 
Tape Counter: 90740 
Tape Counter: 90838 
Tape Counter: 91 147 
Tape Counter: 91329 
Tape Counter: 91415 
Tape Counter: 91516 
Tape Counter: 91531 
Tape Counter: 91710 
Tape Counter: 91733 
Tape Co~lnter: 91849 
Tape Counter: 91901 
27 jurors previously drawn: Joanne Bonnalie, Carole Schroeder, David Jeppson, Shawn 
Rudy, Steavon Hornbeck, Rodney Taylor, Melissa Bonfield, Robert Murphree, Michael 
Bailey, Phyllis Bishop, Ruth Simons, Elizabeth Murillo, Percy Henderson, Dave Pupo, 
Rachel Faling, Daniel Starr, Shannon Sweet, Christopher Mathews, Paul Bogar, Milton 
Dokken, Suzy Jackson, Sonya Morrow, David Miles, Carla Rodger, Robert Tyson, Gary 
Cox and Donald Smith. 
All parties present and ready to proceed. 
Court addresses perspective jurors. 
Clerk calls roll of jurors. 
Ms. Vowels has no challenges to the panel. 
Mr. Van ldour has no challenges to the panel. 
Clerk administers jury voir dire oath. 
Court addresses perspective jurors. 
Court makes introduction. 
Ms. Vowels makes introduction. 
Court begins voir dire questioning. 
Ms. Vowels lists other attorneys in her office. 
Court continues with voir dire. 
Ms. Vowels lists support staff in her office. 
Court continues with voir dire.' 
Mr. Van ldour makes introduction. 
Court continues with voir dire. 
Tape Counter: 92106 Ms. Vowels and Mr. Van ldour have no objection to excusing juror #21 Suzy Jackson f o ~  
cause. 
Tape Counter: 921 13 Court excuses juror #21 Suzy Jackson. 
Tape Counter: 92126 Court calls juror Russell Goffinet. 
Tape Counter: 92144 Court addresses juror Russell Goffinet. 
Mr Van ldour lists other attorneys and support staff in his office 
Tape  c 0 u ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ + $ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ 8 ~  Coun er o rt continues with voir dire. 
Date: 111 312009 
Time: 12:41 PM 
Page 2 of 6 
Tape Counter: 92409 
Tape Counter: 92421 
Tape Counter: 92637 
Tape Counter: 92821 
Tape Counter: 94450 
Tape Counter: 94456 
Tape Counter: 94500 
Tape Counter: 94520 
Tape Counter: 94555 
Tape Counter: 94627 
Tape Counter: 94630 
Tape Counter: 94637 
Tape Counter: 94653 
Tape Counter: 94708 
Tape Counter: 94820 
Tape Counter: 94927 
Tape Counter: 100514 
Tape Counter: 10554 
Tape Counter: 102019 
Tape Counter: 102030 
Tape Counter: 102034 
Tape Counter: 102040 
Tape Counter: 102117 
Tape Counter: 102214 
Tape Counter: 104957 
Tape Counter: 11 0340 
Tape Counter: 110343 
Tape Counter: 110402 
Tape Counter: 110619 
Tape Counter: 110639 
Tape Counter: 112215 
Tape Counter: 112233 
Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CR-2008-0004978 
Defendant: Lawyer, Daniel Joel 
Selected Items 
User: TERESA 
Ms. Vowels lists witnesses she intends to call. 
Court continues with voir dire. 
Court reads the information to the jury. 
Court continues with voir dire. 
Ms. Vowels and Mr. Van ldour have no objection to excusing juror # I 8  Christopher 
Mathews for cause. 
Court excuses juror # I 8  Christopher Mathews for cause. 
Court calls juror Bonnie Reirners. 
Court addresses juror Bonnie Reimers. 
Court continues with voir dire. 
Ms. Vowles and Mr. Van ldour have no objection to excusing juror #27 Donald Smith for 
cause. 
Court excuses juror #27 Donald Smith for cause. 
Court calls juror Tammy Albright. 
Court addresses juror larnrny Albright. 
Court continues with voir dire. 
Court admonishes the jury. 
Court recess. 
All parties present and ready to proceed. 
Ms. Vowels begins voir dire questioning. 
Ms. Vowles challenges juror #25 Robert Tyson for cause. 
Mr. Van ldour has no objection. 
Court excuses juror #25 Robert Tyson for cause. 
Court calls juror Dale Moore. 
Court addresses juror Dale Moore. 
Ms. Vowels continues with voir dire. 
Mr. Van ldour begins voir dire questioning. 
Ms. Vowels passes panel for cause. 
Mr. Van ldour passes panel for cause. 
Court excuses perspective jurors not seated in the front of the courtroom, 
Court admonishes the jury. 
Court recess, 
All parties present and ready to proceed. 
Court addresses perspective jurors. 
Date: 1/13/2009 Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County User: TERESA 
Time: 12:41 PM Minutes Report 
Page 3 of 6 Case: CR-2008-0004978 
Defendant: Lawyer, Daniel Joel 
Selected Items 
Tape Counter: 112323 Peremptory challenges off the record. 
STATE DEFENSE 
1. Robert Murphree 1. Joanne Bonnalie 
2. Dave Puoo 2. Shawn Rudv 
3. ~l izabeth Murillo 3. Steavon ~ornbeck 
4. Ruth Simons 4. Rodney Taylor 
5. Russell Goffinet 5. Phyllis Bishop 
6. Earl Stamper 6. Carla Rodgers 
7. Sonya Morrow 7. Gary Cox 
Tape Counter: 113529 The jury is constituted as follows: Rachel Faling, Carole Schroeder, David Jeppson, 
Shannon Sweet, Paul Bogar, Tammy Albright, Melissa Bonfield, Daniel Starr, Michael 
Bailey, Dale Moore, Milton Dokken, Bonnie Reimers and Percy Henderson. 
Tape Counter: 113750 Clerk administers oath to try the case. 
Tape Counter: 113808 Ms. Vowels accepts this jury. 
Tape Counter: 11381 1 Mr. Van ldour accepts this jury. 
Tape Counter: 113816 Court excuses remaining jurors. 
Tape Counter: 113907 Court addresses the jury. 
Tape Counter: 114222 Court admonishes the jury. 
Tape Counter: 114548 Court excuses the jury from the courtroom. 
Tape Counter: 114608 Court recess until 1:15 p.m. 
Tape Counter: 11 531 All parties present and ready to proceed. 
Tape Counter: 11 549 Bailiff brings in the jury, all members present. 
Tape Counter: 11651 Court addresses the jury. 
Tape Counter: 11748 Court reads opening instructions to the jury. 
Tape Counter: 12740 Ms. Vowels presents opening statement. 
Tape Counter: 13049 Mr. Van ldour presents opening statement. 
Tape Counter: 13646 Ms. Vowels calls Corporal John Ferriss, sworn, Ms. Vowels begins direct examination. 
Tape Counter: 15506 Ms. Vowels has State's exhibit # I  played for the jury. 
Tape Counter: 15520 Ms. Vowels continues direct examination Corporal John Ferriss. 
Tape Counter: 20030 Ms. Vowels offers State's exhibit A. 
Tape Counter: 20039 Mr. Van ldour has no objection. 
Tape Counter: 20042 Court admits State's exhibit A. 
Tape Counter: 20052 Ms. Vowels continues direct examination Corporal John Ferriss. 
Tape Counter: 20120 Ms. Vowels begins playing State's exhibit A for the jury. 
Tape Counter: 22203 Video ends. Ms. Vowels continues direct examination Corporal John Ferriss. 
Tape Counter: 22855 Ms. Vowels has witness handed State's exhibit B. 
Tape Counter: 22905 Ms. Vowles continues direct examination Corporal John Ferriss. 
Tape C o u ~ ~ S J B ~ I N U ~ S V o w l e s  offers State's exhibit B. 
Tape Counter: 22940 Mr. Van ldour has no objection. 
83 
Date: 1/13/2009 Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County User: TERESA 
Time: 12:41 PM Minutes Report 
Page 4 of 6 Case: CR-2008-0004978 
Defendant: Lawyer, Daniel Joel 
Selected Items 
Tape Counter: 22944 Court admits State's exhibit B. 
Tape Counter: 22949 
Tape Counter: 23502 
Tape Counter: 23518 
Tape Counter: 23621 
Tape Counter: 23630 
Tape Counter: 23653 
Tape Counter: 23700 
Tape Counter: 23715 
Tape Counter: 23725 
Tape Counter: 23832 
Tape Counter: 23923 
Tape Counter: 25503 
Tape Counter: 25523 
Tape Counter: 25616 
Tape Counter: 32749 
Tape Counter: 32910 
Tape Counter: 33020 
Tape Counter: 33036 
Tape Counter: 33040 
Tape Counter: 33100 
Tape Counter: 33102 
Ms. Vowels continues direct examination Corporal John Ferriss. 
Ms. Vowels has witness handed State's exhibit C. 
Ms. Vowels continues direct examination Corporal John Ferriss. 
Ms. Vowels offers State's exhibit C. 
Mr. Van ldour questions witness, Corporal John Ferriss, in aid of an objection. 
Mr. Van ldour objects. 
Ms. Vowels responds. 
Court admits State's exhibit C. 
Ms. Vowels continues direct examination Corporal John Ferriss. 
Court admonishes the jury. 
Court recess 15 minutes. 
All parties present and ready to proceed. 
Bailiff brings in the jury, all members present. 
Mr. Van ldour begins direct examination Corporal John Ferriss. 
Ms. Vowels begins redirect examination Corporal John Ferriss. 
Mr. Van ldour begins recross examination Corporal John Ferriss. 
Witness Corporal John Ferriss steps down. 
Ms. Vowels calls officer Ricky Hernandez. 
Mr. Van ldour moves to exclude witnesses. 
Court grants motion. 
Witness officer Ricky Hernandez sworn. 
Tape Counter: 33129 Ms. Vowels begins direct examination officer Ricky Hernandez. 
Tape Counter: 33607 Mr. Van ldour begins cross examination officer Ricky Hernandez. 
Tape Counter: 33758 Witness officer Ricky Hernandez steps down. 
Tape Counter: 33807 Ms. Vowels indicates the State rests. 
Tape Counter: 33817 Court and counsel meet at sidebar. 
Tape Counter: 33948 Mr. Van ldour calls officer Ricky Hernandez. 
Tape Counter: 33959 Court reminds witness he is still under oath. 
Tape Counter: 34003 Mr. Van ldour begins direct examination officer Ricky Hernandez. 
Tape Counter: 34408 Ms. Vowels begins cross examination officer Ricky Hernandez. 
Tape Counter: 34452 Mr. Van ldour begins redirect examination officer Ricky Hernandez. 
Tape Counter: 34509 Witness officer Ricky Hernandez steps down. 
Tape Counter: 34536 Court addresses the jury. 
Tape C o u ~ f i ~ ~ 4 1 N 1 y & ~ r t  admonishes the jury. 
Tape Counter: 34741 Court excuses the jury from the courtroom. 
Date: 1/13/2009 Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County User: TERESA 
Time: 12:41 PM Minutes Report 
Page 5 of 6 Case: CR-2008-0004978 
Defendant: Lawyer, Daniel Joel 
Selected Item.; 
Tape Counter: 34828 
Tape Counter: 90152 
Tape Counter: 90200 
Tape Counter: 90236 
Tape Counter: 90245 
Tape Counter: 90400 
Tape Counter: 90449 
Tape Counter: 90504 
Court recess until January 13,2009 at 9:00 a.m. 
JANUARY 13, 2009 
All parties present and ready to proceed. 
Court addresses the jury. 
Mr. Van ldour indicates Defendant will not be testifying. 
Court addresses Defendant re: his right to testify. 
Bailiff brings in the jury, all members present. 
Court addresses the jury. 
Mr. Van ldour indicates Defendant rests. 
Tape Counter: 90516 Court addresses the jury. 
Tape Counter: 90608 Court admonishes the jury. 
Tape Counter: 90654 Court addresses the parties. 
Tape Counter: 90726 Court recess. 
Tape Counter: 93832 All parties present and ready to proceed. 
Tape Counter: 93849 Court addresses the parties. 
Tape Counter: 93857 Ms. Vowles indicates no objection to the jury instructions. 
Tape Counter: 93901 Mr. Van ldour indicates no objection to the jury instructions. 
Tape Counter: 93913 Bailiff brings in the jury, all members present. 
Tape Counter: 93956 Court addresses the jury. 
Tape Counter: 94038 Court begins reading jury instructions to the jury. 
Tape Counter: 95649 Ms. Vowels presents closing argument. 
Tape Counter: 100330 Mr. Van ldour presents closing argument. 
Tape Counter: 102545 Ms. Vowels presents rebuttal argument. 
Tape Counter: 103315 Court addresses the jury. 
Tape Counter: 103322 Clerk draws alternate juror, Milton Dokken. 
Tape Counter: 103413 Clerk administers oath of Bailiff. 
Tape Counter: 103450 Court excuses jury from the Courtroom to begin deliberating. 
Tape Counter: 103521 Court addresses the parties. 
Tape Counter: 103604 Court recess. 
Tape Counter: 120251 All parties present and ready to proceed. 
Tape Counter: 120315 Bailiff brings in the jury, all members present. 
Tape Counter: 120403 Court addresses presiding juror Carole Schroeder. 
Tape Counter: 120420 Bailiff hands verdict to the Couit. 
Tape Counter: 120445 Clerk reads verdict. GUILTY-"OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE 
INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, DRUGS AND/OR ANY OTHER INTOXICATING 
COUK1' M I N U ~ ~ S T A N C E  8 5 
Date: 111 312009 
Time: 12:41 PM 
Page 6 of 6 
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Tape Counter: 120544 
Tape Counter: 120638 
Tape Counter: 120720 
Tape Counter: 120726 
Tape Counter: 12091 0 
Tape Counter: 120948 
Tape Counter: 121 112 
Tape Counter: 121 528 
Tape Counter: 121535 
Tape Counter: 121 544 
Tape Counter: 121616 
Tape Counter: 121820 
Tape Counter: 121830 
Tape Counter: 12191 1 
Tape Counter: 122701 
Tape Counter: 122723 
Tape Counter: 122801 
Tape Counter: 122817 
Tape Counter: 122821 
Tape Counter: 122938 
Tape Counter: 122949 
Tape Counter: 123042 
Tape Counter: 123219 
Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CR-2008-0004978 
Defendant: Lawyer, Daniel Joel 
Selected Items 
User: TERESA 
Court addresses presiding juror Carole Schroeder and she indicates this is the jury's 
unanimous verdict. 
All jurors nod their heads in the affirmative that this is their verdict, 
Court excuses the jury from the courtroom. 
Ms. Vowels and Mr. Van ldour have no objection to additional jury instructions. 
Court and counsel meet at sidebar. 
Court addresses the parties. 
Bailiff brings in the jury, all members present. 
Court reads additional instructions to the jury. 
Ms. Vowels offers State's exhibit D. 
Mr. Van ldour has no objection. 
Court admits State's exhibit D. 
Ms. Vowels presents closing argument. 
Mr. Van ldour does not have closing argument to present. 
Court excuses the jury from the courtroom to begin deliberating. 
Court recess. 
All parties present and ready to proceed, 
Bailiff brings in the jury, all members present. 
Court addresses presiding juror Carole Schroeder 
Bailiff hands verdict to the Court. 
Clerk reads verdict-jury finds Defendant guilty of prior conviction 
Presiding juror Carole Schroeder indicates that this is their unanimous verdict 
All jurors nod in the affirmative that this is their unanimous verdict. 
Court sets sentencing for 2-26-09 at 2:30 p.m. 
PSI due 2-19-09 
Court recess. 
FILED 
IN 'THE DIS'TKICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NFZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 
Plaintiff, 1 
1 CASE NO. CR 2008-004978 
v. 1 
1 JUIiY VERnICT FORM 
J. LAWYER: 1 
1 
Defendant. 1 
\ 
We, the Jury, duly empanelled and swom to try the above-entitled action, for our 
verdict, unanimously find the Defendant, DANIEI, J. LAWYER: 
Not Guilty - Guilty 
of the charge of OPERATING A MOTOR VEI-IIC1,E WEII1,E UNDER THE 
DJF1,UENCE OF ALCOHOL, DRUGS AND/OR ANY OTHER INTOXICA'TING 
this 2 day of January 2009. 
n 
Presiding Juror 
JURY VERDICT FORM 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PEIiCE 
STRTE OF IDAIIO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
I>ANiEi, J. LAWYER, 
1 
1 
1 
1 CASE NO. CR 2008-004978 
1 
1 JURY VERDICT FORM 
1 
Defendant. 
1 
1 
We, the Jury, duly empanelled and sworn to try the above-entitled action, 
unanimously answer the questions submitted to us in this verdict as follows: 
QUESTION NO. 1: Within the past fifteen (I 5) years did the '>efendant, DANIEI, 
J. LAWYER plead guilty to a violation of 1.C. $ 18-8004, Under the influence, in 
Kez Perce County, Idaho, Case No. CR 2001 -002298? 
ANSWER: YES X NO 
DATED this &day of January 2009. 
JURY VERDICT FORM 
fl LED 
IN TIfE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE SECOND JUDlClAL DlSTKlCT 01: TlIE 
STATE OF IDAHO, TN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
J 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 
Plaintiff, 1 CASE NO. CK 08-04978 
VS. 
1 
1 WSTRUCTIONS SUBMITTED 
1 TO THE JURY 
DANlEL J. LAWYEK, 1 
1 
1)efendant. ) 
The attached instructions No. I throughNo. 22 were given to the jury this 13th day of 
January, 2009. 
DATED this &"day of January, 2009. 
-QLO \ 
CARL B. KERRICK - District Judge 
lNSTRUCTIONS SUBMITTED 
'r0 THE JlJRY 
INSTRUCTION NO. ---.- 1 
You will notice that many, but not all, of these instructions that 1 am about to read to you 
me identical to those read to you at the beginning of this trial. It is not the intent of the Court to 
Lay any special emphasis on those instructions. The only reason they are again given to you is so 
that all of the instructions concerning this case will be fresh in your minds and of equal 
importance when you start your deliberations. 
INSTRUCTION NO. & 
During your deliberations, you will have with you my illstructions concerning the law 
that applies to this case, the exhibits that were admitted into evidence, and any notes taken by 
you in the course of the trial proceedings. 
INSTRUCTION NO. -5 
Your duties are to determine the facts, to apply the law set forth in my instructions to 
those facts, and in this way to decide the case. In so doing, you must follow my instructions 
regardless of your own opinion ofwhat the law is or should be, or what either side may state the 
law to be. You must consider them as a whole, not picking out one and disregarding others. The 
order in which the instructions are given has no significance as to their relative importance. The 
law requires that your decision be made solely upon the evidence before you. Neither sympathy 
nor prejudice should influence you in your deliberations. Faithful performance by you of these 
duties is vital to the administration of justice. 
In determining the facts, you may consider only the evidence admitted in this trial. This 
evidence consisted of the testimony of the witnesses, the exhibits offered and received, and any 
stipulated or admitted facts. The production of evidence in court is governed by rules of law. At 
times during the trial, an objection may have been made to a question asked of a witness, or to a 
witness's answer, or to an exhibit. This simply means that I was asked to decide a particular rule 
of law. The parties' arguments on the admissibility of evidence were designed to aid the Court 
and are not to be considered by you nor affect your deliberations. If 1 sustained an objection to a 
question or to an exhibit, the witness was instructed not to answer the question or the exhibit was 
not admitted. not attempt to guess what the answer might have been or what the exhibit 
might have shown. Likewise, if 1 told you not to consider a particular statement or exhibit, you 
should put it out of your mind and not refer to it or rely on i t  in your deliberations. 
the trial 1 may have spoken with the parties about the rules of law that should 
apply in this case. Sometimes we talked here at the bench. At other times 1 excused you from 
the courtroom so that you could be comfortable while we worked out any problems. You are not 
INSTRUCTIONS SUBMITTED 
TO 'TtlE JURY 
to speculate about any such discussions. They were necessary from time to time and helped the 
trial run inore smoothly. 
Some of you have probably heard the terms "circumstantid evidence," "direct evidence" 
and "hearsay evidence." Do not be concerned with these terms. You are to consider all the 
evidence admitted in this trial. 
I-Iowever, the law does not require you to believe all the evidence. As the sole judges of 
the facts, yon rnust determine what evidence you believe and what weight you attach to it. 
'mere is no magical formula by which one may evaluate testimony. You bring with you 
to this courtroom all of the experience and background of your lives. In your everyday affairs 
you determine for yourselves whom you believe, what you believe, and how much weight you 
attach to what you are told. The same considerations that you use in your everyday dealings in 
making these decisions are the considerations that you should apply in your deliberations. 
In deciding what you believe, do not make your decision simply because more witnesses 
may have testified one way than the other. Your job is to think about the testimony of each 
witness you heard and decide how much you believe of what he or she had to say. 
A witness who has special knowledge in a particular matter may give his or her opinion 
on that matter. In determining the weight to be given such opinion, you should consider the 
qualifications and credibility of the witness and the reasons given for his or her opinion. You are 
not bound by such opinion. Give it the weight, if any, to which you deem it entitled. 
INSTRIJCTIOKS SUI1MITTED 
1.0 TI IE JIJRY 
mSTRUGTION NO. - L 
In every crime or public offense, there must exist a union, or joint operation, of act a11d 
intent. 
INSTRUCTIONS SliBMITTED 
rO THE JIJRY 
As members ofthe jury, it is your duty to decide what the facts are and to apply those 
facts to the law that I have given you. You are to decide the facts from all the evidence 
presented in the case. 
The evidence you are to consider consists of: 
1. sworn testimony of witnesses; 
2. exhibits that have been admitted into evidence. 
Certain things you have heard or seen are not evidence, including: 
1. arguments a11d statements by lawyers. The lawyers are not witnesses. What they 
say in their opening statements, closing arguments and at other times is included 
to help you interpret the evidence, but is not evidence. If the facts as you 
remember them differ from the way the lawyers have stated them, follow your 
memory; 
2. testimony that has been exoluded or stricken, or that you have been instructed to 
disregard; 
3. anything you may have seen or heard when the court was not in session. 
INSTRUCTIONS SlJBMIlrED 
TO TI-IE JIJRY 
MSTRUC?'ION NO. - b 
You are instructed that the Defendant, DANIEL J.  LAWYER, is charged with the crime 
of OPERATmG A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE IJNDER T I E  INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, 
DRlJGS AND/OR ANY OTHER INTOXICATMG SUBSTANCE, 1.C. $ 5  18-8004(1)(a) and 
18-8005(7), the charging portion of the Infom~ation being: 
That the Defendant, DANIEL J. LAWYFR, on or about the 191h day of June, 2008 in the 
County oCNez Perce, State of Idaho, did drive and/or was in actual physical control of a 
motor vehicle upon a highway, street, bridge and/or roadway open to public, while under 
the influence of alcohol, drugs, and/or any other intoxicating substance while having a11 
alcohol concentration of .08 or more, to wit: ,1581.161 as shown by the analysis ofhis 
breath. 
To this charge, the Defendant pled "not guilty." 
MS'TRUC'TIONS SGBMSI'TED 
TO T I E  JIJRY 
INS1'IZUCTlON NO. 7 
An Information is but a formal method of accusing a defendant of a crime. It is not 
evidence of any kind against the accused. 
INSTRlJCTIONS SIJBMITTED 
TO THF JURY 
8 INSTRUCTION NO. ____ 
You will notice that the Information charges that the oIlFense was committed "on or 
about" a certain date. If the jury finds that the crime charged was committed, it is not necessary 
that the proof show that it was committed on that precise date. 
It is sufficient if the proof shows beyond a reasonable doubt that the crime charged was 
c o m i a e d  "on or about" the date alleged. 
INS'TRIJCTIONS SIJUMIT'TED 
TO 'THE JURY 
INS"SRUCT1ON NO. 1- 
Under our law and system of justice, The Defendant is presumed to be innocent. 'She 
presumption of innocence means two Things. 
First, the State has the burden of proving the Defendant guilty. The State has that burden 
throughout the trial. The Defendant is never required to prove his or her i~mocence, nor does the 
Defendant ever have to produce any evidence at all. 
Second, the State must prove the alleged crime beyond a reasonable doubt. A reasonable 
doubt is not a mere possible or imaginary doubt. It is a doubt based on reason and common 
sense. It is the kind of doubt that would make an ordinary person hesitant to act in the most 
important affairs of his or her own life. If after considering all the evidence you have a 
reasonable doubt about the Defendant's guilt, you must find the Defendant not guilty. 
INSTRIJC'I'IONS SI!UMIlvTED 
'SO 'THE JlJRY 
INS'I1WCTION NO. (2)_- 
lt is not necessary that every fact and circumstance put in evidence on behalf of the State 
be established beyond a reasonable doubt, but it is necessary to sustain a conviction that all facts 
and circumstances in evidence, when taken together, establish beyond a reasonable doubt the 
material elements of the offense charged. 
INS'TRUCI'IONS SUt3M1'iV~1-;)I) 
TO TIIE JIJRY 
mSTRtJC790N NO. 
A defendant in a criminal trial has a constitutional right not to be compelled to testify. The 
decision whether to testify is left to the del'endant, acting with the advice and assistance ol' the 
defendant's lawyer. You rnust not draw any inference of guilt from the fact that the defendant 
does not testify, nor should this fact be discussed by you or enter into your deliberations in any 
way. 
INSTRUCTION NO. (2L 
In order for the Defendant to be guilty of DRNING UNDER THE WFL.IJENGE, as 
charged in the Information, the State must prove each of the following: 
1. On or about the 19th day of June, 2008; 
2. in the state of Idaho; 
3. the Defendant, DANIEL J. LAWYER, drove; 
4. a motor vehicle; 
5. upon a highway, street or bridge or upon public or private property open to the public; 
6 .  while having an alcohol concentration of .OX or more as shown by analysis of the 
defendant's breath. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the 
Defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must 
find the Defendant guilty. 
IUS IRUCTIONS SlJBMl rTFD 
TO TllE JURY 
NSTIIUC.11ON NO. @- 
It is unlawful for any person who has an alcohol cotlcentration of .08 or more, as shown by 
analysis of his blood, urine, or breath, to drive or be in actual physical control of a motor vehicle 
within this state, whether upon a highway, street or bridge, or upon public or private property open 
to the public. 
INSIRIICTION NO. -- [&- 
'Ihe phrase ''actual physical control," means being in the driver's position of the motor 
vehicle with the motor running or with the motor vehicle running. 
5 INSTRUCTION NO. 
The term "highway" means the sane as "street" and includes public roads, alleys, bridges 
and adjacent sidewalks and rights-of-way. 
1NS'I'RI:CTION NO. 
The term "alcohol" includes any liquid or solid material which contains ethanol, also 
Iulonrn as ethyl alcohol. 
INSTRUGTlOh' NO. ( 7 
Do not concern yourself with the subject of penalty or punishment. That subject must not 
in any way affect your verdict. If you find the Defendant guilty, it will be my duty lo determine 
the appropriate penalty or punishment. 
(I 
INS'I'KUCTION NO. .- ( - 0 
lf during the trial I said or did anything that suggested to you that 1 am inclined to favor 
the claims or position of either party. you must not permit yourself to be influenced by any such 
suggestion. I did not express nor intend to express, nor did I intend to intimate, any opinion as to 
which witnesses were or were not worthy of belief, what facts were or were not established, or 
what inferences should be drawn Crom the evidence, If any expression of mine seemed to 
indicate an opinion relating to any of these matters, I instruct you to disregard it. 
Jn reaching your verdict in this action, you are to be guided and controlled only by the 
evidence adduced at this trial and the instructions now given lo you by the Court. In case any of 
you have received information, or what purports to be information, from any other source other 
than the facts in this case, you are admonished and instructed to exclude such extraneous 
infonnation or purported infonnation from all consideration. Your verdict should be based 
exclusively upon the evidence offered at this trial, and should in no way be influenced by any 
rumor, feeling, or influence coming from any quarter either before or during this trial. 
INS?'HIJC:TIONS SIJHMI'I.TED 
'1'0 171E JURY 
20 1NSTRUC:TION NO. 
You are instructed that both the State and the Defendant are entitled to the individual 
opinion of each juror. It is the duty of each of you, after considering all the evidence in ihe case, 
to determine; if possible, the question of guilt or innocence ofthe Defendant. When you have 
reached a conclusion in that respect, you should not change it merely hecause one or more or all 
of your fellow jurors may have come to a different conclusion, or merely to bring about a 
unanilnous verdict. However, each juror should freely and fairly discuss with his or her fellow 
jurors the evidence and the deductions to be drawn therefrom. lk after doing so, any juror should 
be satisfied that the conclusion first reached was wrong, that juror should unhesitatingly abandon 
that original opinion and render a verdict according to the final decision. 
INSTR(JC:TlOXS SUBMI ITED 
TO 1 HE JURY 
INSTRUCTlON NO. 2!_,_ 
1 have outlined for you the rules of law applicable to this case and have told you of some 
of ihe matters which you may consider in weighing the evidence to determine the facts. In a few 
minutes, counsel will present their closing remarks to you, and then you will retire to the jury 
room for your deliberations. 
The attitude and conduct of jurors at the beginning of their deliberations are important. It 
is rarely productive for a juror, at the outset, to make an emphatic expression of his or her 
opinion on the case or to state how he or she intends to vote. When one does that at the 
beginning, one's sense of pride may be aroused, and one may hesitate to change one's mind, 
even if shown that it is wrong. Remember that you are not partisans or advocates, but judges. 
Consult with one another. Consider each other's views, and deliberate with the objective 
of reaching an agreement, if you can do so without disturbing your individual judgment. Each of 
you must decide this case for yourself, but you should do so only after a discussion and 
consideration of the case with your fellow jurors. 
lNSTRLTCTIONS SIJBMlTTEU 
'1'0 7'HE JURY 
INSTRUCTION X0.  $& 
The State wj11 now be given the opportunity to present summation to you. Following this. 
the defense will be afforded the opportunity to present summation. Then, the State may present 
rebuttal argument. 
Your verdict in this case must be agreed upon by all twelve of you. On retiring to the jury 
room, select one of your number lo act as Presiding Juror to preside over y o u  deliberations. A 
copy of these instructions, all exhbits admitted into evidence, and a suitable verdict form will be 
delivered to you in the jury room. 
When you have agreed upon a verdict, your Presiding Juror will sign the verdict fonn and 
notify the Bailiff, and you nil1 then be returned into court where your Presiding Juror will, at my 
direction, hand the verdict to the Bailiff, who will hand it to me. The Clerk, after recording the 
verdict, wjll read it aloud. Your Presiding Juror will be asked if this is your verdict, and that juror 
will give your answer to the Court 
It is for you, the jury, to determine from all the evidence in this case, applying the law as 
given in these instructions, whether the Defendant is guilty or not guilty of the offense charged. 
You will return a verdict, consisting of one question. Although the verdict form is self 
explanatory, it is part of my instructions to you. 1 will now read the verdict form to you. It states: 
"We, the Jury, duly empanelled and sworn to fry the above-entitled action, for our verdict, 
unanimously find the Defendant, DANIEL J. LAWYER: 
Not Guilty - Guilty - 
of the charge of OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF 
ALCOHOL, DRUGS AND/OR ANY OTHER 1NTOXIC:ATING SUBSTANCE." 
IXSTRUCTlONS SUBMIT?'E;J> 
'1.0 TI-IE JURY 
Once you have answered the questions, your presiding juror sllould date and sign the verdict 
form and advise the bailiff that you have reached a wrdict. 
INSTRIJCTIONS SUBMITI'ED 
TO ?'HE JURY 
FILED 
IN THE DIS'I'RICT COURT 01: THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF 'I'IIE 
STA'I'E OF IDAHO, n\l AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
1 
STATE OF IDAHO. 1 
) 
Plaintiff, ) CASE NO. CR 08-04078 
1 
VS. 1 INS'I'RUCTIONS SUBMITTED 
1 TO THE JURY 
DANIEI, J. LAWYER, 1 
1 
Defendant. ) 
The attached instructions No. 23 through No. 26 were given to the july this 1 i th  day 
of January, 2009. 
.i'-- 
DATED this 1day of January, 2009. 
INSTRUC'I'IONS SUBMITTED 
'YO THE JURY 
CARI, B. KERRlCK - District Judge 
INSrRUCTION NO. L3 - 
IIaving found the Defendant guilty of Driving Under the Influence, jou must uext decide 
whether the Defendant has previously been found guilty of or has pled guilty to felony Driving 
under the Influence within the last fifteen years. The State alleges: 
That within fifteen (1  5) years of said date defendant ha3 previousty pled guilty to or been convicted 
of I.C. 5 18-8004jl)(a)(b) and/or (c), OPEKA'I'ING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHlLE UNDER THE 
WFLUENCE OF ALCOIIOL, DRUGS AND/OR AN IN'TOXICA'TING SUBS'I'ANCE in 
violation of ldaho Code 5 18-8005(7), to-wit: 
STATE OF IDAHO VS DANIEL J. LAWYER, IN THE DISTRICT COUK'I' 01; 
INE SECOND JUDICIAL DIS'I'RlC'I' OF 'I'HE STATE OF IDAI-IO, W AND 
FOR 'I'HE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE, CASE NO. CR2001-0002298, the 
Defendant having plead guilty and/or was found guilty on August 16,2001. 
Judgment of conviction entered on October 5,2001, signed by the Honorable Carl 
B. Kerrick, and filed by the above-named Court on October 5,2001. 
l l e  State must prove the existence of this event beyond a reasonable doubt. 
LKS'L'RUCTIONS SUBMITTED 
TO rl IE JIJRY 
INSTRUCiiON NO. 
The Defendant, DANIEL J. LAUrYER. is charged on page two of the information with 
having previously been convicted of the offense of OPERATPIG A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE 
(IWDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, DRUGS AND/OR ANY INTOXICATING 
SUBSTANCE, in violation of I.C. 5 18-8005(7} within the past fifteen (15) years, the charging 
portion of page two of the Information being as follows: 
That within fifteen (15) years of said date defendant has previously pled guilty to or been 
convicted of LC. 5 18-8004(l)(a)jb) andor (c), OPERATING A MOTOR VElilCLE WHILE 
UNDER 'I'HE INFLUENCE OF AI,COHOI,, DRUGS AND/OR AN INTOXICATING 
SUBSTANCE in violation of Idaho Code 5 18-X005(7), lo-wit: 
Sl'ATE OF IDAHO VS DANIEL J. LAWYER, IN 'THE DISTRICT COUKT OF 
THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAEIO, IN AND 
FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE, CASE NO. CR2001-0002298, the 
Defendant having plead guilty andlor was found guilty on August 16,2001, 
Judgment of conviction entered on October 5,2001, signed by the FIonorable Carl 
B. Kenick, and filed by the above-named Court on October 5,2001. 
To this portion of the Information the Defendant pled "not guilty." 
INSTRUCTIONS SUBMITTED 
TO THE JURY 
A judicial record of this state, or of tile Unites Stales, may be proved by the production of 
the original, or by a copy thereof, certified by the clerk or other person Imting the legal cuslody 
thereof. 
INS'IRUC'I'ION NO. ~b 
In this portion of the case. you will return a verdict consisting of one question you should 
answer. Since the'explanations on the form that you will have are part of my instructions to you, I 
will read the body of the verdict form to you. 
"We, the Jury, duly empanelled and sworn to try the above-entitled action. unanimously 
answer the questions submitted to us in this verdict ac follows: 
QUESTION NO. 1: Within the past fifteen (15) yeas  did the Defendant, DANIEL J. 
LAWYER, plead guilty to a violation of I.C. 5 18-8004, Driving Under the influence, in Nez Perce 
County, Idaho, Case No. CR 2001-002298? 
ANSWER: YES NO > >  
Once you have answered the question, your presiding juror should datc and sign the verdict 
form and advise the bailiff thal you have reached a verdict 
INSTRIJCTIONS SUBMITTED 
TO THE J7JRY 
@ni 
RESET (cierh, inec* n npp!imb.a) *'&* 
Assigned to: 
Assigned: 
Court, State of Idaho 
or the County of Nez Perce 
REPORT AND EVALUATIONS 
mri195(13Pfl2u ) Case No: CR-2008-0004978 
) CHARGE(s): 
STATE OF IDAHO ) ERI( 0'. ,a!:~ c,\:T, ! ? c l , : i > ~  
~ ~ a i n t i ~ ,  
~ww 178-8004 F Driving IJnder The Influence 
VS. ) 
D E ,  2 T Y  ) REQUIRED ROA CODES: (Enter the appropriate code) 
Daniel Joel Lawyer 
301 83 Webb Rose Ln 
Lapwal, ID 83540 
Defendant. 
) PSIOI- Order for Presentence Investigation Report (only) 
) PSMHI- Order for Presentence lnvestiyation Repoit and 
) Mental Health Assessment 
) PSSA1- Order for Presentence Investigation Report and 
) Substance Abuse Assessment 
-- ) 
On thisTuesday, January 13, 2009, a Pre-sentence Investigation Report was ordered by the lionorable Carl B. Kerrick to be completed 
by-2.1949- for Court appearance on Thursday, February 26,2009 at: 02:30 PM at the above stated courthouse. 
--- 
EVALUATIONS TO BE DONE: Gopv of each evaluation to be sent to Presentence Investigation Office to be included with PSI 
Under IC 19-2524 assessment(s) i s  (are) ordered which shall include a criminogenic risk assessment of the defendant 
pursuant t o  (IC 19-2524(4)): 
-1 
Mental Health Examination as defined in IC 19-2524(3), including any plan for treatment (PSMHI ROA code); andlor 1 
Substance Abuse Assessment as defined in IC 19-2524(2) including any plan for treatnlent. (PSSAI ROA code) i 
Other non- 979-2524 evaluationslexaminations ordered for use wi th  the PSI: 1 
Sex Offender Domestic Violence Other Evaluator: 
No evaluations are ordered. (PSI01 ROA code) 
DEFENSE COUNSEL: F & V 
PROSECUTOR: Mia Vowels 
THE DEFENDANT IS IN CUSTODY: YES $NO If yes where: - 
PLEA AGREEMENT: State recommendation 
WHJIJOC Probation PD Reimb Fine ACJ Restitution Retained Jurisdiction 
* * - .  
ENDAN- . .. . . .. DO YOU NEED AN INTERPRETER? NO YES 
Name: Male Female RACE: Caucasian Hispafiic Other 
Address: City: State: ZIP: 
Telephone: Message Phone: Work Phone: 
Employer: Work Address: 
Date of Biifh: Social Security Number: 
Name & Phone Number ofnearesf relative: 
Date of Arrest: Arresting Agency: 
. . . ... .. -- 
Your assigned Pre-sentence Investigator wi l l  contact you to schedule an interview us ing the above information. Please have 
your  Pre-sentence Investigation Personal History Questionnaire f i l led out completely for interview. - 
ORDER FOR PRESI.;Nl'ENCE REI'ORT AN11 I<VALUr\TIONS 119 
.*:- 
@*@$ -*& FILED 
DANIEL L. SPICKLER 
Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney 
M I A  M. VOWELS 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Nez Perce County, Idaho 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
1-elephone: (208) 799-3073 
I.S.B.N. 6564 
I N  THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, I N  AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, CASE NO. CR2008-0004978 
VS. 
DANIEL I. LAWYER, 
MOTION FOR RELEASE OF EVIDENCE 
Defendant. I 
COMES NOW, MIA M. VOWELS, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Nez Perce 
County, Idaho, and moves the  above-entitled Court for an order directing that  certain 
evidence in the above-entitled case, that  is: Exhibit "A", a video tape, admitted at  the 
Jury Trial which commenced on January 12, 2009, which is in the possession of the 
above-entitled Court, be released to  MIA M. VOWELS. This motion is made for the 
reason that there are other traffic stops on that video and Cpl. Ferriss has requested 
that  video be returned. 
t C - L  
DATED this 1 )  day of Jan 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION FOR RELEASE OF EVIDENCE-1.- 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
I declare under penalty of perjury that  a full, true, complete and correct copy of 
the foregoing MOTION FOR RELEASE OF EVIDENCE was 
(1) -Xu hand delivered, o r  
(2) - hand delivered via court basket, or 
(3) -- sent via facsimile, or 
(4) - mailed, postage prepaid, by depositing the same in the 
United States Mail. 
ADDRESSED TO THE FOLLOWING: 
FITZGERALD &VAN IDOUR 
504 Main Street, Suite 480 
Lewiston, I D  83501 
DATED this 2 day of January 2009. 
A L 4 d  
ERIN D. IONE 
Senior Legal Assistant 
MOTION FOR RELEASE OF EVIDENCE-2- 
. .- , - . . , . ... egg&, -. 
.,do +;: 
FILED 
I N  THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, I N  AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
VS. 
DANIEL 1. LAWYER, 
CASE NO. CR2008-0004978 
ORDER FOR RELEASE OF EVIDENCE 
Defendant. I 
This Court having read and considered the State's Motion for Release of 
Evidence, 
I T  I S  HEREBY ORDERED that the evidence mentioned therein, that is: Exhibit "A" 
admitted a t  the Jury Trial which commenced on January 12, 2009, be released to MIA 
M. VOWELS. 
DATED this &f;jey of January 2009. 
JUDGE 
ORDER FOR RELEASE OF EVIDENCE -I - 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing, Order for 
Release of Evidence, was 
(1) - hand delivered, or 
(2) d h a n d  delivered via court basket, or 
( 3 )  -- sent via facsimile, or 
(4) - mailed, postage prepaid, by depositing the same in the 
United States Mail. 
Addressed to: 
FITZGERALD & VAN IDOUR 
504 Main Street, Suite 480 
Lewiston, I D  83501 
Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 1267 
Lewiston, I D  83501 
DATED this ~r day of January 1009. 
ORDER FOR RELEASE OF EVIDENCE -2- 
- " . ~ . , 
*F@, ,". " - - ., . .,- 
<~-a *s$y 
FILED 
I N  THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, I N  AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
vs. 
DANIEL 3. LAWYER, 
CASE NO. CR2008-0004978 
/ ORDER FOR RELEASE OF EVIDENCE 
Defendant. I 
This Court having read and  considered the State's Motion for  Release of 
Evidence, 
TT I S  HEREBY ORDERED t h a t  the  evidence mentioned therein, tha t  is: Exhibit 'A" 
admit ted a t  t h e  Jury Trial which commenced on January 12,2009, be released t o  MIA 
M. VOWELS. 
ti DATED this xday of  January 2009. 
JUDGE 
ORDER FOR RELEASE OF EVIDENCE -1- 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that  a true and correct copy of the foregoing, Order for 
Release of Evidence, was 
(1) - hand delivered, ar 
(2) /hand delivered via court basket, or 
( 3 )  - sent via facsimile, or 
(4) - mailed, postage prepaid, by depositing the same in the 
United States Mail. 
Addressed to: 
FITZGERALD & VAN IDOUR 
504 Main Street, Suite 480 
Lewiston, ID  83501 
Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 1267 
Lewiston, I D  83501 
DATED this __ ~r day of January 2009. 
ORDER FOR RELEASE OF EVIDENCE -2- 
Date: 2/27/2009 Second Judicial District Court- Nez Perce County User: TERESA 
Time: 09:49 AM Minutes Report 
Page I of I Case: CR-2008.0004978 
Defendant: Lawyer. Daniel Joel 
Selected Items 
Hearing type: Sentencing Minutes date: 0212612009 
Assigned judge: Carl B. Kenick Start time: 02:45 PM 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes clerk: TERESA 
Prosecutor: Nancy Berger-Schneider 
Defense attorney: F & V 
Tape Counter: 24543 
Tape Counter: 24608 
Tape Counter. 24646 
Tape Counter: 24658 
Tape Counter: 24704 
Tape Counter: 25103 
Tape Counter: 25326 
Tape Counter: 25424 
Tape Counter: 25958 
Tape Counter: 30125 
End time: 03:Ol PM 
Audio tape number: CRTRM 1 
Defendant present with counsel. 
Court addresses the parties. 
Defendant has reviwed the updated PSI. 
Mr. Van ldour indicates there are no corrections to the PSI. 
Mr. Van ldour addresses the Court. 
Ms. Berger-Schneider addresses the Court. 
Defendant addresses the Court. 
Court addresses Defendant. 
Department of Corrections 2-7 years with credit for time served toward the fixed portion of 
Defendants sentence. Drivers license suspended for an absolute 5 year period after 
release from custody. Reimburse NPC Public Defender Fund in the amount of $500.00, 
court costs in the amount of $115.50 and a fine in the amount of S1,000.00. 
Court recess. 
IN TEE DISTRICT COURT O JCJDICVcL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE . 
STATE OF IDAHO. 
WmZS 3 08 
Defendant. ) 
TO 3X.E SHEREF OF NEZ P m c E  COUNTY, STATE OF JDAHO: 
The above-named DefendanI, appearing before this Court tbis day, being infonned by the 
Court of the nature of the charge agaus&&er, to wit: 
- - day of - committed on or about the A 20 , in said county, 
and hving been duly anaigned before the Court and having been duly found to be guilty and 
having stated that no legal cause existed why judgment should not be pronounced again@er 
and no sufficient cause appearing to the Court 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND D E W E D  that Defendant is guilty of 
said crime and t h e e  be punished as follows: Lmprisonment in the Idaho State Board of 
Conection for a period of 2- 7 f a 6  
NOW, W O R E ,  YOU, TEE SAID SlB3REF OF NEZ P m C E  COUNTY, STATE 
OF JDAHO, are hereby commanded to receive the said Defendant and d e e m  in the Idaho 
State Board of Correction, until this sentence is wmplied with. ., 
'br'd3og DONE W OPEN COURT this L?P day o f t  , 
I N  THE DISTRICT COURT OF W E  SECONb JUDICIAL D I S T R I f l  OF THE Yiel'"' 
.HO, IN AND FOR THE : NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, RDER OF BOND FORFEITURE 
Plaintiff, 
vs " R B Z ~ ~ R I ~ L ~ U )  ase u 2 ( j k ~ / q 7 y  
Cost 
P05TEEi 8, I ) 70 wn~er ( i  $ 
Vict. Fund $ 
C. J. Fund $ 
Defendant -x Surety 
BOND AMOUNT $ :->Q@ Lo 
C. I. Fund $ 
ADDRESS 
Dst. C r t .  Fund $ 
TOTAL REFUND $ 
IT I S  HEREBY ORDERED that the bond is forfeited t o  the Court and Notice is 
hereby sent t o  the following on the day o f  ,20- 
IT I S  HEREBY ORDERED that the bond be returned. 
IT I S  HEREBY ORDERED that the Bond be applied t o  fines, costs, and t o  any 
other funds as ordered by the Cou~t, and any sums remaining be disbursed t o  the 
Pastee. 
DATED this 2 P F  day of pe~~r~iv* ,2004 
2 
Judge 
Check # 
Drawn by 
Received by 
M@HG!ii - . . , , +  ' E OR RE1,EASE 
FILED 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDANO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
1 
1 ORDER 
DANIEL J. LAWYER, 
INMATE 
I 
1 CASE NO: CR08- 04978 
) 
I 
CONFIDENTIAL: 
This P.S.I. packet shall be opened only by the Record's Clerk at any facility of 
the Idaho State Correctional Institution. 
IT IS SO ORDEMD t h i ~ ~ % a y  of February, 2009. 
CARL B. KERRICK-District Judge 
ORDER 
CERTIFICATE OF h4AILING 
I hereby certif4i that a true copy of the foregoing ORDER was mailed, postage prepaid, by the 
r " .  undersigned at Lewiston, Idaho, t h i s 7 2  day oEFebl-uary, 2009, on: 
lSC1 
P 0 BOX 14 
BOISE ID 83707 
PATTY 0. WEKS,CLERK 
ORDER 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 'ME 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 1 CASE NO. CR08-04978 
1 
Plaintiff, 1 JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION 
1 
vs. 1 
1 
DANIEL J. LAWYER, 1 
DO 1 
SSN 1 
1 
Defendant. 1 
This case having come on regularly for trial on January 12, 2009, before the 
Honorable Carl B. Kerrick, Sitting as Judge in the above-entitled case, with a jury duly andregularly 
empaneled, the defendant present in court and represented by Robert Van ldour and Mia Vowels 
present on behalf of the State of Idaho. 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION 1 
I h e  defendant was charged by l n f ~ r n ~ t i o n  with the crime of OPEPdTNG 
MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER 'THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, DRUGS AVDIOR ANY 
OTHER INTOXICATING SUBSTANCE, ldaho Code Ej 18-8004(lj(a) and 18-8005(7), a felony, 
committed on or about June 19,2008; and, a verdict of guilty to the crime of was rendered by the 
jury on January 13,2009, and thereafter, apresentence investigation was submitted to the Court, and 
the Court having considered the same, and being fully advised in the premises; 
On February 26,2009, the Court asked the defendant if there existed any legal cause 
why judgment should not be pronounced, and Defendant replied that there was none, and no 
sufficient cause being shorn  or appearing to the Court, thereupon, the Court rendered its judgnlent 
as follows: 
IT IS HEREBY, ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREEDthat Defendant is guilty 
of the crime of OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF 
ALCOHOL, DRUGS AND/OR ANY OTHER INTOXICATING SUBSTANCE, Idaho Code 3 I 8- 
8004(l)(a) and 18-8005(7), a felony, and that defendant is SENTENCED to the cnstody of the 
IDAEIO STATE BOARD OF CORRECTION, Boise, Idaho for a period of not less than TWO (2) 
years nor more than SEVEN (7) years, consisting of a minimum period of confinement of TWO (2) 
years during which the defendant shall not be eligible for parole or discharge or credit or reduction of 
sentence for good conduct (except as provided by Section 20-10 1 D, ldaho Code) and a subsequent 
indeterminate period of custody not exceeding FIVE (5) years. 
That Defendant shall receive credit for time served toward the FIXED portion of 
Defendant's sentence; and, 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION 2 
That Defendant's driving privileges shall be suspended for an absolute FIVE (5) year 
period to begin after release from custody; and, 
That Defendant shall pay court costs in the amount of $1 15.50, reimburse the Nez 
Perce County Public Defender Fund in the amount of $500.00 and pay a fine in the amount of 
$1,000.00, for a total of $l,615.50. Payments shall be inailed to Clerk of the Court, P 0 Box 896, 
Lew~ston, Idaho 83501 ; and, 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU, DANIEL J. LAWYER, ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have a right to 
appeal this order to the Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within the time 
provided by law. 
DATED t h i s B G y  of February, 2009, nunc pro tunc for February 2 6 ,  2009. 
&a 
CARL B. KERRICK-District Judge 
JVT)GMENT OF CONVICTION 3 
CERTIFICATE OF MATLING 
I hereby certifL that a true copy of the foregoing JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION was: 
/hand delivered via court basket, or 
? 7'"day of mailed, postage prepaid, by the undersigned at Lewiston, Idaho, this b 
February, 2009, to: 
IDOC Central Records -hd !d 
1299 North Orchard Suite 1 l o  
Boise ID 83701 
Robert Van Idour 
1 l l Main Street, Ste 301 
Lewiston ID 83501 
Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 1267 
Lewiston ID 83501 
Idaho State Police 
Probation and Parole 
P 0 Box 34 
7 4d Driver Services -Mat 
Boise ID 8373 1 -0034 
. 
PATTY 0. WEEKS, CLERK 
B 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION 4 
ROBERT J. VAN IDOUR, ISBN 2644 
FITZCERALD & VAN IDOUR FILED 
Attorneys at Law 
1 l 1 Main Street, Suite 301 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-61 00 
Facsimile: (208) 746-5571 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAI, DISTRICT OF~TIS%: 
STATE OF IDAHO, TN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
DANIEI, J. LAWYER, 
Defendant 
1 Case No. CR2008-04978 
1 
1 NOTICE OF APPEAL 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
) 
TO 'THE ABOVE NAMED PLAINTIFF, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE PARTY'S 
ATTORNEY, DANIEI, L. SPICKLER, P.O. Box 1267, LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant appeals against the above-named respondent to the Idaho 
Supreme Court froin the Judgment of Conviction entered on February 27, 2009 nunc pro tunc 
Fehruary 26, 2009 in the above-entitled action, Honorable Carl B. Kerrick presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments and 
orders described in paragraph 1, above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule 1 I (c)(l ) 
(a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? YES 
(h) The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's 
transcript: 
The entire reporter's transcript as defined in IAR 25(a), supplemented by the following: 
(c) The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the Clerk's record 
in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, IAR: 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 1 
Order Appointing Counsel 
Presentence Investigation Report prepared in this case 
5 .  Issue(s) Presented: A preliminary statement of the issues Appellant intends to assert in 
the appeal is: 
Did the District Court impose an excessive sentence in this case? 
6. I hereby certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b) That the appellant is exempt froin paying the estiinated transcript fee because he is 
indigent and proceeding in forma pauperis. 
(c) That the appellant is exempt froin paying the estiinated fee for the preparation of the 
record because he is indigent and proceeding in forma pauperis. 
(d) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 20 
and the Attomcy General of Idaho pursuant to Section 67- 140 1 (1 ), Idaho Code. 
DATED this 6th day of April, 2009. 
FITZGERALD & VAN IDOUR 
Attorneys for Appellant 
A 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on April (;, 2009, a true copy o f  this document was mailed via postage 
prepaid U.S. Mail, or hand delivered, to the following persons: 
Nez Perce County Prosecutor 
1 1 09 "F" Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
(Hand delivered) 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3647 North Harbor Lane 
Boise, ID 83703 -69 14 
(Mailed) 
Attorney General of Idaho 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-001 0 
(Mailed) 
Daniel J. Lawyer, 1149045 
ISCI Unit 15 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Robert J. Van Idour, ISBN No. 2644 
FlTZGERALD & VAN IDOUR 
A T T O W Y S  AT LAW 
Lewis Clark Plaza, Suite 301 
1 11 Main Street 
Lewiston, ID 8350 1 
Telephone: (208) 746 4090 
Facsimile: (208) 746-557 1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 Case No. CR2008-4978 
1 
Plaintiff, 1 MOTION TO APPOTNT STATE 
1 APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
v. 1 
1 AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEI, 
DANIEL J. LAWYER, 1 
1 
Defendant. 1 
MOTION 
Defendant, by and through his undersigned counsel, inoves the Court to appoint the 
Office of the State Appellate Public Defender to represent the above named defendant in the 
pending appeal to the Idaho Supreme Gourt/Court of Appeals. This Motion is based on the 
records and files of this case and the supporting Affidavit herein. 
Dated: k ,2009 
AFFIDAVIT 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
1 SS . 
COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE ) 
MOTION TO APPOTNT STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER; 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL I 
Robert J. Van Idour, after first being duly sworn on oath, says as follows: 
I am a partner in the law firm of Fitzgerald & Van Idour. Our firm is the court appointed 
defense counsel in this case. 
An appeal on behalf of the said defendant in this case has been filed from District Court 
from issues arising after September I, 1998. 
Afiant respectklly requests that the Court appoint the Office of the State Appellate 
Public Defender to represent the defendant in the pending appeal in this case. 
Dated this 61h day of April, 2009 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, a Notary Public of Idaho, on April 6,2009. 
../ 
I 2mz44i4 
&tary Public of Idaho, residing at 
Lewiston, therein. 
My Commission expires on: 
~K--// -/z 
MOTION TO APPOTNT STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER; 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL 2 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hercby certify that on A ,bA : 1 ,2009, a true copy of this document was mailed via 
postage prepaid U.S. Mail, o h n d  delivered, to the following persons: 
Fitzgerald & Van Idour 
Attorneys at Law 
504 Main Street, Suite 480 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
(Hand delivered) 
Nez Perce County Prosecutor 
1 109 "F" Street 
Lcwiston, ID 8350 1 
(Hand delivered by placement in court basket) 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, ID 83703 
(Mailed) 
Attorney General of Idaho 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-001 0 
(Mailed) 
MOTION TO APPOTNT STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER; 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEI, 3 
Inmate nameacL-, ,  6 \ TJ&hiJY < r. 
DOCNO L& 
Defcndanci4ppellant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF E I E  
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN 
- b L L v \ i j L c '  ' 9 ) 
) 
Appellant, 1 . . 
) NOTICE OF APPEAZ 
VS. ) - I 
C h - I  ) f ~ , r ~ ~ t c  a ) 
D d v l  y ?<-iccb-i ,r  4 . h  l q  V9w:Ir ) 
Respondent ) 
NOTICE IS KEREBY GIVEN THAX 
1 The above named Appellant(s) >c\X$e 1 T o  c \ ) t& w K 
appeal(s) agaunst the above named respondentfs) to the Idaho Supreme Court fmm (the final 
judgment or order, (describe it) SCKY&& - c G - . 4 ~ t \ ~  3 ~ ~ 7 ~ x  O F  G ,  r r z L T w ~  '3~7>,<~2A 
rvr 2 ,LC [ T s,S ~ k , , . ,  ~j&&yp&&~.- w ? . - C  T\%.<,L 
\,c*,,,i ~ , b , ~ c e ~  Z.dqr< .--.,.A - fi ?tL-\ &i- fi. (,yc ;r < I  $ Y C  P 
/ - , * 
entered in the abov~entitled actioa(proceeding) on the&day ~ f & ~ > t -  \ I  
20pj;l, Honorable Judge f & ~ r ~ ;  presiding. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
Revised. 10/14/08 
NOTICE 01' .APPEAL 
2 That the party has a r~ght o appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgment or 
ordsrs described in paragt-aph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule 
[e.g. (I l(cXI)), or (lZ(a))] I.A.R. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then intcn-ncls tu  
assert in the appeal, provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant 
from asserttng other tssues on appeal 
h'! ,! bU 
4.(a) Is a reporter's banscript requestrd? y c 5 
(b) The appellant requests the preparation ofthe following portions of the 
reporter's transcript: % .iw --i L i cc n ~ . ~ r . u  1, 
d r t r e  entire reposter's standard transcript as defined &Rule 25(a), 1.A.R 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
RevLed 10114105 
KOTICE OF APPEAL 
C] The entire repoi?er's transcript supplemented by the following: 
0 Vair Dii-e examination ofjury 
d Closing arguments of counsel 
d ~ h e  following reporter's partial transcript: ___ 
TubaG2f C. .\ . ,  -,+A 4 ?-. 
-e- d The testimony of witness(es) witneiso; ir-. lL&i , P ,  f, C .k\ l 
gF'<wd~& t ! t . r , , , , . . k - . ~  
D Conferences on requested instructions 
D lnstiuctians verbally given by court 
5. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's rezard in 
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R. 
U All requested and given jury instructions 
- d 'fie deposition of: .> ~ i , o 0 ~ I c  ccCC = iii'CC c T)i?b r, 
U Plaintiffs motion for continuance ofhial 
6. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been w e d  on the reporter. 
@)(I) 0 'That the clerk of the dishict court or adrninishative agency has been paid the 
estimated fee far preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(2) 0 That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript fee b e c a w  
/ - 
~.~C,- , , -~?I&CC& j t - i i r n ' ; ;  u j  Corr&-u~Yi 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3 
Revised 10114/05 
KOTICE OF APPEAL 
I (c)(l) D That the estimated fee for preparatlan of the clerk or agency's ~ecord  has been 
pa~d 
(2) 0 That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the preparation 
- 
of the record because - - r , i . p . . C ~ . , l  -;,LA - - - --- 
j --- commentjnooll: ~-~~ - 
(d)(l) 0 That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(2) 0 That appellate is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee because 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be  served pursuant to 
Rule 20, and the aflornzy general of Idaho pursuant to Sect~on 67-1401(1), Idaho Code 
DATED T H i ~ 2 A d a y  of c ,20vC;! 
, 
X7L& 4 
Appellant 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss 
~ a r m t y  O ~ ~ Z L ~ P .  2 ) 
- k d  ~ L Q  17 , be~ng sworn, deposes and says 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4 
Revised 10114105 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
That the party is the appellant in the above-entitled appeal and that all statements in t h~s  
notlce of appeal arc tme and correct to the best ofhis or her knowledge ~ n d  belief 
l-lC J .* ~~om&iss ion  expires: Q&Y/zB/D - 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That an the - day of -. 20_-. 1 
mailed a true and correct copy of  fhc NOTICE OF APPEAL via prison mail system far 
processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
OFFJCE OF TBE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
CRIMINAL DMSION, APPElLATE UNlT 
PO Box 87320 
Boise. ID 83720-0010 
,.((,7 q c r ~ r  -- Counly Prosmuting Attorney 
7.0. ,&~2 1.7 -- - 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 5 
Revised 10114105 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
**?ad 
*% 
. ~ . .  . . - .  
Inmate nameT-,.,,,~ \ &l"lcx 
IDOC No. 
Address- I 2 ,I J= A 
111 %&9,-1 E n 7  
Defendant-Appellant 
IN TKEi DISTRlCT COURT OF THE JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
1 Case No C COY- qi(Y 7 t? 
Plamtlff-Respondent, 1 
) MOTION AND AFPLDAVIT IN 
vs 1 SUPPORT FOR 
- "  
1 APPOLNTMENT OF 
& xiel I + , b u  1 COUNSEL 
\ 
Defendaat-Appellant. 1 
1 
COMES NOW, pP 1 uc, / &lwr/ , Defendaat-Appellant in the 
above entitled matter and moves this Honorable Court to grant Defendant-Appellant's Motion 
for Appointment of Counsel for the reasons more fully set forth bereio and in the Affidavit in 
Support of Motion for Appointment of Counsel 
1. Defendant-Appellant is currently incarcerated witbin the Idaho Department of 
-! 
Corrections under the direct care, custody and control of Warden )- 
of the y,\,\ ha1- A c: l . - L - ~ i -  . - - i '3~hd  S r ~ i - i e  c7 r r z  L T , ~ , , ~  I .-\~7-7~7,. 
2. Tbe issues to be  resented in this case may become to complex for the Defendant- 
Appellant to properly pursue. Defendant-Appellant lacks the knowledge and skill needed to 
represent Wherself  
MOTION AND AFFIDAVK I N  SWPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 1 
i R e v i d  1011W~5 
3.  Defend&-Appellant required assistance completing these pleadings, as helsbe 
was unable to do it himlherself. 
4. other: &,. 
DATED this day of 7 s- , 2 0 e .  
AFFIDAVIT IN SSWORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
1 ss 
county of A r z - ? ~  c-u -1 
-1~4 I so; I LnQ ,s , after f i t  being duly sworn upon hisiher oath, deposes 
-. 
: . .* > and says as follows: 
1. I am the Affiant in the above-entitled case; 
7 
2. I am currently residing at the ic\ 4% - J - 7 f i ~ e  ( ; 7c , -~~7 ,  ,nl ~ r , ~ y , ~ u ~ s 2 1  
- '  
under the care, custody and control of Warden Ld.%h-*   .4 
3. 1 am indigent and do not have any funds to hire private counsel; 
4. 1 am without bank accounts, stocks, bonds, real estate or any other form of real 
property; 
5. I amunable to provide any other form of security; 
6 .  I am unkained in the law; 
7. If I am forced to proceed without counsel being appointed I will be unfairly 
handicapped in competing with trained and competent counsel of the State; 
Fuxther your affiant sayeth naught. 
WHEREFORE, Defendant-Appellant respectfully prays tbat this Honorable 
Court Issue 11's Order grantlng Defendant Appellant's Motlon for Appointment of Counsel to 
represent hislher interest, or in the alternative grant any such relief to which it may appear the 
Defendant-Appellant is entltled to. 
DATED %s day of bp-,  \ , 2 0 5  
SUBSCREED AND SWORN AND AFFUCMED to before me this r'k ___day 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT I N  SWPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 3 
1 Rtviscd 10114105 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I FIEREBY CERTIFY that on the & day of /.\.pic I I , 20&, 1 
mailed a copy of this MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SWPOR'I' FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
COUNSEL for the purposes of fding with h e  court and of mailing a true and correct copy via 
prison mail system for processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
f ' t d ~  ?a-C County Prosecuting Attorney 
-?~f- %;30 12 ~7 
L e ~ , r i z . * , ~ ~ \ ~ i \ u  F3So / -- 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVTT I N  SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 4 
Rcvlrcd 10/14rns 
149 
I m a t e  n a r n e ~ $ . , u e \  I o & h ~ ~ i  ,- 
DOGNO. "IYQ + 
Adres- c.;r, rn5 2 .L 
&zJ 73 7 u L  
Defendant-Appellant 
IP-i TIIE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE -- 
U p  'ME STATE OF i i j ~ t f ~ ,  EY AX3 Fm ~2 2c.-c < 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
) Case No C b7&- "/Y 7 1 
P lam~ff-Respondent, 
MOTlON AND AFFlDAVlT 
vs 1 FOR FEE WAIVER (PRISONER) 
3 ~ . 2 \ c l  1 ~&LC I ! hL.,yrK , 
Defendant-Appellant 
\ 
IMPORTANTNOnCE: Idaho Code 5 31-3220A(2)(c) requires that you serve upon counsel 
) for the countysheriffor the department ofcorrection, whichever may apply, a copy of this 
motion and afidavit and any other documentsfiled in connection with your requestfor waiver of 
fees. You mustfileproof of such service with the court when youfile this afidavit. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
) ss 
County of &.J ?vc i ) 
[ 1 Plaintiff-Respondent [ ] DefendantbAppellant asks to start or defend this case 
without paying fees, and swears under oath: 
1. This is an action for (type of case)-, P 9 ;)r 1 
2. 1 amunable to pay the court costs. I verify that the statements made in this affidavit are 
true and correct. I understand that a false statement in this affidavit is peGury and I could 
MOTION AND AFFIDAW FOR FEE WAIVER (PRISONER) 
PAGE 1 
I Rcviad: 10114105 
be sent to prison for one (I) to fourteen (14) years. The waiver of payment does not 
prevent the court &om later ordenng me to pay costs and fees 
3 I have anached to &IS affidavit a cunent statemerlt of my inmate account, cerhfied by a 
custodian of inmate accounts, that reflects the activity of the account over my period of 
lncarcerahon or for the last twelve (12) months, whtchever is less I understand that 1 am 
not an indigent prisoner, and will be required to pay all or part of the court fees, if I have 
had any Funds in my inmate account during the last twelve (1) months or the period of my 
ic~cmceration, whichever is less 
Do not leave any items blank. v a n y  item does not apply, write "N/A ". -4ttach ndditional 
pages ifmorespace is needed for any response. 
lDENTIFICATION AM) RESIDENCE: 
e - j  , . Other Names I have used:& 
Address: 31, ; p 3 \j L I.,& ;I, j , , ~  .. .. . .. 
How long at that Address;3E 9 f i  r -- -- Phone: Pi& -- 
Date and place of birth: 70 / c4#rz,Q, zrLAhU .. . 
Education completed bears):) i + r, T & 
Marital Status: WSingle [ ] M e e d  [ ]Divorced [ ]Widowed [ ]Separated 
ASSETS: 
List all red property (land and buildings) owned or being purchased by you. 
Legal Your 
Address City State Description Value Equity 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVK FOX FEE WAlVER (PRISONER) 
PAGE 2 
.- - . . 
: i 
List all otherpruperty owned by you and state its value 
Description (provide description for each item) Value 
Notes and Receivables: 
6' 
~c6icles:&&--&& I@ ~ u . 2  3~.i,.-- 
B ~ ~ a v i o ~ s l ~ b e c k i n g  Accountr: 
Stocks/Bonds/hvestmentdCertificates of Deposit: bi$, 
Trust F u n d s : M P  
Retirement Accounls/lRAs/40l(k)'s: i j  A - - .. 
Cash Value Insurance: ).I :ti - 
Motorcycles/BoatsiRV's/Snowmobiles: Lib4 
Sporting GooddGuns:.& 
Other (describe)-- 
EXPENSES: List all of your monthly expenses 
Expense 
Average 
'Monthly Payment 
Rent/House Payment: 6- C' 
MOTION AND AFFTDAVTT FOR FEE WAIVER (PRISONER) 
PAGE 3 
I Revised 10114105 
Vehicle Payment(s). 0 -
Credit Cards: (list each account number) I - 
Loans: (name of lender and reason for loan) 
%?. Phone: C , \ i  ; I \ . ~ O L  - f.1 flu: j\ 
L{ i;+ Groceries: n * . ~ r  ( 
Clothing: 1 6 - 7 ~  Y;., 
Auto Fuel. 5.~1- '?l_L 
. . Auto M a i n t e u a n c e : ~ &  : .. 1) 
C o s m e t i c s / ~ - f a i r c u t d ~ a ~ o n s : ~ ~ ~ ~  .- 
Home Insurance: I\\ $4 
~ u t o  Insurance: - 762%,,,7 4
Medical Insurance: 
Medical Expense: 
MISCELLANEOUS: 
7 How much can you borrow? kL/ -- From Whom? LI b) 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR FEE WArVER (PRISONER) 
PAGE 4 
\ Rwtsed 1011905 
-- 9 C & J w c 6 1  2 . h . ~  
When did you file your last income tax rehrrn? Abi' Amount of Refind?- 
PERSONAL REFERENCES (These persons must be able to verify information provided): 
Name Address Phone Years Known 
Jws A/- ;& 
Signature ' 
- 
3 5 X , L (  Ld L * ? C L  
TypediPnnted Name ' 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN or AFFIRMED TO before me t h ~ s  c d a y  of 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR FEE WAlVER (PRISONER) 
PAGE 5 
\ Rvriscd: 1011 4fi5 
Robert J. Van Idour, ISBN No. 2644 
FITZGEIZALD & VAN IDOUR 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
Lewis Clark Plazra, Suite 30 1 
1 I I Main Street 
F I L E D  
Lewiston, IT) 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-4090 
Facsimile: (208) 746-5571 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND TRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 Case No. CR2008-4978 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
) 
1 ORDER APPOINTING STATE 
1 APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
1 
1 
DANIEI, J. LAWYER, 1 
1 
Defendant. 1 
. f 
It is hereby ordercd that the Office of the State Appellate Public Defender is appointed to 
represent the above named defendant in the pending appeal to the Idaho Supreme CourtICourt of 
Appeals. The law firm of Fitzgerald & Van Idour shall continue to represent the above named 
defendant in all other aspects of this case, subject to the further order of this court. 
Dated: ~~ril/j.f? 2009 
District Judge Carl B. Kerrick 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on April /5?2OUV. a true copy otthis document was mailed via postage 
prepaid I.J.S. Mail, or hand delivered, to the following persons: 
Fitzgerald & Van Idour 
Attorneys at Law 
504 Main Street, Suite 480 
Lewiston, ID 8350 1 
(Hand delivered) 
Nez Perce County Prosecutor 
1109 "F" Street 
Lewiston, ID 8350 1 
(Hand delivered by placement in court basket) 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, ID 83703 
(Mailed) 
Attorney General of Idaho 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
MOLLY J. HUSKEY 
State Appellate Public Defender 
State of idaho 
I.S.B. # 4843 
SARA B. THOMAS 
Chief, Appellate Unit 
I.S.B. # 5867 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, ldaho 83703 
(208) 334-271 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR NEZ PERCE COUNTY 
STATE OF IDAHO. 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
1 
1 CASE NO. CR 2008-4978 
v. I S.C: DOCKET NO. 36382 
DANIEL JOEL LAWER,  
Defendantffppellant. 
AMENDED 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
1 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE 
PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, DANIEL L. SPICKLER, NEZ PERCE COUNTY 
PROSECUTOR, P.O. BOX 1267, LEWISTON, ID, 83501, AND THE CLERK OF 
THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant appeals against the above-named 
respondent to the ldaho Supreme Court from the Judgment of Conviction entered 
in the above-entitled action on the 27" day of February, 2009, the Honorable 
Carl B. Kerrick, presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the ldaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders 
under and pursuant to ldaho Appellate Rule (I.A.R.) 1 I(c)(l-10). 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 1 
05 /08 /2009  1 2 : 5 2  FAX 2 0 8  3 3 4  29@*>b 
&$kS STA'I'E APPELLATE PD *%&&. -- &*. ._ -____.-_ #&&$% eb+e a003 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant then 
intends to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall 
not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, islare: 
(a) Did the district court e n  in imposing an excessive sentence? 
4. There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That poition of the record 
that is sealed is the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PSI). 
5 Reporter's Transcript. The appellant requests the preparation of the 
entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in 1.A-R. 25(c). The appellant 
also requests the preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's 
transcript: 
(a) Pretrial Conference held on December 18. 2008 (Court Reporter: 
Nancv Towler, estimation of 100 pa-); 
(b) Pretrial Conference held on Januarv 9, 2009 (Court ReDorter: 
Nancv.Towler, estimation of 100 paqes); 
(c) Jury Trial held Januaw 12-13, 2009, to include the voir dire, 
openinq statements. closinq ar~uments, iurv instruction 
conferences, readinq of the jury instructions, any hearinas - 
reqardinpl questions from the iurv durinq deliberations, return of the 
verdict, and any pollinq of the jurors (Court Reporter: Nancv Towler, 
estimation of 350 paqesl; and 
(d) m e n c i n q  Hearinq held on Februaw 26. 2009 (Court Reoorter: 
Nancv Towler, estimation of 100 paqesi. 
nnnFNnFD NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 2 
IN THE DISTRLCT COURT OF TilE SECOND J U D I C I A L  D I S ' S X I C T  O F  
THE STATE OF IDAf?O IN AVD FOE T E E  COaNTY O F  NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
P e t i t i o n e r - R e s p o n d e n t ,  
) SUPREME COURT 30. 36352 
DAMEL J .  LAWYER, 1 
1 
1 
D e f e n d a n t - A p p e l l a n t .  ) 
I, DeAnna P .  Gr i .m,  I3epuiy C i e r k  of t h e  D i s t r j . c t  Cour t  of 
t h e  Second J u d i c i a ;  D i s t r i c t  o f  t h e  S t a t e  of  I d a h o ,  i n  and f o r  
Nez Perce County,  do h e r e b y  c e r t i f y  t h a t  t h e  f c l l o w i r g  l i s t  i s  a  
l i s t  o f  che e x h i b i t s  o f f e r e d  o r  a d m i t r e d  and  which have been 
lodged  w i t h  t h e  Supreme C o u r t  o r  r e t a i n e d  a s  i n d i c a t e d :  S t a t e ' s  
E x h i b i t  A - v i d e o  was r e l e a s e d  t o  t h e  S t a t e  on J a n u a r y  i6, 2609. 
S a i d  v i d e o  was r e t u r n e d  t o  t h e  S t a t e  a s  t h e r e  were o t h e r  c r a f f i c  
s t o p s  on t h e  v i d e o .  
IX WI'ZNESS WHE3ECF 1 have  h e r e u n t o  s e x  my hand and a f i i x e c i  
t h e  s e a l  o f  t h e  C o ~ i r t  t h i s  617 of  Kay 2009. 
PATTY 0. WEEKS, C l e r k  
CERTIPICAT3 OF EXHIBITS 
Date 512112009 
T ~ m e  10 45 AM 
Page 1 of 1 
d* , A?%% 
Secon~~&$icial District Court - Nez Perce Count$$3 
%a% ,;" 
Exhibit Summary 
Case: CR-2008-0004976 
State of Idaho vs. Daniel Joel Lawyer 
Sorted by Exhib~t Number 
Destroy 
Storage Location Notification Destroy or 
Number Description Result Property Item Number Date Return Date 
1 STATE'S EXHIBIT 1 Offered Exhibit Vault 
CD demonstration eye test 
used for illustrative puposes only Assigned to: Vowels, Mia 
2 STATE'S EXHIBIT A Admitted $/$6/2009 
Video--traffic stop 
ADMITTED AT JURY TRIAL 
1-12-09 **order for release of 
Assigned to: Vowels, Mia 
evidence Ill 612009"* 
3 STATE'S EXHIBIT B Admitted Exhibit Vault 
Certification John Ferriss 
lntoxilyzer 5000 
ADMITTED AT JURY TRIAL 
Assigned to: Vowels, Mia 
1-12-09 
4 STATE'S EXHIBIT C Admitted Exhibit Vault 
lntoxilyzer results 
ADMITTED AT JURY TRIAL 
1-12-09 
Assigned to: Vowels, Mia 
5 STATE'S EXHIBIT D Admitted Exhibit Vault 
Certified copy of Judgment of 
Conviction and Information in 
CR01-2298 
Assigned to: Vowels, Mia 
ADMITTED AT JURY TRIAL 
1-13-09 
CERTIFICATE OF EXI-IIBITS 
I N  T3E DISTRICT COURT 3 F  TF!E SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT O F  
THE STATE CF IDAH3, IN AND FOR TNE CODNTY OF N Z Z  PERCE 
STATE OF ZDAHO, ) 
) SUPREME COURT NO. 36382 
P e t l t l o n e r - R e s p o n d e m ,  
V .  ) C L E R K ' S  CERTIFICATE 
DANIEL 2. LAWYER, 
I ,  DeAnna P .  Grimm, Deputy C l e r k  of  t h e  D i s t r i c t  C o a r t  o f  
t h e  Second J ~ d i c i a l  D i s t r i c t  o f  t h e  S t a t e  o f  I d a h o ,  i n  and  f o r  
t h e  County of Mez i 'erce, do h e r e b y  c e r t i f y  t h a t  t h e  f o r e g o i n g  
C l e r k ' s  Record i n  t h e  a b c v o - e n t i t l e d  c a u s e  was compi l ed  and bound 
by me and c o n t a i n s  t r G e  and  c o r r e c t  c o p i e s  o f  a l l  p l e a d i n g s ,  
dccuments ,  a n d  p a p e r s  d e s i g n a t e d  t o  b e  i n c l u d e d  u n d e r  Rule  2 8 ,  
Idaho  A p p e l l a t e  R u l e s ,  t h e  N o t i c e  o f  Appea l ,  any  E o t i c e  of  Cross-  
Appeal ,  and a d d i t i o n a l  d o c u n e n t s  t h a t  were r e q u e s t e d  
I f u r t h e r  c e r t i f y :  
I. That  a l l  documents ,  x - r a y s ,  c h a r t s ,  and  p i c t u r e s  o f f e r e d  
o r  a d m i t t e d  a s  e x h i b i t s  i n  t h e  a b o ; i e - e n t i t l e d  c a u s e ,  i f  any ,  
w i L i  b e  duly i o d g e d  x i t h  t h e  C l e r k  of t i e  Supreme Cour t  w i th  
zny R e p o r t e r ' s  'T raasc r ip l '  and t h e  C l e r k ' s  Record a s  requj . red 
by Rule 31 3 f  t h e  Idaho  A p p e l l a t e  R u l e s .  
CLERK' S  CERTIFICATE 
161 
2. That the f o l i o w i n g  w i l i  be submitted as a confidentiai 
exhibit to the record: 
5pdate to Presencence Xeport dated September i8, 2001 
along w i ~ h  a letter from the Idaho Cepartment of Corrections 
dated February 17, 2009 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF 1 have hereunto sez ny hand and affixed 
+ h i  .: 27 th,? seal of s a i d  court .-I day of May 2009. 
PATTY 3. WEEKS, Clerk 
CLERK' S CERTIFICATE 
I N  THE D I S T R I C T  CCURT O F  T H 3  SECOIU'D J U C I C I A Z ,  D1:;TIIICT OF 
T H E  STATE OF I D A H O ,  1N AND FOR THE COUN'TY C F  NEZ PZXCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) SUPRSME COURT NO. 36392 
P e t i t i o n e r - R e s p o n d e n t ,  ) 
1 
'11 . ) C E R T I F I C A T E  OF S E R V I C E  
DANIEL J. LAWYER, 
I ,  3 e A n n a  P. Grimn, D e p u t y  C l e r k  o f  t h e  D i s r r i c t  C o x r t  of 
thc Second J z d i c i a l ~  D i s t r i c t  o f  t h e  S t a z e  o f  I d a h o ,  i n  and  f o r  
t h e  C o c n t y  o f  N e z  P e r c e ,  do h e r e b y  certify t h a t  copies  of  t n e  
C l e r k ' s  R e c o r d  and  R e p o r t e r ' s  T r a n s c r i p t  w e r e  p l aced  i.n t h e  
U n l t e d  S t a t e s  m a l l  and addressed t o  L a w r e n c e  G .  Wasden, A t t o r l e y  
G e n e r a ; ,  P. 0. B c x  8 3 7 2 0 ,  B o l s o ,  Idaho 8 3 7 2 0 - 0 0 1 0  and  H o l l y  J. 
I N  W i T N E S S  WHEREOF, I have h e r e u n t o  s e t  my hand and a f f i x e d  
d / 
(1 
t h e  s e a l  of  t h e  s a i d  C o u r t  t h i s  iJI day of  ,& q C 9 .  - 
PATTY 0. WEEKS 
CLERK OF THE 3 I S T R I C T  COUS'I 
D e p u t y  C l e r k  
C E R T I F Z C A T Z  OF S E R V I C Z  
In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
V.  
DANIEL J. LAWYER, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
1 
) 
) ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
) AUGMENT THE RECORD 
i 
) Supreme Court Docket No. 36382-2009 
) Nez Perce County Docket No. 
) 2008-4978 
1 
A MOTION TO AUGMEHT AND TO SUSPEND THE BRIEFING SCHDULE AND 
STATEMENT IN SUPPORT THEREOF was filed by counsel for Appellant on November 24, 
2009. Therefore, good cause appearing, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Appellant's MOTION TO AUGMENT be, and hereby is, 
GRANTED and the District Court Clerk shall submit to this Court the item listed below as an 
EXHIBIT, an item which was NOT submitted with this Motion, and not contained in this record on 
appeal: 
1. VHS videotape of the traffic stop and arrest for driving under the influence, admitted 
at trial as State's Exhibit A. 
IT FLXTHER IS ORDERED that Appellant's MOTION TO SUSPEND THE BRIEFING 
SCHEDULE be, and hereby is, GRANTED and proceedings in this appeal shall be SUSPENDED 
until the exhibit is filed with this Court. If State's Exhibit A is not currently in the district court's 
possession, a copy of State's Exhibit A shall be obtained by the district court from the prosecutor or 
police off~cer, certified that it was the exhibit played for the jury and sent back to the jury room 
with the jury. Further, the District Court Clerk shall submit the item listed above to this Court on or 
before fourteen (14) days of the date of this Order, at which time the due date for filing Appellant's 
Brief shall be reset.' 
cc: Counsel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
